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Bastar IG Kalluri shunted out, sent to Chhattisgarh PHQ



Hardik Patel to be face of Shiv Sena in Gujarat polls
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BRIEFLY Talks to end Manipur blockade fail IMPHAL/NEW DELHI: The tripartite talks to end the over three-month-long economic blockade of a crucial highway in Manipur failed to make any headway on Tuesday with the Naga group spearheading it refusing to relent from its position of not allowing seven districts to be carved out.



쐍 NEWS| PAGE 12 Doctors at AIIMS call off their strike NEW DELHI: Succumbing to the



pressure by the Resident Doctors’ Association (RDA), the AIIMS administration on Tuesday revoked the suspension of five doctors over a nurse’s death due to alleged negligence, which resulted in the association calling off a partial strike. CITY | PAGE 4



쐍



Blast at Afghan top court leaves 20 dead KABUL: At least 20 people were



OPS revolts, says he was forced to quit Demonetisation flushed out black ‘Someone with a popular mandate alone should be Chief Minister’



SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT CHENNAI: Tamil Nadu’s politics



took a dramatic turn on Tuesday night with outgoing Chief Minister O. Panneerselvam announcing that he was compelled to resign from his post and humiliated while holding the high oice. Following this revolt, AIADMK general secretary V.K. Sasikala dismissed him from the post of party treasurer and appointed Dindigul Srinivasan in his place. Hinting that he was not in favour of Ms. Sasikala taking over the reins of the government, he declared, “Only someone who has the support of all the cadre of the party and the mandate of the



CALM BEFORE THE STORM: Tamil Nadu CM O. Panneerselvam at the Jayalalithaa memorial on Tuesday. — PHOTO: B. JOTHI RAMALINGAM people should take charge as Chief Minister. It should be based on the wishes of the people. Taking into account the future of Tamil Nadu, someone who can run the party eiciently and as per Amma’s wishes and keep up the good name alone should



lead.” Mr. Panneerselvam, who said he wasn’t informed in advance about Sunday’s MLAs’ meeting, added that he would be willing to withdraw his resignation “if people wanted”. Earlier Mr. Panneerselvam’s unexpected



‘Conscience pricking me’ “I came here [Marina] because my conscience was pricking me. I have some



truth to tell the people of the country and the cadre,” Mr. Panneerselvam told reporters. The Chief Minister said that when Jayalalithaa was in hospital, he was initially told that the plan was to make senior leader E. Madhusoodhanan the general secretary and him the Chief Minister. However, after he assumed oice, Revenue Minister R.B. Udhayakumar gave an interview saying Ms. Sasikala should also hold office as CM. This he felt undermined his position and he protested. Similarly, he was taken aback when Health Minister C. Vijaya Baskar told him that Ms. Sasikala’s brother Divakaran had conveyed that she should be general secretary instead of the initial plan to install Mr. Madhusoodhanan.



쐍 NO LEGAL PROBLEM, SAYS A-G | PAGE 12



Nepal businessman held for plotting train attacks VIJAITA SINGH



killed and 41 injured in a suicide bomb attack at the Supreme Court in the Afghan capital. The attacker, wearing a suicide vest, targeted a bus carrying judicial personnel as they were leaving work for the day, Najibullah Danish, deputy spokesman for the Interior Ministry, said. A suicide bomber attacked Afghanistan’s Supreme Court just when the staff were leaving work on Tuesday.



NEW DELHI: Police oicers in



Nepal have confirmed that businessman Shamshul Hoda, who was arrested on Saturday in Kathmandu, was involved in an aborted attempt at setting of a train accident in Ghorasahan and a low intensity explosion at Nakardehi, both in Bihar. However, they are dismissive of other claims by Indian agencies of Mr. Hoda’s links to other recent train derailments and that he was working on behalf of Pakistan’s Inter-Services In-



쐍 WORLD | PAGE 14 EMPOWER Page 7



Satyarthi’s Nobel citation stolen from Delhi residence SOUMYA PILLAI NEW DELHI: Nobel laureate and



child rights activist, Kailash Satyarthi’s house in the capital’s Kalkaji area was looted on Monday night. Among the articles that were stolen are the Nobel Peace Prize citation and a replica of the medallion. The locks of his two-bedroom DDA flat in Aravali Apartments in south Delhi, were found broken. Mr. Satyarthi had dedicated the original prize medal to the President of India as a gift to the country, and it is on display at Rashtrapati Bhavan museum. The replica was kept in a locker in his house. The 63-year-old activist had left the city last week to participate in the World Summit of the Nobel Peace Laureates in Bogota. He was



show of revolt at the memorial of Jayalalithaa, his political mentor, drew support from a cross-section of people including AIADMK cadre who converged outside his house in the night. Some Ministers and supporters had assembled outside the Veda Nilayam bungalow of late Jayalalithaa, where Ms. Sasikala continues to live. Mr. Panneerselvam took everyone by surprise when he went to the memorial at the Marina around 9 p.m., accompanied by only his personal security staf and aides, and sat in meditation for about 40 minutes before alleging that Ms. Sasikala was “annoyed” over his government’s good work during Cyclone Vardah.



Forensic experts search for fingerprints at the house of Kailash Satyarthi in New Delhi. — PHOTO: R. V. MOORTHY awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 2014 for his struggle seeking rights and educational opportunities for children and youth, along with Malala Yousafzai. “My Nobel Prize belongs to my country and its children. I appeal to the conscience of the people in-



volved to understand its significance and not get distracted by its monetary value. A police probe has been initiated and I have complete faith in the authorities and the legal bodies of our country,” Mr. Satyarthi said, after learning of the theft. The ground-floor house was locked and thieves seem to have broken the lock of the main gate, entered the lawns, cut open the iron window grill of the living room and made their way in, investigators said. “The gate’s lock had been cut open by a sharp object. It looks like the thieves entered through the living room window and left using the kitchen door, at the back of the house,” said an oicer.



쐍 CONTINUED ON PAGE 12 쐍 SEE ALSO | PAGE 4



telligence (ISI). Mr. Hoda was arrested in the Nepal capital on his return from Dubai. Superintendent of Police, Nepal, Arun Kumar Kushwaha told The Hindu, “Hoda, who was in Dubai for twothree years, was wanted in a double murder case here. He was acting on the instructions of a person named Shafi in Dubai but he is not saying if Shafi worked for Pakistan’s ISI. We have no proof so far that Hoda was working for ISI.”



쐍 CONTINUED ON PAGE 12



money, says Modi ‘The timing was right, and the decision was not taken in a hurry’ SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT NEW DELHI: Prime Minister



Narendra Modi on Tuesday hit out at critics, mounting a strong defence of his government’s decisions in the last year, from demonetisation to surgical strikes across the Line of Control (LoC). He was responding to the debate on the Motion of Thanks to the President for his address to the joint session of Parliament that was passed in the Lower House. The Opposition had moved 189 amendments to the Motion that were negated. Declaring that his government was working for the poor and the downtrodden, Mr. Modi in his over 90minute speech justified the timing of the demonetisation and denied that it had been done in a hurry. “To realise that you will have to study Modi,” he said. “Just notice the change in the discourse after our government came to power. Earlier it was about how much money was lost due to scams and now it is about how much black money has been recovered because of demonetisation.” In a jibe at Congress vicepresident Rahul Gandhi, he referred to the earthquake in Uttarakhand on Monday



Kingfisher dues: Wind up Justice Karnan faces United Breweries, says HC contempt action today KRISHNAPRASAD BENGALURU: In a major blow to



liquor baron Vijay Mallya, the Karnataka High Court on Tuesday ordered winding up of United Breweries (Holding) Ltd., the 102-year-old parent company of the UB Group, for its failure to pay admitted liabilities to the unsecured and secured creditors, including banks, as per the corporate guarantees extended to Kingfisher Airlines Ltd. (KFA). Justice Vineet Kothari delivered the verdict, in a sitting held through videoconference from the Dharwad Bench, allowing 10 petitions for winding up filed by unsecured creditors and suppliers and a group of banks led by State Bank of India. As per the court’s calculation, the total due amount from UBHL is ₨7,000 crore. Referring to financial re-



ports and the constant increase in losses and erosion of the net worth and the refusal of UBHL to square up its “guarantee obligations” and “raising sham and moonshine defences to avoid winding up”, the court said: “UBHL is a commercially insolvent company and is unable to meet its admitted financial obligations and square up its admitted liability towards the petitioning creditors.” “On a totality of the facts and circumstances, this court is of the firm and clear opinion that UBHL also deserves to be wound up for its failure to discharge its liability towards the petitioning creditors, which is far in excess of its net worth and the assets of the company…,” Justice Kothari said.



KRISHNADAS RAJAGOPAL NEW DELHI: For the first time in



the country’s history, seven seniormost Supreme Court judges led by Chief Justice of India J.S. Khehar are convening in open court on Wednesday to initiate suo motu contempt action against sitting Calcutta High Court judge, Justice C.S. Karnan, for “scurrilous remarks”



made against senior judges of the Supreme Court and the High Courts and impeding the process of justice administration. The seven-judge Bench also comprises Justices Dipak Misra, J. Chelameswar, Ranjan Gogoi, Madan B. Lokur, P.C. Ghose and Kurian Joseph.



쐍 DETAILS ON | PAGE 12



night as the real thing, compared to what Mr. Gandhi had promised as a political earthquake over the SaharaBirla diaries and allegations of graft against the Prime Minister. “At last there is an earthquake. The Central government has ofered all its help to the State government. I was thinking about the reasons why earthquakes occur. When somebody sees Sewa in scam [Mr. Gandhi had entered into an acronym war with the BJP on the word SCAM during the campaign in U.P.], even Mother Earth becomes sad and an earthquake follows,” he said.



쐍 CONTINUED ON PAGE 12 쐍 RAHUL HITS BACK AT MODI | PAGE 12



Massive cut in seats at JNU STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: The JNU adminis-



tration on Tuesday oicially announced a massive reduction in student intake in M.Phil and Ph.D courses on its website. The administration released a list of tentative vacancies with a facultywise and centre-wise breakup, according to the new UGC regulations.



쐍 DETAILS ON | PAGE 6



쐍 CONTINUED ON PAGE 12



Anti-colonial warrior comes out of the shadows SONAM SAIGAL MUMBAI: A.C.N. Nambiar



was a man of many parts, but he had a life away from the public eye, as a trusted but discreet friend of Jawaharlal Nehru and Indira Gandhi. The journalist-activistdiplomat who rubbed shoulders with kings, democrats, dictators, political activists and revolutionaries in Europe, and faced long detentions in foreign jails for no crime, also had ties to Subhas Chandra Bose. At the end of the Second World War he was a pauper, only to rise like a phoenix. The story of Arathil Candeth Narayanan Nambiar is now told in a book, ‘A Life In Shadow’ written by Vappala Balachandran, a former senior RAW CM YK



A.C.N. Nambiar, second from right, at a dinner with Indira Gandhi at the Indian Consulate in Geneva. — PHOTO: SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



oicial. The book on the ‘forgotten anti-colonial warrior’, released here on Tuesday, is a 344-page anecdote-filled tour, with letters written by Nambiar to Bose in 1945, as well as Nehru’s letter to him in 1947 and Prime Minister Indira Gandhi’s letters. A renegade in Europe Nambiar was active as a journalist in Europe before



the Second World War. He helped raise awareness in India and Europe of colonial exploitation. His dispatches to The Hindu (Letter From Berlin), which commenced on May 8, 1926, had a lucid style, and a broad sweep of various subjects ranging from politics to theatre. To intelligence agencies he was, ironically, a ‘notorious communist’ or a Nazi collaborator. The



biography sketches his relationship with Nehru and Bose recalling his own descriptions. In Badenweiler, Nehru gave him instructions on cooking eggs and washing his eyes. He told him that he was not young enough for yoga lessons. While Nambiar was an ambassador in Bonn, he was instructed by Nehru not to miss physical exercise; the Prime Minister told that one could pursue such activity even while shaving, by just raising one’s legs. Contrary to the general impression, Bose wanted to make Asia his main centre of operations when he left India for Europe. This he told Nambiar in January 1942 when he joined him in Berlin. Nambiar was close to two key characters of the



Independence struggle. Mr. Balachandran took 13 years to scour books and records to conclude, “As Nambiar saw it, Nehru and Bose difered not on the aim of independence but on the modalities. Nehru, although doubting certain assumptions and conclusions of Bose, never doubted his patriotism nor harboured any hatred. Bose...recognised Nehru’s importance and influence in India’s national struggle although he felt that Nehru’s pro-British attitude could be a problem.” The book has Mrs. Gandhi’s letter where she talks to Nambiar about Sanjay Gandhi. “Sanjay faced all the calumny, the false propaganda and the hardship of the last years with remarkable dignity and maturity,” she says. ND-ND
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CP shuts down for four hours Traders threaten to go on permanent strike if pedestrianisation plan is enforced DAMINI NATH NEW DELHI: Connaught Place



traders shut their shops from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m on Tuesday in protest against the New Delhi Municipal Council’s plan to pedestrianise the Inner Circle and Middle Lanes. Voicing their opposition to the proposal to make the commercial hub free of vehicles, the traders threatened to close their shops down permanently if the plan was rolled out later this month. Ever since the plan was announced by Union Urban Development Minister M. Venkaiah Naidu on January 5, the traders have opposed it, saying that their business would sufer. Apart from shuttering their businesses, the traders carried out rallies along the Inner Circle, carrying placards asking the NDMC to “be logical”. Boards were also put up for people to leave messages in support of the New Delhi Traders’ Association’s campaign. Atul Bhargava, the president of the NDTA, said: “There will be a complete shutdown if the NDMC implements the plan. It is detrimental to business.” ‘CP not afected by traic’ The traders said Connaught Place was already the most pedestrian-friendly commercial centre in Delhi and perhaps India. With 15 feet of covered corridor and 20 feet of walking space, pedestrian movement in Connaught Place was not being hindered by traic, said the traders in a statement. If implemented, the NDMC’s plan will do away with parking lots in the Inner Circle and along the Middle Lanes, where currently thousands of vehicles park every day. As per the proposal, visitors would have to park their vehicles at one of the three multi-level facilit-



SIMMERING RESENTMENT: Connaught Place remained shut from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Tuesday in protest against the pedestrianisation plan; (right) traders take out a rally. PHOTOS: V. SUDERSHAN ies in the area and then walk or take an electric vehicle till Connaught Place. ‘History at stake’ Radhika Backliwal Narain, whose family owns Indian Arts Palace, a showroom that started when Connaught Place was first opened, said the history of the commercial centre was at stake. “Connaught Place is known worldwide. Three generations of families have run their shops here. My father is 90 years old. This plan will prevent him from reaching his own showroom, which is where he has worked since he was a young man,” she said. Another trader, Rippon Nath, owner of Nath Brothers chemist shop, added that without vehicles, many patients would find it diicult



to reach. “We have many elderly customers as well as cancer patients who come to us. Are they expected to park at Shivaji Stadium and walk?” asked Mr. Nath. Safety concerns raised Traders also questioned the NDMC’s plan over the potential safety hazards. Priyank Sukhija, who owns several restaurants in the city, including Ware-



house Cafe and Open House Cafe in Connaught Place, said the safety of diners leaving at night was a major concern. “Will the NDMC guarantee the safety of diners? Connaught Place will be deserted if this plan is implemented. This is a case of one man’s ambition versus nearly 100 years of heritage,” said Mr. Sukhija, referring to Mr. Naidu.



Vehicle ban a recipe for disaster, say visitors ence, because without vehicles, they will not be able to carry their shopping bags easily,” said Ravi Chopra, a senior citizen.



AYAN SHARMA NEW DELHI: The New Delhi



Municipal Council’s proposal to ban vehicles in Connaught Place did not find many takers among visitors to the commercial centre on Tuesday, with most people expressing surprise or discontent over the plan. As traders shut shop from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. to protest against the plan, many visitors to Connaught Place went back empty-handed. A student, Chetna Dhawan, who was visiting Connaught Place, said she was not aware of the NDMC’s plan. Revenue loss “If the NDMC is planning a ban on vehicles, that is really not a good thing. It will cause a lot of hardship to visitors and business will be affected,” she said. A regular visitor, Gaurav Singla, said: “Connaught Place has been operating like this for almost a century now. Since it’s a commercial hub, some amount of traic



Blow to auto drivers With a significant portion of the vehicles that ply in the area being auto-rickshaws, the drivers were apprehensive about the impact on the livelihoods. An auto-rickshaw driver, Anil Dubey, said: “We make a lot of short trips of ₨30-40 each every day from one block to another. The ban will stop this and we will suffer a great deal. It’s not easy to walk around from one block to another in summer.”



is not unnatural here. The government’s decision is stupid.” Some visitors were quick to point out the inconveni-



Govt. suspends DoE oicial, orders inquiry



ence that the ban would cause a large section of visitors. “It will be a disaster. Visitors will face great inconveni-



Delhi govt. schools to run leadership programmes STAFF REPORTER



STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: The Delhi



government has suspended an oicial of the Directorate of Education (DoE) over alleged misrepresentation of facts in an aidavit filed in the Delhi High Court in the matter of Mirambika Free Progress School. Education Minister Manish Sisodia has ordered a vigilance inquiry against the oicial who filed the aidavit and has asked for the document to be withdrawn. ‘Misrepresented facts’ “The DoE had wrongly stated in the aidavit that recognition to the school was given in 1988, whereas it was actually CM YK



granted in 1989. The diference is crucial as Mirambika had moved from its location in Aurobindo Ashram to new premises in Ashram, near Lajpat Nagar, in December 1988,” an oicial order read. Parents approach court The case dates back to 2015, when parents of students studying at Mirambika approached the court as the school had shifted students from the building they were studying in to a hostel in Sri Aurobindo Ashram. The school had then defended the move, saying the land on which the school building was made was leased to the Sri Aurobindo Education Society to start a college.



No more night life Others said night life in the area would lose out. “There are dozens of pubs and restaurants here which remain open till late into the night. If the ban is implemented, visitors will be at a loss because even the Metro won’t be available at that time,” said Simran Gandhi, a student.



NEW DELHI: “Whether they join



some profession or start a business, our students should be able to provide leadership to society. They should be able to lead the nation if the nation needs them,” said Delhi Education Minister Manish Sisodia on Tuesday while announcing the introduction of leadership programmes in government schools. Teachers felicitated Mr. Sisodia was speaking at the Excellence in Education Awards Ceremony, where the government felicitated teachers and principals for delivering exemplary results in board exams. “Leadership qualities are required not just for fighting elections. They are required to develop skills that will help an individual to set the pace in his or her own life.



Many who are not in charge of their own lives discover that their lives are being led by someone else,” said the Minister. ‘All schools to be covered’ Mr. Sisodia said the leadership programme would be introduced in a few select schools and gradually expanded to include every school in Delhi. “I believe that when a student leaves school, he/she should know more than what he/she has read in books. A creative spirit and self-confidence are more important than academic learning. More important than the syllabus is the ability to study textbooks with confidence,” added the Minister. He also exhorted teachers to focus on those students who were lagging behind and said the government was going to focus on making learning more creative. ND-ND
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Child abducted by rickshaw puller, rescued 18-month-old boy kidnapped outside residence in Sunder Nagri, found in neighbourhood within four hours of incident STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: Four hours after



being abducted from outside his residence in Sunder Nagri on Monday, an 18month-old child was reunited with his family, claimed the police. One Satyaveer Yadav, who claimed he was a rickshaw puller, was arrested in connection with the incident. Yadav later disclosed that



Since the child was under 8 years old, we had to be extra cautious and used social media to help nab the accused



he had kidnapped the child for ransom as he was going through a financial crunch and had recced the victim's neighbourhood for days to look for a vulnerable child, the police said.



Teams carrying pictures of the child scanned bus terminals, railway stations, metro stations, taxi stands, night shelters and even hotels in Delhi and adjoining NCR.



Grandma’s complaint Deputy Commissioner of Police (North-East) A.K. Singla said the victim's grandmother had approached them with a complaint stating that at around 7 p.m. her grandson was playing in front of her house and went missing a while after. Based on her complaint, a case was registered at the Nand Nagri police station. “Since the child was under 8 years old, we had to be extra cautious and apart from conducting our ex-



Accused in locality However, the search ended in the child's own neighbourhod. Mr. Singla said a police team passing by noticed a young man with a child in Mitti Park ground H-Block in Sunder Nagri. “Since our men had the picture of the boy, they questioned the man and he eventually admitted to having abducted the boy and identified himself as Satyaveer Yadav S/o Ram Chander Yadav,” said Mr. Singla.



PROMPT ACTION: Police officers with the accused and the child, who is held by his grandmother. PHOTO: SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT tensive search, we took additional help from social media platforms like Whatsapp, Facebook etc. And in the next hour or so, posters of the kidnapped child were



placed on autos, cycle rickshaws, e-rickshaws and on the walls in Nand Nagri, Sunder Nagri, Harsh Vihar, Mandoli, Ashok Nagar etc,” said Mr. Singla.



During questioning, Satyaveer purportedly told the police that he is a rickshaw puller and was in dire need of money. He started looking for a child in the locality in order to arrange ₨50,000 by way of ransom. Motive was ransom “He observed many children in the area and their schedule and observed that this child used to come out to play every evening and would spend some time outside unattended. The parents of the child are not very aluent but Satyaveer figured they would arrange the money or an amount close to the quoted figure to save their child. He then visited the area again and took away the child,” said another police oicer.



More ammunition recovered from Red Fort Four ‘cattle smugglers’ well but the search was affected because of the shallow level of water and a lot of mud and leaves that had accumalated.



STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: More explosives



and ammuntion were recovered on Tuesday from a well in Red Fort by he National Security Guards (NSG), which has now reccomended the sealing of the well to the authorities concerned. Search of the well — in which an Archaelogical Survey of India (ASI) team found a cache of ammunition on February 5 — continued on Tuesday. Ammunition destroyed According to Director General (NSG) Sudhir Pratap Singh, the recoveries on Tuesday conducted after scanning the well with the help of un-



ROUND TWO: Security near the Red Fort after live cartridges and mortar was found in a well on the premises. FILE PHOTO der water cameras included mortar bombs, hand grenades (two each), detonators, fuse and ammunition. This is in addition to the five mortars and 44 live rounds that were recovered earlier. “We have destroyed all the receovered articles after removing them,” said Mr. Singh.



One injured in shooting STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: An argument over



consuming alcohol and snacks among a group of friends turned violent and resulted in a shooting in which one person was injured in Ghaziabad on Monday. The police have arrested three persons in connection with the attempt to murder of a man near his residence in east Delhi’s Ghazipur early on Monday. Argument over drinks The victim, Shekhar, said he was drinking with his friends in the open near the Ghazipur Dairy Farm. All of a sudden one Yameen, who is known to the victim, arrived and poured a drink for himself and then ate some of their snacks. This made the group furious and led to an argument and the issue of a monetary



dispute between Yasin's friend Naseem and Shekhar's friend Manoj came up. “The argument escalated when Yameen called two other friends — Naseem and Kamil. On reaching the spot, Naseem opened fire on Shekhar Khatana and fled the spot,” said a senior police oicer. Pistol recovered The police have registered a case under relevant sections of the Arms Act and IPC at Ghazipur police station. During investigation, the police received secret information that the three accused are at a Ghazipur Dairy Farm, said police. Following this, a raid was conducted and Naseem, Kamil and Yamin were apprehended. Police recovered a country-made pistol along with one live cartridge from Nassem, added the police.



A police oicer added that the NSG team had took away all of the ammunition and explosives with the help of an unmanned robotic vehicle covered with a ‘bomb blanket’ to avert an accidental blast. Mr. Singh said that there could still be some arms and explosives present inside the



Water hindering probe “The water, too, has become toxic and is not suitable for use. The water is hazy and it makes it diicult for the cameras to scan the insides of the well. We have requested the concerned authorities to consider sealing the well once it's cleaned,” said Mr. Singh. Asked if all the wells inside the Red Fort premises would now be scanned with under water cameras as an added security measure, Mr. Singh said they were not considering undertaking such an operation at the moment.



trespass on NSG campus



STAFF REPORTER GURUGRAM: Four alleged cattle



smugglers tresspassed on the high-security National Security Guard campus at Manesar here late on Monday evening to escape the police party chasing them. One of them allegedly opened fire when challenged by the security guards inside the campus before fleeing. Chased by police According to the police, the four men in a mini-truck were being chased by the police from Tauru in Nuh district when they entered the Kherki Dhaual police station area in Gurugram. “The po-



lice tried to stop them by placing barricades, but they managed to break the barrier and escape. Chased by the police, the four abandoned their vehicle near the NSG campus and climbed its boundary wall. They probably did not realise that they had entered the NSG campus because it was dark,” said Assistant Sub-Inspector Umesh Kumar. A security guard inside the campus fired a warning shot and one of the men returned fire. “The four then fled the campus,” said Mr. Kumar. Separate cases have been registered at the Kherki Dhaula and the Manesar police stations in this connection.



RLD candidate’s brother, friend shot dead PURUSHARTH ARADHAK BULANDSHAHR: Four days before



the Uttar Pradesh Assembly polls kick of, Rashtriya Lok Dal (RLD) party candidate’s brother and his friend were shot dead in Bulandshahr. The victims were identified as Vinod Gautam and Sachin Gautam and their bodies were found at Khurja area in Bulandshahr on Tuesday morning. The area has remained tense following the incident even as RLD said that the twin murders were politically motivated. Missing after rally Manoj Gautam is contesting from Khurja assembly seat in Bulandshahr as an RLD candidate. On Monday, a rally by RLD chief Ajit Singh’s son Jayant Chaudhary was schedulded in polytechnic college in Khurja. “Around 6.45 pm, Mr. Chaudhary left the area. Later people noticed that Manoj Gautam’s brother Vinod Gautam and his friend



Sachin Gautam were missing,” RLD’s Bulandshahr district president Rajiv Chaudhary told The Hindu. “In the morning, some locals noticed two bodies near Agwal area in Bulandshahr and our party members identified them. Their car was found abandoned nearly 200 metres from their bodies,” added Mr. Chaudhary. ‘Suspect foul play’ RLD leaders claimed they have shared the incident details with the Election Commission. “We smell foul play... It appears political rivalry was behind the murders,” Mr Chaudhary added. Talking to The Hindu, RLD’s national general secretary Trilok Tyagi said that the murders had exposed the “pathetic law and order situation” in the State. Bulandshahr district senior superintendent of police Sonia Singh said, “We have started a probe and have gained some leads.”



DELHI TODAY Talk: “Comparing India and China as great powers?” by Prof. Michael Yahuda at ICS Seminar Room, 8/17, Sri Ram Road, 2:30 p.m. Talk: Book discussion on "Nation, Ethnicity and the Conflict in Afghanistan" written by Raghav Sharma. Discussants: Shakti Sinha, Director, Nehru Memorial Museum & Library; Prof. Ajay Darshan Behera, Jamia Millia Islamia; and Ambassador Vivek Katju, ex- Indian Ambassador to Afghanistan, Myanmar and Thailand. Chair: Ambassador T.C.A. Rangachari, ex- Indian Ambassador to Algeria, France and Germany at Conference Room - I, Main Building, India International Centre, 5:30 p.m. Music: Raagashrayi Bhakti Pad (60mins) - Vocal rendition of verses and poems of Bhakti poets such as



Meerabai, Sant Kabir, Tulsidas, Raidas, Surdas, and Chaitanya Mahapraphu by Sriparna Nandi at Amaltas Hall, India Habitat Centre, 7 p.m. Paintings: Solo painting show by Ghazali Moinuddin, at Visual Arts Gallery, India Habitat Centre, 11 a.m. – 7 p.m. General: 15th Ishara International puppet festival 2017 at Amphitheatre, India Habitat Centre, 7 p.m. Screening: "The Good, the Bad, & the Ugly" film screening at Italian Embassy Cultural Institute, Chanakyapuri , 6:30 p.m. Screening: “Death of a man in the Balkans” Serbian film screening with English subtitles at Gulmohar Hall, India Habitat Centre (IHC), 7 p.m. (Mail your listings for this column at [email protected])



Doctor, insurance agent robbed STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: A doctor and an in-



surance agent were robbed by a group of six bikers on Noida Toll Road in east Delhi on Monday night. The police said it was an unarmed robbery where the bikers struck when the victims' car had stopped abruptly and they were trying to restart it. Dinesh Mishra said he and his relative, Narendra, a doctor, were on their way to a mall in Mayur Vihar. They stopped the car when they reached the Noida link Road and six men in motor cycles came and stopped next to them. They took ₨10,000 in cash and three gold rings and a gold chain from them. No arrests have been made so far.



Disclaimer: Readers are requested to verify & make appropriate enquiries to satisfy themselves about the veracity of an advertisement before responding to any published in this newspaper. Kasturi & Sons Limited, the Publisher & Owner of this newspaper, does not vouch for the authenticity of any advertisement or advertiser or for any of the advertiser’s products and/or services. In no event can the Owner, Publisher, Printer, Editor, Director/s, Employees of this newspaper/company be held responsible/liable in any manner whatsoever for any claims and/or damages for advertisements in this newspaper. Published by N. Ram at Kasturi Buildings, 859 & 860, Anna Salai, Chennai-600002 and Printed by S. Ramanujam at HT Media Ltd. Plot No. 8, Udyog Vihar, Greater Noida Distt. Gautam Budh Nagar, U.P. 201306, on behalf of KASTURI & SONS LTD., Chennai-600002. Editor: Mukund Padmanabhan (Responsible for selection of news under the PRB Act).
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Govt. to table budget in March



months of investigation and beating up dozens of people, they still could not trace the flow of funds. As is well known, the Anti-Corruption Bureau (ACB) of the CBI dedicated the largest set of personnel to this case. Even after doing so, and even after 14 months of committing brutality, they could not find any flow of fund, just because there is none.”



STAFF REPORTER



ment will table the budget in the first week of March in the Delhi Assembly. As per government oicials, once again 25% of the total budget will be allocated to education sector. Last year, Delhi Finance Minister Manish Sisodia presented an annual budget of ₨46,600 crore. Of this, the education sector was allotted ₨10,690 crore, or nearly 23% of the total budget. Oicials say that this year too, education will be the focus area followed by the health sector.
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Former CM aide blogs about CBI misusing powers Nurse death: AIIMS



STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: The Delhi govern-



NOIDA/DELHI



NEW DELHI: Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal’s former Principal Secretary Rajendra Kumar, in another blog post, has slammed the Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) for misusing its powers. Mr. Kumar wrote that the CBI filed a chargesheet against him and presented it in the High Court while the investigation was still ongoing.



Regular poster Mr. Kumar, an IAS oicer, was chargesheeted by the CBI in a graft case in December last year. In January, Mr. Kumar, in a blog post, had



RAISING VOICE: Rajendra Kumar was Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal’s Principal Secretary. FILE PHOTO blamed former LieutenantGovernor Najeeb Jung for his arrest in the graft case and implicating him in cases for not ‘following his



instructions’. In his latest blog post, Mr. Kumar said: “It is also clear from the submissions of the CBI that even after 14



‘Misusing CrPC’ The former Principal Secretary said that the CBI has been looking for the money but “none exists. They know it very well and therefore just to save their face, they are misusing the provisions



of the Code of Criminal Procedure (CrPC) and stating that they’re still investigating. To put it another way, when they could not find any money trail, what was the point of even filing the chargesheet. Legally, they were required to close the case,” Mr. Kumar said. “The CBI is misusing the CrPC to continue to put pressure on people, whom they have implicated along with me in the case. It is clear that they understand that the chargesheet filed is going to fail and therefore, the only way to continue to threaten the people is to misuse CrPC provisions,” Mr. Kumar concluded.



EDMC workers protest against We can make municipalities AAP govt over late salaries self-reliant in two years: Cong STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: Demanding timely payment of salaries and arrears, sanitation workers of the East Delhi Municipal Corporation (EDMC) on Tuesday protested against the Delhi government for not giving the cash-strapped civic body adequate funds to pay staf. The EDMC has been struggling financially for years now, forcing the sanitation workers to go on strike five times in the past two years over late salaries. The most recent strike was last month, when workers had not been paid for two to three months. With the intervention of the Delhi government, the EDMC was able to pay the sanitation staf, while the rest
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of the workers remained without salaries. On Tuesday, the sanitation workers took to the streets again, marching from Rajghat to the Delhi Secretariat, where they were stopped by the police. They demanded that the Delhi government give the EDMC an adequate amount of money to be able to pay all workers on time. Friday agitation “Once again the salaries are late. We haven’t been paid for January, while other departments haven’t been paid for months. We will continue to protest till there is a permanent solution to this,” said Sanjay Gehlot, of the MCD Swachhta Karamchari Union, which organised the protest march. Mr. Gehlot added that



protests would be held outside the oices of Delhi government Ministers, starting with Deputy Chief Minister Manish Sisodia. The workers will hold a demonstration outside the camp oice of Mr. Sisodia, who is an MLA from Patparganj in east Delhi, on Friday. Finances in focus With elections to the municipal corporations slated for April, the finances of the civic bodies are likely to be an important campaign talking point. The BJP, which has ruled the corporations since 2007, has blamed the EDMC’s crisis on the splitting up of the Municipal Corporation of Delhi into three separate entities in 2012 by the Congress government.



pay salaries and perform their basic duties,” said Mr. Maken. The Delhi Congress will also be bringing out papers on how to improve solid waste management, primary education and primary health services of the corporations.



STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: Hitting out against the BJP-ruled municipalities, the Delhi Congress on Tuesday said that, if elected, it would be able to make the civic bodies financially selfreliant within two years. Delhi Pradesh Congress Committee president Ajay Maken said that the financial crisis currently plaguing the north and east civic bodies was due to the BJP leadership failing to generate revenue through parking, toll tax, property tax and advertising.



‘Working paper’ In preparation for the municipal elections in April, the Delhi Congress will be publishing a working paper on the fiscal management plan for the civic bodies. The



Delhi Congress president Ajay Maken. FILE PHOTO: SUSHIL KUMAR VERMA



working paper will be released on February 28, Mr. Maken said at a press conference here. “There are pilferages when it comes to sources of revenue. We will come up with a roadmap on how to increase revenue and make the corporations self-reliant to an extent that they can at least



Control room Mr. Maken also announced that the party would set up a control room to help in the selection of candidates. Party workers in about 13,000 polling booths will be called by the control room to get feedback on the potential candidates, said Mr. Maken. The party will be taking applications for candidates till February 15. The applications have to be supported by five party workers in the respective wards.



revokes suspension, docs call of strike STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: Succumbing to the pressure by the Resident Doctors’ Association (RDA), the AIIMS administration on Tuesday revoked the suspension of five doctors over a nurse’s death due to alleged negligence, which resulted in the association calling of a partial strike.



Preliminary report However, the order triggered an immediate reaction from the Nurses’ Union at AIIMS, which has planned to hold a protest against the decision. While issuing the orders, AIIMS referred to the preliminary report by a committee headed Dr. S. C. Sharma, which ruled out any “intentional gross medical negligence” on the part of the team of doctors. Rajbir Kaur, a nurse with AIIMS, had died during delivery through caesarean section. Ms. Kaur sufered a cardiac arrest during the surgery. During treatment she had lost her baby and was put on life support. She died on Saturday night. “During our meeting with the administration they said that they are revoking the suspension and we have come back to work immediately,” said a RDA member.



The Nurses’ Union at AIIMS has said that it will hold a protest against the decision. FILE PHOTO: R.V. MOORTHY The Nurses’ Union had demanded action against the doctors and had threatened to go on strike following which five doctors were suspended on Sunday. IMA support Meanwhile, the Indian Medical Association (IMA) too had extended its support to the doctors and had written to the AIIMS administration. “We welcome the fact that the AIIMS administration has rolled back the suspension orders as it was a hastily taken decision in the absence of the report of the enquiry committee set up for this purpose, apparently under pressure from the nursing association,” said Dr. K. K. Aggarwal of the IMA. ND-ND
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Snag cripples Blue Line again



STAFF REPORTER



Rush-hour commuters inconvenienced as operations snap due to signalling issues



NEW DELHI: What appeared



NEW DELHI: Delhi Metro’s Blue



Line (Dwarka-Vaishali/ Noida City Centre) operations were once again affected due to a technical snag on Tuesday, resulting in train delays and chaos at the stations. A statement released by the Delhi Metro Rail Corporation (DMRC) said that the snag occurred due to the drop of Track Circuit (TC) at Dwarka during the rush hour around 10 a.m., forcing drivers to switch to manual mode on the track approaching Dwarka from Noida and Vaishali. "Train services on Line 3 are having minor delays due to signalling problem (TC Drop) at Dwarka approaching platform from Noida/ Vaishali side... Due to this, trains cross the TC drop area in manual mode with restricted speed leading to bunching,” the statement read.



This is a daily thing now. I am so used to it that I don’t even remember since how long have I been on this Metro



Man ‘resembling’ missing Najeeb picked up to be another lead on missing JNU student Najeeb Ahmed proved to be a false alarm when the person, suspected to be Najeeb, turned out to a
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Train speed restricted Oicials said that the because of the signalling problem, the speed of the trains had to be restricted to 20-25 kmph on the afected stretch. “The Dwarka station is also used for reversal of trains, thus to avoid any major impact on the services, trains were reversed from Dwarka Sector-12 station, instead of Dwarka. A few trains were also short looped from Rajouri Garden and Janakpuri West metro stations towards Noida/Vaishali side,” the officials said. The problem was fixed by 12 p.m., but by then the stations were packed with anxious commuters.
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vagabond from Maharashtra. Verification still on On Tuesday evening, the police received a call that a person resembling Najeeb had been seen near Bijwasan Railway Station



in south-west Delhi. The caller, a retired government oicial, said the man was wearing a shawl and roaming at the station. He said he identified him from the posters of Najeeb that have been put all over.



A police team reached the railway station and took the man to the local police station for questioning. “He told us that he was a native of Maharashtra, but we are still verifying his identity,” said an oicer.



Why can’t women perform puja in temples, asks HC STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: The Delhi High Court



CHAOS: The snag occurred around 10 a.m. on Tuesday. PHOTO: V. SUDERSHAN



Passengers complain about frequent delays DEEKSHA TERI NEW DELHI: This is certainly



not the first time that the Blue Line has caused problems for commuters. “This is a daily thing now. I am so used to it that I don’t even remember since how long have I been on this Metro. If you want to know the time, I can only tell it in form of songs because that is how long it has been,” said Ayushi Gupta, a daily commuter from Vaishali. ‘Common phenomenon’ “My friends and I are so used to these delays now that I have started keeping biscuit packs and books in my bag so that as and when I get stuck, I do not get bored. This happens at least once in two weeks now, so we have stopped counting it,” said Abhishek Chaudhary, a commuter from Noida. Some commuters complained that the snags hap-



pen way more than are acknowledged by the DMRC. The passengers said that lately the Blue Line has either been moving at slow speed or not moving at all. “The DMRC needs to understand that the public will not cooperate so many times. They need to understand the seriousness of the situation,” said Megha Sharma, a commuter from Vaishali. While the Delhi Metro Rail Corporation (DMRC) oicials made constant announcements on the stations, passengers were seen getting restless. ‘DMRC reputation at stake’ “This is not the first or the second time that this is happening. They [DMRC] need to realise that they are causing serious harm to their reputation,” said Vamidhi Shukla, a commuter from Noida. The delay happened dur-



ing rush hour when students were travelling to their colleges. “I left Vaishali around 10.20a.m. and I reached my college after an hour-and-ahalf. The Metro was made for our comfort, not for us to sit on tin boxes and waste time,” said Akanksha Jain, a final-year student from Vaishali. Commuters confused A lot of first-time travellers were left confused as they did not know what they should do. These passengers were seen asking copassengers as to what the further procedure would be. “I just shifted to Ghaziabad and I am travelling on the Metro for the first time. The Metro was crawling at a slow speed so I thought that would be normal, but then it stopped. Thankfully, my co-passengers guided me,” said Ram Sinha.



on Tuesday asked a priest “why a woman cannot perform puja and sewa at temples” when the latter sought a judicial order restraining his two sisters from performing puja and claiming share in the oferings made at the Kalkaji Temple here. A Bench of Justices B.D. Ahmed and Ashutosh Kumar said, “The time has changed. Now women cannot be barred from entering temples. Even the Supreme Court recently said women could not be restricted from entering a place of worship.” Plea for urgent hearing The observation came when the priest’s counsel urged the Bench to list the plea for urgent hearing as the trial court had allowed his sisters to perform “puja and sewa” and claim the



shares in the oferings collected at the temple. The counsel said since the married daughters belong to diferent families and gotra, they have no rights to perform “puja and sewa”, which started on Tuesday and will end on March 7. He said the trial court’s February 4 order should be stayed and the sisters be restrained from performing the puja. “The matter be listed today itself,” the counsel submitted. The Bench allowed the matter to be listed before an appropriate Bench. When the issue came up for hearing before Justice J.R. Midha, he said notices had to be issued to the respondents. Meanwhile, the counsel for the petitioner said from time immemorial only male descendants of the family were entitled to the proceeds to oferings since they performed puja and other rituals at the temple.



Surakhpur village goes cashless STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: The Delhi government



has formally declared that the Surakhpur village, Najafgarh, has gone completely cashless and relies on digital payment. Survey conducted Sub-divisional magistrate Anjali Sehrawat said that Surakhpur village was selected because it has no ATM, and the nearest bank is a few kilometres away. The district oicials erected LED screens at Chaupals and played videos of NITI Aayog on cashless mode of payment to educate the residents of the village.



“Door-to-door survey was carried out by a devoted team of Civil Defence Volunteers to assess the extent of banked population and Aadhar enrolment. People were informed of mobile wallets, USSD, bank-specific applications and upcoming BHIM app as user friendly ways of digital financial transactions. People were informed that Aadhar seeding and mobile linking of their bank accounts will enable them to easily switch to fewer cash transactions,” said Ms. Sehrawat in an oicial statement. PoS machines were installed in two kirana shops for payments by debit/credit card for local purchases.



Nursery admissions: ‘Deciding on proximity rule a race against time’ STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: With the February



14 deadline on applying for nursery admissions nearing, the Delhi High Court on Tuesday said that deciding the petitions of schools against the government's notification on neighbourhood criterion was a “race against time”. Justice Manmohan said there was very little time for the court to hear and decide the petitions moved by the schools. The court has been expressing its disquiet from the start over the last minute notification. Eleventh hour It had earlier asked the Delhi government whether “it brings the notification at the eleventh hour so that there is no time for the courts to decide any peti-
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tion”. Meanwhile, during the hearing, the private unaided schools said the Delhi government's December 19, 2016 and January 7 notifications that made it mandatory for the 298 private schools built on Delhi Development Authority land, to accept nursery admission forms based only on the neighbourhood or distance criteria was discriminatory and created two groups of schools. ‘Rule discriminatory’ The Action Committee for Private Unaided schools alleged that the Delhi government has “discriminated” among schools as the neighbourhood criteria has been applied to only 298 schools while it has not been made mandatory for the other 1,400 schools. He also contended that there is no definition of



neighbourhood criteria in the allotment letter by which the DDA land was given to the schools by the L& DO department. The High Court had on Monday asked the Centre and the Delhi government to produce before it the allotment letters on the basis of which neighbourhood criteria was said to be imposed. Stay on notification While the hearing on the petitions moved by the private schools is on, the court had allowed the parents to fill the application forms based on the criteria set by schools as well as the Delhi government. Later, it had also stayed the government's notification asking private minority unaided schools to accept nursery admission forms using neighbourhood criteria.
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Massive cut in seats for M.Phil, Ph.D courses at JNU University releases list of tentative vacancies as per new UGC rules STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: On a day when the Jawa-



harlal Nehru University Students’ Union was conducting a referendum against the decision to change the admission procedure and seat cut, the JNU administration oicially announced a massive reduction in student intake in M.Phil and Ph.D courses on its website. The administration released a list of tentative vacancies for M.Phil, Ph.D courses with a faculty-wise and centre-wise breakup, according to the new UGC regulations laid down by the May 5, 2016, notification. According to the tentative list, many professors, assistant professors and associate professors don’t have any vacancies listed against their names this year. In fact, some of them have overshot their maximum number of students, as per UGC regulations, by around 20 students. This means that there may not be admissions into certain centres for the next few years. At a loss Soon after the JNU list was released, diferent student bodies fighting against the UGC guidelines came up with diferent calculations of how many vacancies will be left in various centres after the seat cut.



UP IN ARMS: JNUSU members have been protesting against the UGC notification on M.Phil and Ph.D admissions for over a month now. FILE PHOTO: SHANKER CHAKRAVARTY



The Democratic Students’ Federation said in a statement that the JNU administration has made it clear that it is “all out to close admissions to the M.Phil/Ph.D programmes”. According to their calculation, “there will be 232 less admissions in School of Social Sciences, 98 in School of Language and 156 in School of International Studies”. Social media erupts in anger Reacting to the list, Ayesha Kidwai, the president of JNUTA, took to social media to ask stu-



dents not to panic. “One table by the administration does not mean that JNU teachers have given in and accepted these caps. At the same time, note that this table has serious errors.” Satarupa Chakraborty, general secretary, JNUSU, who has been sitting on a hunger strike for over a week now, has said: “The JNUSU would like to state in clear terms that no attempt to push this agenda of seat cut, scuttling of reservations and murder of social justice will be allowed to succeed in this university.”



JNU adjudged best Central university STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: Jawaharlal Nehru



University has won the ‘Visitors Award’ for the best Central university in India. President Pranab Mukherjee will present the award to ViceChancellor M. Jagadesh Kumar on March 6. This is the third edition of the awards which were instituted in 2015 to promote healthy competition among universities. V-C thanks staf, students Reacting to the achievement, Mr. Kumar said,



“It is a matter of great delight for the entire JNU community. The recognition is the result of the contribution of all students, faculty and staf.” He added that hard work combined with great vision and positivity during the past year had now started bearing fruits. “Many new plans for stateof-the-art research programmes across subjects, academic collaborations at national and international levels are in diferent stages of implementation. I am confident that in the coming years, the University will be



crowned with many more awards,” the V-C said. Deep-rooted issues The award comes at a time when JNU has been undergoing attacks from the society for being “antinational”. There were on calls on social media to shut the University down by terming it as a “waste of taxpayer’s money”. Najeeb Ahmed, a student of the University, is still missing and the student union has been constantly at loggerheads with the administration.



Plea to open disaster management centre STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: A day



after an earthquake shook Delhiites out of their beds, Talat Ahmad, an earth scientist and ViceChancellor, Jamia Millia Islamia, urged the government to accept the University’s proposal to set up an Advanced Centre on Climate Change and Disaster Management to deal with natural calamities. Preparing ahead Prof. Ahmad was speaking at the inaugural session of the two-day national conference on ‘Geo-informatics for Natural Resource Management’ organised by the Department of



Jamia Millia has urged the govt. to set up a centre on its campus Geography, JMI. “It is a matter of coincidence that we have gathered here to discuss natural disasters just when last night the Capital was rocked by an earthquake. This only highlights the need to take natural calamities seriously, especially, to prepare our curricula to deal with them.” Prof. Ahmad said. The V-C further said it was not possible to prevent natural calamities but measures could be taken to minimise their after-effects.



Students protest outside UGC oice STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: Students



of Delhi University’s School of Open Learning on Tuesday protested outside the oice of the University Grants Commission (UGC) against a directive to the university to specify the mode of learning on the degrees awarded by it. Pleas submitted The students submitted a memorandum to the UGC, asking it to roll back the decision so as to erase ambiguities CM YK



between conventional mode degrees and open learning degrees. Guidelines issued The UGC had issued guidelines to make mentioning of ‘Mode of Delivery’ compulsory on documents issued to correspondence students, including their degrees. Students said they would be discriminated against when applying for jobs, as their degrees would state that they had obtained it by not attending regular classes. ND-ND
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HR department has to play a How to make your teams global in their thinking W bigger role in CSR initiatives e are moving towards a more globalised ecosystem which catalyses the need for inclusive and diversified workplaces. An organisation that realises this and acts on it swiftly will have a competitive edge in the marketplace today. A diversified workplace raises the level of cre-



It has to ensure greater involvement of employees



ativity, leading to increased productivity. Bringing diversity into the hiring process creates a gateway for a more diversified workforce and is an essential component of any strategic management plan. For a business to succeed, the need for diversity in the leadership team is of utmost



importance. Mentoring programmes can help employees come together and address problems by educating themselves on cultural bias and prejudices and therefore, becoming more sensitive to each other’s preferences. This helps in efectively bridging communication



barriers and fosters crosscultural knowledge. Developing and implementing equal employment policy is an efective step towards nurturing equality and anti-discrimination at workplace. (Thammaiah B.N. is managing director at Kelly Services India)



SANDEEP GANDHI



very aspect of our lives is undergoing rapid change. In the corporate world, this is evident from how human resources management (HRM) is reinventing itself to manage increasingly open, flat, interactive and diferentiated ecosystems in constant flux.These corporate ecosystems can no longer be managed eiciently by hierarchical authority alone. As part of this change, HRM has become a strategic arm of businesses, and are not just focused on passive and service-oriented transactional activities, including traditional employee lifecycle management and administrative responsibilities. The broader bandwidth includes data exploitation, HR metrics and automation and organisational and managerial dynamics. Another area in which HRM finds increased application is corporate social responsibility (CSR). As organisations are seeking to make their CSR activities more value-based and highlight their culture and vision, greater and more direct involvement of employees



E
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Illustration: Mihir Balantrapu is required. Given this, the HR department has to drive CSR routines within their organizations. The HR leadership has the capability to unite employees around the organisation’s culture and broader vision, thereby reinforcing the values the organisation stands for. In this context, the HR department has to rethink its managerial role and work with tools



that change behaviour. HR professionals may build talent strategies around their organisations’ social and environmental commitments that are intrinsic to the brand and reflect the values and beliefs of their people. Similarly, HR should design CSR initiatives in such a manner that they drive employee engagement. For the employees, these activities unite the or-



ganisational value system and the various aspects of their larger life. By encouraging them to take ownership of these initiatives, the HR department can make them co-creators of the CSR value. Lastly, with a wellembedded CSR agenda, organisations are positioned to drive a better employee value proposition. (Sandeep Gandhi is CHRO & Head at CSR, Aircel)
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‘1892 Cauvery pact an unequal bargain’ It can claim no validity after birth of Indian Constitution, Karnataka counsel tells Supreme Court KRISHNADAS RAJAGOPAL NEW DELHI: The 1892 agree-



ment between the erstwhile Mysore and Madras Governments was an “unconscionable bargain” to share the Cauvery river water, Karnataka told the Supreme Court on Tuesday. The submission was made before a Bench of Justices Dipak Misra, Amitava Roy and A.M. Khanwilkar on the first day of hearing of appeals filed by Karnataka, Tamil Nadu and Kerala against the final award on the Cauvery Water Dispute Tribunal’s decision on water sharing. Karnataka counsel and senior advocate Fali Nariman, who opened the arguments, said both the 1892 and 1924 pacts between the then princely State of Mysore and the Madras government reflected an “inequality of bar-



Court rejects plea against Kerala vigilance chief



AGE-OLD DISPUTE: Tamil Nadu maintains that the Cauvery pact was concluded to the satisfaction of both States. — FILE PHOTO gaining power” which was “without conscience” and which could claim no validity after the birth of the Indian Constitution. Irrigation infrastructure Mr. Nariman submitted that the 1892 agreement, which, he said, was the par-



Amid protest, law college student attempts suicide STAFF REPORTER



STAFF REPORTER THIRUVANANTHAPURAM: A tense



KOCHI: The Muvattupuzha vi-



gilance court on Tuesday rejected a petition alleging criminal misconduct and seeking to register a case against Vigilance Director Jacob Thomas. Pronouncing the judgment, Enquiry Commissioner and Special Judge P. Madhavan said the petition lacked merit and had to be rejected at the threshold itself. As per the complaint, filed by one Michael Varghese, Mr. Thomas had committed several irregularities and obtained pecuniary advantage while working as Director of Ports between 2011 and 2015.
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ent of the 1924 pact, dictated that Mysore could not develop any irrigation infrastructure on the river without the previous consent of the Madras government. Any grievances could be addressed only through arbitration. The same issue was ad-



drama, lasting four hours, unfolded outside the Kerala Law Academy Law College here on Tuesday. An agitating student, an ABVP activist, climbed a tree and threatened to commit suicide. A 73-year-old onlooker collapsed and was declared dead later. Oicials were kept on tenterhooks after Shimith, a final year student of three-year LLB course, climbed on to a tree, reportedly armed with cans of petrol and poison, around 2 p.m. The authorities relented to one of his demands — to impound college Principal P. Lekshmi Nair’s passport. His other demands included immediate arrest of Ms. Nair



under the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act, 1989; and consideration of students’ demands at a Cabinet meeting on Wednesday. On receiving an alert, the police and Fire and Rescue Services personnel rushed to the spot. However, their efforts to negotiate with Shimith were thwarted by other agitators, At 6 p.m., Executive Magistrate A.M. Rahman announced that the District Collector had conveyed the demands to Home Secretary Nalini Netto. He told them that the Deputy Commissioner of Police would request the passport oicer to impound Ms. Nair’s passport. The other demands would be considered by the government, he added.



dressed in 2002 before the Cauvery tribunal, when Tamil Nadu had countered that the 1892 agreement was preceded by a good deal of mutual consideration of the interests of both the Madras presidency and the Mysore State. Tamil Nadu had in the tribunal traced the correspondence between the State of Mysore and Madras for nearly two years culminating in the agreement to the satisfaction of both the States. Mr. Nariman, for Karnataka, had even then claimed before the tribunal that Mysore could have been pressured to enter the agreement. Tamil Nadu had in 2002 argued that the agreement was a result of a mutual realisation for a pact which would allow Mysore reasonable freedom in dealing with its irrigation works and also give Madras practical secur-



ity against injury to its interests. On January 4, the Supreme Court had asked Karnataka to continue releasing 2,000 cusecs of Cauvery water to Tamil Nadu while posting the appeals for day-to-day hearing. The Bench had not found favour with submissions made by senior advocate Shekhar Naphade for Tamil Nadu that an interim order should be passed on the constitution of the Cauvery Management Board. “Several years have gone by... the river is perennial but the litigation should not be,” Mr. Naphade had submitted. The Bench had agreed with Mr. Nariman, observing that its primary focus was the appeals filed by the three States. The Supreme Court will resume hearing on the appeal on March 21.
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Bevco to open more premium liquor outlets across Kerala BIJU GOVIND KOZHIKODE: Even as protests by



Kerala residents against liquor outlets mount, the State Beverages Corporation (Bevco) is planning to open more premium outlets across the State. The protests against retail outlets gained momentum recently when Bevco started relocating outlets following a Supreme Court ban on the sale of liquor on State and national highways from April 1. “We are finding it diicult to get buildings to house outlets beyond the 500-metre limit,” Bevco Managing Director H. Venkatesh told The Hindu. “Protests take place when shops are relocated to new areas. One of the solutions is to start more premium outlets alongside the existing shop,” he said. Bevco operates 20



‘NOT IN OUR AREA’: Students protest the opening of a Bevco outlet in Thiruvananthapuram. — FILE PHOTO: SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT premium outlets, mostly in south and central Kerala. Northern Kerala has fewer premium outlets despite high consumption of liquor. Premium outlets can be started only in the building that has a licence. Eforts are on to open more outlets in the Malabar region as existing shops are overcrowded. Liquor policy Starting independent and exclusive shops would re-



Experiments in Vizag Agency areas bear fruit Commercial production of Andhra Pradesh apple may begin in four to five years B. MADHU GOPAL VISAKHAPATNAM: Experiments



of the past three years have confirmed that the Agency areas of Visakhapatnam are suitable for apple cultivation. If all goes well, commercial production of apples could begin in four to five years. “We are undertaking further study on the varieties that are suitable for the region. The outcome of these studies is expected in a couple of years,” chief scientist of the Centre for Cellular and Molecular Biology (CCMB), Hyderabad, Ramesh Aggarwal, said. He was on a visit to the Regional Agricultural



SMALL & BEAUTIFUL: An apple tree at the Regional Agricultural Research Station in Chintapalli. — PHOTO: K.R. DEEPAK Research Station (RARS) at Chintapalli in the Agency area of the district recently. “Low chilling varieties of apple saplings — Anna, Michael and Selection — were planted at RARS, in 2014. The results — the



average number of fruits per tree was 35 and average weight of each fruit was 53 gm,” Associate Director of Research, RARS, G. Jogi Naidu, told The Hindu. “We again planted new varieties — Apple ‘A’ mark creeper, Apple Bilaspur



and Nonisalan — in August 2016 and we are expecting good results. The CCMB distributed around 5,000 saplings to 100 tribal farmers in 2014 for cultivation in the Agency. Around 15,000 saplings were distributed to them recently,” he said. “The results have shown that the fruit has a sweet/ sour taste. It is small in size,” said Mr. Naidu. “The overall average minimum temperatures in the Agency areas of Visakhapatnam district is in the range of 4 to 17 degrees Celsius during winter. RARS is also growing wheat from Indore and white rajma, chick pea, barley and oats on an experimental basis.”



Move comes in the wake of State-wide protests against relocation of liquor shops from highways quire a change in liquor policy, Mr. Venkatesh said. The Kerala Excise Act would have to be amended to start premium outlets in malls and shopping complexes, he said.



3-member panel to probe deaths in Niloufer Hospital SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT HYDERABAD: Telangana Health



Minister C. Laxma Reddy said a three-member committee would inquire into the recent death of women following Caesarian surgeries in Niloufer Hospital, and submit a report in three days. The government was contemplating a separate committee headed by the District Collector for a thorough evaluation of conditions in the hospital, he said. The government took a serious view of the five deaths in one month. Addressing media persons here on Tuesday, Dr. Laxma Reddy said that it was not proper to level sweeping allegations against all government hospitals.



ND-ND
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‘Can’t lay down norms on how people should react to jokes’ SC was hearing a plea against humour stereotyping the Sikh community KRISHNADAS RAJAGOPAL NEW DELHI: Some people laugh



when they hear jokes, some become all the more reserved. People have various reactions. The Supreme Court cannot frame moral guidelines on how people should react to jokes. This is the point the Supreme Court made on Tuesday on a writ petition filed by advocate Harvinder Chowdhary against how the Sikh community is stereotyped and bullied in schools and colleges, and made the butt of jokes on social media. Another petition by a student of Amity Law School complained of how the Gorkha community is typecast with “a topi and khukhri” on the Internet. “This court cannot lay down moral guidelines for citizens. People must have mutual restraint. The law is the same for all in this coun-



TAKING OFFENCE: A file photo of a protest taken out by Sikhs in Mumbai. — PHOTO: PTI try,” a Bench of Justices Dipak Misra and R. Banumathi said. The Supreme Court said the Gorkha community earned its respect for its martial valour and contributions to the nation. Its history dated back to the inva-
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sion of Alexander the Great. “The whole of India respects them. You are actually bringing them down by filing such a petition,” Justice Misra observed. “If an individual comes to this court with a grievance, we will take it up. There are



several religions... How can we issue guidelines for a particular community or religion,” Justice Misra asked. Senior advocate R.S. Suri, for the Delhi Gurudwara Sikh Prabhandak Committee, said the guidelines, if framed, would help everyone from being stereotyped in the real world as well as on social media. At this, Justice Misra suggested that the court would want to know what would be the stand of the Union of India if human dignity was afected on social media. Ms. Choudhary pointed out that if the Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes had a “vigorous law” to protect them from insult, why not the Sikh community. “Yes, that is a law. Parliament made it. It is in the domain of the legislature. We cannot issue guidelines. And to whom do we issue guidelines,” Justice Misra asked.



Hardik stands with Sena, party eyes Gujarati votes



Four BJP leaders among accused in Gujarat rape case SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT



ALOK DESHPANDE AHMEDABAD: A 24-year-old wo-



MUMBAI: The battle for the Bri-



hanmumbai Municipal Corporation (BMC) got an interesting political twist on Tuesday with Hardik Patel, the young leader from Gujarat, who spearheaded the Patidar agitation in that State, joining hands with the Shiv Sena. Mr. Patel, who arrived in the city on Monday, addressed a joint press conference with Sena chief Uddhav Thackeray at Matoshri in suburban Mumbai, and said he had come to bow in front of late Bal Thackeray whom he always idolised. Asked if he would campaign for the Sena in the Gujarati-dominated pockets in the city, Mr. Patel said he now “stands with good people and is set to defeat those who have created an atmosphere of fear”. “I have come here as a friend. Wherever they need me, I will stand with them. The Gujarati and Marathi communities always stand together,” he said. Referring to the Sena as a



‘I have a lot to learn’ Asked about his political ambitions, Mr. Patel said he was only 23. “I have a lot to learn. I am learning and understanding things. It is not only about politics and contesting elections,” he said. Stressing that the new-



NEW ALIGNMENTS: Patidar leader Hardik Patel with Shiv Sena chief Uddhav Thackeray in Mumbai on Tuesday. — PHOTO: PTI tiger, Mr. Patel said he did not think that a tiger ever required help. “I am here to seek blessings. I demand a fear-free atmosphere.”



found friendship with Mr. Patel was here to last, Mr. Thackeray said his party has now started contesting polls outside Maharashtra. “After Goa and Uttar Pradesh, Gujarat could be next. If we contest in Gujarat, Hardik Patel will be our face,” he said. Mr. Patel had recently vowed to make Gujarat a BJP-free State. The Sena too has snapped electoral ties with the BJP ahead of the civic polls in the State.



man was gang-raped allegedly by 10 people including four local BJP leaders in Gujarat’s Kutch district. The woman was allegedly forced into prostitution by the accused, who also blackmailed her after filming the rape. The victim named 10 people in the First Information Report (FIR). She also alleged that the accused lured many other girls and women into prostitution and exploited them sexually after promising them jobs in Naliya town of Kutch district. On Tuesday, border range Inspector General of Police (IG) A.K. Jadeja said that four accused, including main accused Shantilal Solanki, had been arrested and the rest would be caught soon. Mr. Jadeja said the police had constituted a special investigation team (SIT) with two women oicials to probe the case. Meanwhile, the Gujarat BJP has suspended the four leaders named in the FIR.



Nirbhaya Fund lies unused, apex court told



Citizens’ forum to take up whistleblower complaints



CBI challenges acquittal in British girl’s death



SC dismisses TN’s review plea on remission power



LEGAL CORRESPONDENT



SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT



SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT



LEGAL CORRESPONDENT



NEW DELHI: Crores allocated for the Nirbhaya Fund for initiatives to support women’s safety and dignity lie unused as crime against women continue to peak, amicus curiae and senior advocate Indira Jaising informed the Supreme Court on Tuesday. The government had announced the Nirbhaya Fund in 2013 to accelerate programmes for women safety after the December 16, 2012 brutal gang rape of a 23-yearold which had shocked the entire nation. The appeals of the convicts, condemned to death by lower courts, are being heard by the Supreme Court. Ms. Jaising submitted before a Bench of Justices M.B. Lokur and P.C. Pant that the the fund hardly reached the ones who needed it for various women welfare schemes. Counsel for the Centre, however, refuted the claim and gave last year’s figures saying that of the ₨2,195 crore in the fund, 16 proposals amounting to ₨2,187 crore had been recommended.



NEW DELHI: Disappointed by



PANAJI: The Central Bureau of



NEW



the government’s track record in implementing anticorruption measures, a group of eminent citizens has decided to take the initiative of setting up a forum to hear complaints of corruption or malfeasance from whistleblowers. Called the Citizens Whistleblowers Forum (CWF), it would “act as a unique, credible platform to provide much-needed confidence to whistleblowers” to expose, without fear, “cases of corruption or wilful misuse of powers”, said a statement released by the founders. The founding members of the CWF include Justice (retd) A.P. Shah, who is also its chairperson, advocate Prashant Bhushan, former Chief Information Commissioner Wajahat Habibullah, social activist Aruna Roy, Admiral L. Ramdas (retd), former bureaucrat E.A.S. Sarma and founding member of the Association of Democratic Reforms Jagdeep Chhokar.



Investigation has challenged in the Bombay High Court at Goa the acquittal of two accused in the case of suspicious death of a British teenage girl on the Anjuna Beach in February 2008. On September 23 last, the Goa Children’s Court acquitted Samson D’Souza and Placido Carvalho, who were charged with culpable homicide not amounting to murder by the CBI. Vikram Varma, counsel of the U.K.-based mother of the victim, on Tuesday welcomed the CBI’s decision to appeal against the acquittal of the beach shack workers. Mr. Varma said the unwillingness of CBI oicials to pursue the drug peddling angle in the sexual abuse and culpable homicide case had raised doubts about the role of the investigation agency. The mother’s concerns about the CBI investigation had been raised in her letter to Prime Minister Narendra Modi, Mr. Verma told journalists.



(From left) Jagdeep S. Chhokar, Prashant Bhushan, Justice (retd.) A.P. Shah, Admiral L. Ramdas (retd.) and E.A.S. Sarma at a press meet in Delhi on Tuesday. — PHOTO: SUSHIL KUMAR VERMA The CWF would, if needed, protect the identity of the whistleblowers who reach out to them. After scrutinising the information received, it would decide on a course of action, the activists said. “This could include taking up the matter with the authorities concerned, filing a public interest litigation in the courts, and/or making the case public,” said Justice Shah. ‘Dismal situation’ “It has been three years since the Whistleblowers Protection Act, 2011, was passed in both houses of Par-



liament. It has also received the President’s assent. But a government that came to power on an anti-corruption plank is still not notifying this important anti-corruption law. This citizens’ forum is an attempt to partly remedy this dismal situation and encourage whistleblowers to come forward with their complaints without fear,” Mr. Bhushan said. The CWF announced the email ID and website where whistleblowers could submit complaints: citizenswhistleblowerforum@gmail. com and citizenswhistleblowerforum. org



DELHI: The Supreme Court on Tuesday dismissed a review petition filed by the Tamil Nadu government against a 2015 Constitution Bench judgment that a State government has no suo motu power to remit sentences of persons convicted under a Central law and cases investigated by a Central agency like the CBI. The verdict was based on a challenge by the Centre to Tamil Nadu’s move to remit the life sentence of seven convicts in the Rajiv Gandhi assassination case. The review petition was also filed by one of the convicts in the case, Perarivalan. A five-judge review Bench of Chief Justice of India J.S.



Perarivalan, one of the convicts in the Rajiv Gandhi assassination case. Khehar, P.C. Ghose, S.A. Bobde, A.M. Sapre and U.U. Lalit refused the State’s plea for review of the majority judgment authored by Justice (as he was then) F.M.I. Kalifulla. The judgment had held that the Centre, and not the State government, would



have “primacy” in deciding whether persons convicted in matters of the CBI or a Central agency should be released or not on remission. “When it comes to the question of national interest or any other unforeseen situations warranting control in the nature of a super-terrestrial order (celestial), the executive power of the Union can be exercised like a bull in the China shop,” Justice Kalifulla had written in his 200-page verdict. Justice Kalifulla had also made scathing observations, describing the assassination as a “diabolic” act which shattered the great faith of an entire country. It observed that the convicts did not deserve a ray of hope that they would be released one day.



Bastar IG Kalluri shunted out PAVAN DAHAT NAGPUR: Controversial IPS of-



ficer Shiv Ram Prasad Kalluri, whose tenure as the Inspector General (IG) of Police of Bastar region of Chhattisgarh saw large-scale human right violations and extra-judicial killings, was removed as Bastar IG on Tuesday and was attached to



the Chhattisgarh police headquarters in Raipur “without any charge”. Last week, the Chhattisgarh government had asked him to go on leave for “unspecified duration” after the National Human Rights Commission came down heavily on some senior State oicials during a recent meeting. Mr. Kalluri had,



however, claimed that he was going on leave on his “own terms”. The transfer of the controversial oicer is likely to trigger protests from the antiMaoist groups in Bastar which flourished during his tenure. Leaders of these groups were given oicial residence and would move along with Mr. Kalluri.



India to frame policy on synthetic biology JACOB KOSHY NEW DELHI: India is taking its



first steps to evolve a policy on synthetic biology, an emerging science through which new life forms can potentially be made in labs and existing life forms, such as bacteria and other microbes, tweaked to produce specific proteins or chemically useful products. The Environment Ministry will be convening a group of experts on biodiversity and biotechnology, to assess synthetic biology work pursued in Indian labs, potential benefits and risks, and the implications of the trans-boundary movement of such life forms. Synthetic biology in microbial systems holds promise for production of drugs, vaccines, fuel components and other chemicals. A popular example is the production of artemisinin, a powerful anti-malarial drug, in yeast, at a commercial level. Microorganisms have also been constructed to act as sensors that can detect a toxin in vitro (outside a living organism) or in vivo (inCM YK



The technology could help produce drugs, vaccines, fuel components and other chemicals side a living organism). There are assorted labs in India that work on synthetic biology. Last December, oicials from the Environment Ministry participated in the United Nations Biodiversity Conference of the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) at Cancun, Mexico, where about 8,000 delegates from 180 countries discussed matters related to biodiversity. India, so far, has no policy on synthetic biology, and according to a presentation made at the venue, it has promised to “put in place a Synthetic Biology Team for articulating India’s view” at a forthcoming meeting. “We do not have any obligations to put in place any policy immediately,” Amit Prasad, Additional Secretary, Ministry of Environment and Forests, told The Hindu. ND-ND
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Uneasy lies the head Tamil Nadu politics is at a murky crossroads, and a dose of realism is needed while taking stock of the choices that its political leadership now faces W E D N E S D AY , F E B R U A RY 8 , 2 0 1 7



NARAYAN LAKSHMAN



Testing times on NEET



I



t is a measured gambit by Tamil Nadu. The State has taken the legislative route to grant itself exemption from the National Eligibilitycum-Entrance Test (NEET), a uniform examination that will decide admission to medical courses all over the country. The two Bills passed by the State Assembly seek to retain its present admission system for under-graduate and postgraduate medical courses based on marks obtained by students in their higher secondary school examination. The Bills are likely to displease the Supreme Court, which insists that NEET marks be the sole basis for admission. The Bills will also require the President’s assent; else they would be repugnant to the provisions of the Indian Medical Council Act and the Dentists Act that prescribe the entrance test. Tamil Nadu, which abolished entrance examinations to professional courses in 2006, argues that NEET would be traumatic for both parents and children, as it would be based on a syllabus diferent from the one taught in schools under the board for higher secondary education. The fear is that NEET would be insurmountable for students from rural areas and under-privileged backgrounds and those who cannot aford coaching centres. Its concern that urban students, especially those from streams such as the CBSE, would dominate admissions under NEET cannot be dismissed easily. Regulations introducing NEET were struck down by a three-judge Bench of the Supreme Court in 2013 by a two-one majority. Last year, a five-judge Bench recalled the verdict and NEET was back in place. Students all over the country were gripped by anxiety and tension following the sudden change in the admission method. The Centre promulgated an ordinance to grant relief for undergraduate medical admissions in 2016, but no such protection is available this year. There is now an inevitable conflict between the need for a fair and transparent admission system to curb rampant commercialisation of medical education and the socio-economic goals of the State, which is worried about producing enough committed doctors ready to serve in rural areas. Both objectives are indeed laudable. However, a moot question is whether uniformity should be thrust on a country that has wide regional, economic and linguistic disparities. Normally it is the political leadership, and not the courts, that should harmonise such diferences and evolve a viable admission policy. At the same time, States cannot remain forever insulated from the need to upgrade educational standards. It may be easy to advise the courts to keep out of the policy domain, but a more diicult task is for institutions in the government and the private sector to maintain standards and pass the court’s triple test of fairness, transparency and freedom from exploitation.



T



It has been a little more than two months since the demise of Jayalalithaa. The veil of secrecy drawn around her in her final days generated as much angst amongst the masses of her supporters, especially in the All India Anna Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam (AIADMK), as it fuelled speculation over the cause of her death, including suspicions of foul play. Even as she battled for life for 75 days, her nonagenarian rival, Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam (DMK) supremo M. Karunanidhi fell seriously ill. He recuperated, but he’s no longer in the thick of public and party afairs. With the exit of these two titans of Tamil Nadu politics, leaders who shaped the very destiny of the State for nearly half a century, the power vacuum within both parties had to be filled quickly. For the DMK, a succession plan has been in place for years, and so it was a fairly smooth transition for “Thalapathy” M.K. Stalin to step into the shoes of the “Thalaivar”, his father, by taking over as acting president of the party. He now has more than four years to build momentum for his party to bid for power in the next Assembly election. Mr. Stalin’s prospects hinge as much on being able to rally DMK troops across the State as adroitly as his father used to, as they do on getting the DMK to be a smart opposition party, drawing attention to the failings of the AIADMK government. Questions of timing This brings us to the travails of V.K. Sasikala, Jayalalithaa’s long-time confidant and presumed backseat influencer, whose foray into the arena of oicial power has been dramatic yet purposeful. At the present juncture she occupies an unenviable position in Tamil Nadu politics: she has clearly carved out a niche for herself at the very heart of the AIADMK, yet is regarded with an element of distaste by the wider cohort of party cadres and the general public. Why, with the impending verdict of the



ILLUSTRATION: SURENDRA



The self-elevation of V.K. Sasikala is perfectly in line with the history of Dravidian party leadership, as is the consanguinity-based rise of M.K. Stalin Supreme Court in the disproportionate assets case, did she make a bid for the Chief Minister’s oice last weekend? One argument is that if she had attempted this manoeuvre any earlier, her intentions toward Jayalalithaa and Tamil Nadu would have been seen to be suspect and she may have risked strengthening the hands of potential rivals. On the flip side, waiting too much longer would have allowed public opinion to crystallise firmly around O. Panneerselvam, who served as the incumbent Chief Minister until Ms. Sasikala saw fit to claim the throne last weekend. Indeed matters may have come to a head already after Mr. Panneerselvam registered his protest at Jayalalithaa’s memorial on Tuesday night. Leaving aside the risky gambit of seeking the chief ministership when a judicial axe could cut that ambition short in a matter of days, Ms. Sasikala may have also weakened her position by failing to capitalise on last month’s remarkable “jallikattu movement”. Had she stepped into the fight confidently but humbly, for example through visible pleas to Prime Minister Narendra Modi for an expedient, favourable solution to the



stalemate between the proponents of the bull-taming sport and animal rights activists, that may have been a golden opportunity to firm up her credentials with the people of Tamil Nadu, regardless of the judicial outcome. Instead she squandered that opportunity and has double-faulted on her strategy by being seen to be pre-empting the Supreme Court verdict due next week. If she survives that ruling, Ms. Sasikala’s future would however look immeasurably brighter, with no small thanks due to Jayalalithaa’s parting gift of last May’s sweeping Assembly election victory. That win would bestow Ms. Sasikala with more than four years to accumulate political capital and the goodwill of Tamil Nadu’s electorate, the logical next step after she consolidates intra-party support. It cannot be overlooked that in the short span of time since Jayalalithaa’s death on December 5, 2016, Ms. Sasikala worked assiduously to ensure that the highest few rungs of the AIADMK were won over to her side. Building bridges This was particularly salient for leaders of the Gounder caste who may have potentially been engulfed by insecurity about the direction in which policy and resource allocation would tilt under a Thevar Chief Minister. Among these leaders, K.A. Sengottaiyan, a member of the AIADMK since the time of M.G. Ramachandran, a staunch Jayalalithaa loyalist, and a widely respected leader of Erode district, was apparently upset about being excluded from the Cabinet headed by Mr. Panneerselvam. Having been side-lined earlier by Jayalalithaa, he hoped to return as a Minister after her death. Upon learning of his dissatisfaction Ms. Sasikala convinced him to back her, and in a deft move she thus neutralised the biggest stumbling block to her aspirations. Ms. Sasikala also benefitted from serendipitous shifts of mood with some prominent AIADMK leaders, such as Lok Sabha Deputy Speaker M. Thambidurai. A Gounder and veteran party man, he had hoped to step into Jayalalithaa’s shoes. When that did not happen, he chose to dislodge Mr. Panneerselvam by openly pleading with Ms. Sasikala to take over as Chief Minister.



CARTOONSCAPE



Rollback in Romania



he protests that have convulsed Romania are the largest since the fall of communism in the country in 1989. Hundreds of thousands of Romanians have taken to the streets against the government’s attempt to decriminalise graft involving sums below a certain threshold, ostensibly for practical reasons. The move has impressed neither the citizens of Romania, nor European Union oicials in Brussels. Even the country’s President has thrown his weight behind the protests. The popular outcry against such a blatant move to relax the rules should have been anticipated by the government, especially asit had a direct bearing on the Social Democratic Party (PSD), which heads the current coalition. Its leader could not assume charge as Prime Minister only because an existing law bars convicted politicians from occupying the oice. Similarly, judicial proceedings currently involving a number of elected representatives and oicials are a measure of the independent functioning of the body in charge of fighting graft. It has been argued in some quarters that the agency has been overzealous in its endeavour to combat corruption. Either way, by venturing to ease the extent of the penalties, the ruling coalition has run the risk of being perceived as trying to protect the guilty. Faced with popular anger, the government has rescinded the decree to let of ofenders in cases where the financial harm is less than about $48,000. But it is still insistent on pursuing its controversial objective to pardon errant oicials through the normal parliamentary route, citing in its defence the overcrowding of prisons. When Romania joined the EU in 2007, the precondition of membership — strict enforcement of the rule of law — sat uneasily with the realities on the ground. The country ranked high on the graft and crime index, besides attracting criticism for the treatment of its sizeable Roma minorities. Many of these concerns still remain. But they are being addressed systematically through the adoption of an institutional framework. It is these mechanisms that the government’s recent moves could potentially erode. Romanians have drawn huge economic and cultural benefits in the last decade from the freedom to move and work in a largely borderless EU. It may not be wide of the mark to suggest that their expectations of greater accountability from their rulers may reflect a sense of dignity and propriety arising from this greater exposure. Bucharest should not fritter away these fruits of integration. CM YK



In certain cases, however, Ms. Sasikala will have to carry on the campaign to blunt criticism by her colleagues. K.P. Munusamy, a Gounder leader from Krishnagiri district, is one such AIADMK leader. Ms. Sasikala appealed to him to remain in the party despite his dissatisfaction over his position, and he initially relented. Yet he went on to become the first open challenger to her rise when he hit out at her brother and husband for interfering in party afairs. She has thus far refrained from acting against him. The down-side of these Machiavellian machinations is a hardening of the public perception of Ms. Sasikala and her family as manipulators, which is perhaps undeserved in some respects. First, almost all successful Tamil politicians, including Jayalalithaa and Mr. Karunanidhi, have in some shape or form engaged in what may be termed as “manipulation”. If not, why do judicial cases and the police machinery turn adversely against a leader who has lost an election to a bitter rival? Why do political opponents and dissenters sometimes suddenly go quiet? Have no Tamil politicians enriched themselves personally while in oice? The highest irony of this state of afairs is that the Tamil Nadu electorate has often indulged its leaders these excesses from time to time, even as it has punished them on occasion with a crushing swing defeat in Assembly elections. Caste and welfare policies From a political economy perspective, what makes Tamil Nadu unique is its penchant for empowering leaders who quickly centralise political power in their own hands, either through sheer force of the personality cults that they build around themselves or based on party discipline and organisational prowess. The deeper factor driving this trend is the State’s caste distribution, which is highly dispersed, which implies that, historically, only centralised political power has ensured that resources earmarked for mass welfare schemes, the mainstay of governance in Tamil Nadu, are efectively allocated down the line of an eicient bureaucracy, instead of getting frittered away as “rent” to political factions and local bosses. In that regard the self-elevation of Ms. Sasikala is perfectly in line with the history of Dravidian party leadership, as is the consanguinity-based rise of Mr. Stalin. Indeed, she lacks the formal governance experience of many other capable leaders around her, yet she will have to reckon with winning a seat in the State Assembly within six months of being sworn in as Chief Minister, and will then have time to build up her credentials in that regard. Equally it is a valid criticism that she likely ruled from the shadows during the years of Jayalalithaa’s reign, and it is not known how rapacious any government helmed by her would be. However, the fact that she is no worse than so many other Tamil leaders who’ve sought to rule the State should give pause to those who seek to demonise her in these early days. That she fits the profile of Tamil Nadu’s past leaders, each of them a powerful, centralising figure, much more than the genuflection-prone Mr. Panneerselvam, cannot be overlooked. The last thing that the State needs is the persisting cloud of uncertainty that now hangs over Fort St. George. The willingness to carry on playing Musical Chairs in politics should be measured against the risk of instability in a State that is still coming to grips with the string of shocks that it has faced in recent times. [email protected]
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Rush to become CM The high chair is clearly beyond the reach of V.K. Sasikala but for the MLAs who pose “awkwardly” to ease her way to the top (“Cartoonscape”, Feb.7). Ms. Sasikala may be well aware of the pendency of the Supreme Court’s verdict in the disproportionate wealth case but appears all set to enter the record books as Chief Minister even for a day. In this connection, it is unfortunate that there has been an inordinate judicial delay in the case. A legal system that castigates the executive for administrative delays must be cautious when it comes to the judgment delivery system, especially those that involve politically sensitive cases. A humane approach is needed so that the accused know where they stand. Had the verdict been pronounced much earlier, the political crisis in Tamil Nadu could have been largely avoided. V.N. Gopal,



strengthened by Jayalalithaa should not be destroyed by the selfish motives of an individual who has not done anything spectacular for the party. V. Rajagopalan, Chennai



The unseemly haste with which Ms. Sasikala is trying to become the Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu reveals one thing: a hope that the court may take a lenient view against her if she were to be the occupant of the august oice. Or, maybe, even if convicted, she could be planning to repeat the Lalu Prasad act. Whatever may be her calculations, she should understand that her actions amount to gross impropriety. The masses are watching her every move. Any attempt to gain power by hook or by crook will only result in her frittering away all the goodwill and support assiduously built up for the AIADMK party by MGR and Jayalalithaa. V. Jayaraman, Chennai



Chennai



Ms. Sasikala should have been patient and carefully read the signals from the field (Editorial – “Backroom to the front-stage”, Feb.7). Simmering discontent in the lower rungs of the party against her should have made her reject the “request” of members of the AIADMK legislature party to head the government. Her undue haste only reinforces the perception that she is opportunistic. A party that was started by MGR and



The wise words of Prometheus, on a “dangerous guest”, can rightly be applied to the present state of the AIADMK and Ms. Sasikala’s eagerness to usurp the post of Chief Minister for which she is unqualified, both morally and politically. She can claim her stake to power only if and when she successfully seeks the people’s mandate. Sukumaran C.V., Palakkad



It is disheartening to note the baling silence and indiference of the people of Tamil Nadu to the sudden turn of events that has led to an unwarranted change in the State’s leadership. The young protesters in Tamil Nadu, who only a couple of weeks ago, had shown an immense solidarity for a cause, are now strangely apathetic to the recent political developments in the State. This leads us to believe that the “new age” youth are, after all, not discerning. It is shocking that a person who was till now a non-entity is attempting to subvert the democratic process. S. Nandakumar, Chennai



I am surprised that there is opposition to Ms Sasikala’s move, especially when she has been elected as leader of the legislature party. Of course there are legal hurdles ahead of her but this cannot be a reason to bar her from her constitutional right to become Chief Minister. T.G. Sathyanarayana, Bengaluru



New rules for the WTO Institutions such as the World Trade Organisation are exclusive clubs for the so-called developed nations which have reached the position they have by exploiting the developing world (“Rewiring the WTO, Feb.7) Growing disenchantment with globalisation provides the right time and opportunity for India to plan its



future development. Taking lessons from Japan, a nation that built its economy from scratch, we should explore our revival by focussing on our ample strengths. G. Prachi, Mumbai



Ramping up research The article, “Back to basics” (Feb.7) did not touch upon the role of fundamental research in Indian agriculture. One of the major barriers to boosting farm productivity is the lack of new technologies and major breakthroughs. While the National Agriculture Research System played a major role in the Green Revolution, in recent years, there hasn’t been any major breakthrough in research. A key reason is the lack of financial resources. Because of this, there has been no difusion of new agricultural innovations and practices, critical to enhancing farm productivity. As Ashok Gulati, former chairman of Commission for Agricultural Costs and Prices, notes, doubling of real incomes of farmers would be a “miracle of miracles”, as it would imply a compound growth rate of 12% per annum. In many ways this paints a bleak picture of the future of Indian agriculture. K.M.K. Murthy, Secunderabad



Cutting edge scientific research in most disciplines of science today demands good infrastructure, which is missing in India. Anaemic spending on science is a reason.



India has lagged behind China — which spends nearly 2% of GDP on science every year. In India, spending is less than 1% of GDP on science. Large-scale scientific research (an initiative such as CERN) and interdisciplinary research often require international collaboration, and India’s contribution in these areas is limited, one of the reasons for which is a paucity of funds and laboratories. The writer’s lament about India not realising its full potential due to a lack of curiosity in enough individuals is justified. This is rooted in our lacklustre education system and how science is taught in most schools. In order to establish a strong scientific culture, an ethos of inquiry and discovery has to be nurtured. Souvik D., Kolkata



New age protests The jallikattu protests cannot be labelled an under class afair (“Ancient sport, new age protests”, Feb.6). Well educated youngsters were seen to be a part of the gatherings. What has engendered and facilitated spontaneous protests across the globe is the spread and reach of social media. Such protests have also attracted people everywhere, cutting across class barriers. What is of concern is that everywhere the space vacated by protesters is then occupied by regressive elements. Manohar Alembath, Kannur, Kerala ND-ND
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DEFENCE



Time for upgrade Since Independence, the military has remained at the forefront of dealing with the changing character of conflict both along as well as within India’s borders. The worsening security situation today is a strategic reality. In this context, providing internal security, supporting humanitarian missions in India and abroad, and providing conditions of stabilANIL ity along the borders are essential for the country to grow and CHAIT realise its destiny. While riveted on the above, the military has to constantly focus on its size, equipment, and operational structures to remain an agile, eicient, and smart force capable of meeting present-day challenges and undertaking the full spectrum of operations. The question is, how can it be done? Organisational change Though modernisation of the military is regularly discussed, intellectual and organisational change, which should support it, is not even mentioned. Should this not precede material change? A Group of Ministers (GoM) had been set up in April 2000 to review the national security system to consider the recommendations of the Kargil Review Committee and formulate specific proposals for implementation. In a report titled “Reforming the National Security System”, the GoM observed: “... far-reaching changes in the structures, processes and procedures in [the] defence management world will be required to make the system more eicient, resilient and responsive. This will ensure maximisation of our defence capabilities through the optimal utilisation of our resources, potential and establishment of synergy among the Armed Forces.” Under the present structure, military advice received by the Ministry of Defence (MoD) is fragmented and from multiple points. What is absent The justification for are the benefits of holistic military asappointing a Chief of sessment and estimates, appraisal of Defence Staff has been to multiple options, cogent single-point advice based on optimised pay-ofs provide single-point military and preparation of the military from advice to the government the ownership perspective by the MoD instead of by the Services. Eiciency in higher control structures will not bear fruit unless radical reforms are brought about in the management of the MoD. Higher political leadership requires briefing on the military implications of decisions and policies. But at the moment, these are neither appreciated nor processed with the deep and holistic understanding that they deserve. What emerges as an outcome is a “we shall do with what we have” attitude. The diference here is that ‘doing’ is about winning and that too without a replay. While addressing the Combined Commanders Conference in Dehradun recently, Prime Minister Narendra Modi sought urgent and tangible progress in establishing the right structures for higher defence management. He felt the need for an appropriate civil-military balance in decision-making given India’s complex security management. Leadership structure The justification for appointing a Chief of Defence Staf (CDS) has primarily been to provide single-point military advice to the government. At the moment, each of the service chiefs provides military advice to the civil-political executive, all independent of one another. The CDS and his control structures through a strategic vision are expected to enhance the eiciency and efectiveness of the planning process and ensure the required jointness is achieved in execution through theatre commands against a nuclear backdrop. While these remain the cardinal justifications to appoint a Permanent Chairman, Chiefs of Staf Committee (PC-COSC), as well, the operational responsibility over forces is to get excluded in its implementation. Service chiefs would continue to advise the Defence Minister on command matters concerning their forces, whenever necessary. While the former is desirable, the latter is easily implementable. The choices the government makes will reflect on its resolve. As was also envisaged and clearly articulated in the GoM report, the Defence Secretary would function as the Principal Defence Adviser to the Defence Minister in a manner similar to the role to be performed by the CDS/ PC-COSC as the Principal Military Adviser, with both enjoying an equal status in terms of their working relationship. Such a structure is expected to provide a politico-military decision-making authority with a sophisticated crisis management procedure. This would systemically enable implementation of a proactive doctrine against Pakistan, and help cope with China’s conventional and asymmetric capabilities. More efectively, its scope will allow benefits for dealing with hybrid threats and periodic transgressions extending to limited localised operations more efectively. The CDS/PC-COSC would require support from a restructured Integrated Defence Staf (IDS), empowered through appropriate amendments in the Allocation and Transaction of Business Rules and other regulations to reflect new responsibilities. Similarly, a human resources policy of reward and reprimand will need to be recalibrated to support new realities. Failing this, the current lack of authority of an IDS, in spite of institutionalising of the post, will remain. Therefore, if there is a genuine will to develop a joint capability under conditions of austerity to deal with the various capabilities of our adversaries in a holistic manner, then that time for reform is now. Otherwise, we will continue to merely arm but without an aim. Lt. General Anil Chait is the former Central Army Commander who retired as Chief of the Integrated Defence Staff.



FROM THE ARCHIVES dated February 8, 1967



P.M. dismisses coalition govt. as impracticable The Prime Minister, Mrs. Indira Gandhi, began her election tour of West Bengal to-day [February 7] with a frontal attack on the Communists, whom she accused of attempting to disrupt the unity of the country. Mrs. Gandhi ridiculed the idea of a coalition Government of opposition parties as an alternative to the Congress. This is “impracticable and unworkable” she said. Addressing a mass meeting, shortly after her arrival here [Kharagpur] from Delhi this morning [February 7], she said that the Communists talked of class struggle. But what class struggle had led to in China was a lesson for everyone to remember. Mrs. Gandhi said that India was a land of diverse religions, languages and castes and unless the basic unity of the nation was maintained, the country would go to pieces.



Tanzania banks take-over The nationalisation of two Indian banks — the Bank of India and the Bank of Baroda — along with other banks by Tanzania within 24 hours of the publication of the “Arusha Declaration” has shocked and perplexed the nonAfrican business community in CM YK



East Africa. The other banks nationalised yesterday [February 6] were Barclays, Standard, National and Grindlays (all British), the Commercial Bank of Africa (a subsidiary of American banks) and the National Banks of Pakistan and Netherlands.



Anti-south Indian campaign Playing a not inconsiderable role in the hectic electioneering in Bombay City and its suburbs is the Shiv Sena, founded last October “to give the Maharashtrians an honourable place in their own State.” This is the claim of its founder, Mr. Bal Thackeray, a 40-year-old cartoonist who edits a Marathi weekly. He denies that the Shiv Sena is communal, but he thinks non-Maharashtrians in Bombay have a disproportionate share of white-collar jobs and that the Maharashtrians are, by and large, being kept down. He demands that 80 per cent of the professional jobs in Bombay be given to Maharashtrians. The Shiv Sena has 80 branches throughout the State, and 68 of them are in the Bombay region alone. A Maharashtrian, according to Mr. Thackeray, is one who has lived in the State for at least one generation, who regards it as his home, and even in times of danger and calamities like water scarcity did not “run away.”
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PERSPECTIVE



Pride as well as prejudice The tribal bodies’ protest against reservation for women in local municipalities in Nagaland must not be allowed to settle the argument MONALISA CHANGKIJA



All-male tribal bodies have been against the 33% reservation for women in urban local bodies (ULBs) in Nagaland right from the time the Nagaland government enacted the Nagaland Municipal (First Amendment) Act in 2006, on the grounds that reservation for women in ULBs would violate Article 371(A) of the Constitution and infringe on Naga culture, traditions and customary laws. Faced with vehement opposition, the Nagaland government did not conduct elections to civic bodies for over 10 years. Spearheaded by the Naga Mothers’ Association (NMA), Naga women filed a writ petition challenging the State government’s refusal to hold municipal elections before the Kohima Bench of the Gauhati High Court on June 26, 2011. In October 2011, a single-judge bench of the court upheld the Naga women’s petition and directed the government to hold elections to municipal councils and town councils on or before January 20, 2012. But before the deadline, the Nagaland government filed an appeal before a Division Bench of the Gauhati High Court, which stayed the previous ruling. One of the arguments put forward by the Nagaland government was the claim that implementing such a law would ‘upset the peace’ in Nagaland. On September 22, 2012, the Nagaland State Assembly adopted a resolution rejecting women’s reservation in ULBs on the ground that it infringes on the social and customary practices of the Nagas, which Article 371(A) safeguards. The Joint Action Committee on Women Reservation (JACWR) then moved a Special Leave Petition in the Supreme Court in September 2012. On April 20, 2016, the Supreme Court upheld the single-judge ruling of the Gauhati High Court of October 2011. So, the Nagaland government enacted the Nagaland Municipal (Third Amendment) Bill 2016, which revoked the September 2012 resolution, paving the way for women’s reservation in ULBs. Early in January, the State government announced that elections to the ULBs would be held on February 1. Tribal threats The tribal bodies protested loudly as soon as the elections were announced and threatened candidates who intended to file nominations that they would be ex-communicated from their respective tribes. Coming under pressure, some candidates didn’t file nominations and some others withdrew their papers. Those who refused to withdraw from the fray were ex-communicated,



A LINE FOR THEM: “Reservation for women is necessary in patriarchal societies such as the Nagas, where there is a historical culture of inequalities.” Picture shows voters in Dimapur, Nagaland, in 2013. — PHOTO: RITU RAJ KONWAR ranging from 10 to 30 years. Through all this, the State government remained a silent spectator and failed to assert the rule of law, especially because these tribal bodies are not traditional institutions recognised by Article 371(A). The ULBs too are not traditional Naga institutions but constitutional bodies under Part IX of the Constitution over which Naga traditional bodies have no mandate. When the State government refused to call of the elections, the tribal bodies announced a bandh from January 28 to February 1. They enforced the bandh across Nagaland although elections took place in several places on February 1. Clearly, some towns did not agree with these tribal bodies. Meanwhile, on January 31, two persons were killed in Dimapur, the commercial capital of the State. Things soon took an ugly turn, and the Nagaland government declared the elections ‘null and void’. Since then, tribal bodies have begun clamouring for more, seeking the resignation of the Chief Minister, no less. Though life is limping back to normal, there is still a bandh on government oices and a restriction on movement of government vehicles. But it must be said that even before the bandh call, the focus had started shifting from women’s reservation to is-



By washing its hands of women’s reservation, citing law and order issues, the State government is sacrificing the rights of Naga women sues of taxes and land ownership contained in the Nagaland Municipal (Third Amendment) Bill 2016. Unconstitutional demand What is even more alarming, and preposterous, is that the Nagaland government has decided to write to the Centre demanding that Nagaland be exempted from Part IX A of the Constitution. “If the State Government and all the stakeholders cannot arrive at an amicable resolution of this issue at the earliest, the best option appears to be to seek exemption of Nagaland from Part IX A of the Constitution, which contains a mandatory provision under Article 243T for 33% women reservation in ULBs, which will put to rest the issue and avoid further misunderstanding among the people,” the Chief Minister’s oice explained in a release. Clearly, to rescue itself, the Nagaland government is doing a Pontius Pilate by washing its hands of the reservation issue and sacrificing the rights of Naga



women at the altar of Naga males’ primeval tribal ego. If Nagaland is exempted from the purview of Part IX of the Constitution, Naga women will have absolutely no hope of entering into and participating in decision-making bodies. Reservation for women is necessary in patriarchal societies like Naga society, for instance, where there is a historical culture of inequalities even though Nagas don’t practise sati, female foeticide and infanticide, and do not believe in dowry or the caste system. But Naga customs, culture and traditions preclude women from inheriting land and participating in the decision-making process, which is exactly what Article 371(A) protects. The other deeply worrying issue is that because the government at the Centre appears to be misinformed about ground realities in Nagaland, it is possible that the State government’s claim that the reservation issue may ‘upset the peace’ in the state could cloud its judgment. Undeniably, the constitutionally guaranteed rights of Naga women now depend on the Centre, as much as on the gender sensitised public of India. Monalisa Changkija is a journalist, poet and editor of Nagaland Page.



Looking towards Africa All of humanity will benefit by listening, learning and working with the people of the continent ANTÓNIO GUTERRES



Far too often, the world views Africa through the prism of problems. When I look to Africa, I see a continent of hope, promise and vast potential. I am committed to building on those strengths and establishing a higher platform of cooperation between the United Nations and the leaders and people of Africa. This is essential to advancing inclusive and sustainable development and deepening cooperation for peace and security. That is the message I carried to the recent African Union Summit in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia — my first major mission as United Nations Secretary-General. Above all, I came in a spirit of profound solidarity and respect. I am convinced that the world has much to gain from African wisdom, ideas and solutions. Keeping the peace I also brought with me a deep sense of gratitude. Africa provides the majority of UN peacekeepers around the world. African nations are among the world’s largest and most generous hosts of refugees. Africa includes some of the world’s fastest growing economies. The recent resolution of the political crisis in the Gambia once again demonstrated the power of African leadership and unity to overcome governance challenges and uphold democracy, human rights and the rule of law. I left the summit more convinced than ever that all of humanity will benefit by listening, learning and working with the people of Africa. Looking ahead We have the plans in place to build a better future. The international community has entered the second year of implementing the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, an all-out efort to tackle global poverty, inequality, instability and injustice. Africa has adopted its own complementary and ambitious plan: Agenda 2063.



THE PORTRAIT: “The whole picture is one that spotlights the enormous potential and remarkable success stories in every corner of the African continent.” Picture shows a classroom in South Africa. — PHOTO: GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCKPHOTO



We can speed progress by doing more to provide opportunities to young people. More than three out of five Africans are under 35 years of age



The UN is committed to working hand-in-hand with partners wherever conflict or the threat of conflict endangers stability and well-being. But prevention goes far beyond focussing solely on conflict. The best means of prevention and the surest path to durable peace is inclusive and sustainable development.



For the people of Africa to fully benefit from these important eforts, these two agendas need to be strategically aligned. It starts with prevention. Our world needs to move from managing crises to preventing them in the first place. We need to break the cycle of responding too late and too little. Most of today’s conflicts are internal, triggered by competition for power and resources, inequality, marginalisation and sectarian divides. Often, they are inflamed by violent extremism or provide the fuel for it.



The young African We can speed progress by doing more to provide opportunities and hope to young people. More than three out of five Africans are under 35 years of age. Making the most of this tremendous asset means more investment in education, training, decent work, and engaging young people in shaping their future. We must also do our utmost to empower women so that they can play a full role in sustainable development and sustainable peace. I am pleased that the African Union has consistently



placed a special focus on gender equality and women’s empowerment. I have seen it again and again: When we empower women, we empower the world. I travelled to Africa as a partner, friend and committed advocate for changing the narrative about this diverse and vital continent. Crises represent at best a partial view. But from a higher platform of cooperation, we can see the whole picture — one that spotlights the enormous potential and remarkable success stories in every corner of the African continent. With that perspective, I have no doubt we can win the battle for sustainable and inclusive development which are also the best weapons in preventing conflict and sufering, allowing Africa to shine even more vibrantly and inspire the world. António Guterres is the Secretary-General of the United Nations. ND-ND
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Nepal man held for plotting train accidents Last month, based on information obtained during the interrogation of three persons by the Nepal police, Bihar police arrested Moti Paswan, Uma Shanker Patel and Mukesh Yadav. The trio claimed that they had planted a powerful bomb, packed in pressure cooker, on the railway track in Ghorasahan in East Champaran district on October 1 on the instructions of the ISI. The IED was defused by the police. Paswan also allegedly told the police that the ISI was involved in the Kanpur train accident on November 20 and that he and two others had travelled to the accident site to place the IED. However, Uttar Pradesh DGP Javeed Ahmed had earlier told The Hindu that the claims of the three ac-



cused from Bihar could not be corroborated and that preliminary investigations by U.P. police did not find any trace of explosives on the tracks. On being asked about the claims made by the Bihar Police that Pakistan’s ISI was involved in the recent train accidents, Mr. Kushwaha said, “I do not know how they are making these claims. They must have done their own investigations but Hoda has said he did not know about the affiliation of the group or outfit for which Shafi was working.” Mr. Hoda has emerged as a key catch for the NIA, which is probing the “terror” angle in the Kanpur train accident and in the January 21 derailment at Kuneru which left 41 dead.
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Justice Karnan faces contempt action Seven SC judges to convene in open court to initiate the proceedings KRISHNADAS RAJAGOPAL NEW DELHI: For the first time in the country’s history, seven seniormost Supreme Court judges led by Chief Justice of India J.S. Khehar are convening in open court on Wednesday to initiate suo motu contempt action against sitting Calcutta High Court judge, Justice C.S. Karnan, for “scurrilous remarks” made against senior judges of the Supreme Court and the High Courts and impeding the process of justice administration.



had turned judicial hierarchy upside down by ‘staying’ his own transfer to the Calcutta High Court, forcing the Supreme Court to authorise a freeze on his functions as a judge. Later, he wrote to the Chief Justice of India, acknowledging that he had passed an “erroneous order due to his mental frustration resulting in loss of mental balance.”



The seven-judge Bench includes Justices Dipak Misra, J. Chelameswar, Ranjan Gogoi, Madan B. Lokur, P.C. Ghose and Kurian Joseph. Summoned, warned Justice Karnan, who was a judge of the Madras High Court, was once summoned to the Supreme Court and warned in person by then Chief Justice of India T.S. Thakur for his ofensive behaviour towards the Chief Justice of the High Court and for imputing casteist



MEA cuts grants for think tank on China



Justice Karnan motives on his fellow judges. In February 2016, as a Madras High Court judge, he



Strong message The contempt action, an unprecedented move by the highest judiciary to put its house in order and send a strong message that indiscipline would not be toler-



The judge is accused of making “scurrilous remarks” against senior judges of the SC and High Courts ated, comes on the very day Justice Karnan is to appear in person to argue his case against his transfer to the Calcutta High Court. He had previously sought and received permission from the Supreme Court to appear in person in the transfer case. Lately, a letter sent by Justice Karnan to the Prime Minister allegedly making serious allegations of cor-



Satyarthi’s citation stolen from Delhi home The oicial said the forensic team collected fingerprints, and a case of house theft has been registered. Local scrap dealers were taken into custody to ensure that the medallion is not traded. The theft was spotted by Rakesh Senger, a staf member of Mr. Satyarthi’s NGO, Bachpan Bachao Andolan when he reached the house around 9 a.m. for a routine check. “I saw the dhobi standing outside. I asked him what had happened, and he told me that he had come to deliver clothes in the neighbourhood and saw the house was open. He had peeped in to see if Satyarthiji had returned,” Mr. Senger said. “The maid usually comes at this time. My immediate concern was for her safety. I went inside the main bedroom and saw that Satyarthiji’s certificates were



scattered all over. The blue velvet case of the Nobel Prize had been thrown down and the medallion removed,” he said. Mr. Senger said he immediately called Mr. Satyarthi’s son, Mr. Bhuwan Ribhu. “The box of the Nobel diploma is also missing. We are not sure if that has been stolen or is somewhere in the mess,” Mr. Ribhu said. The thieves also took other gold medals, silk shawls and prizes that Mr. Satyarthi had received over the years. Nobel Prize gold medals tend to sell for thousands of dollars when they are auctioned. However, stolen medals are usually only worth their value in gold. Before 1980, the Nobel Prize medal used to be made of 23 carat gold. They are now made with 18 carat green gold, plated with 24 carat gold.



Note ban flushed out black money: PM The Opposition, he charged, had denied his government a chance in the Winter Session of Parliament to debate demonetisation, fearing that its own fire would be weakened. “Some people have asked why was this [demonetisation] decision taken when the economy was doing well. It was the best time for demonetisation as the economy was strong., he said, adding that, “Had the economy been weak, then we could not have done it successfully.” He gave the example of a patient who has to undergo surgery. “Before subjecting a patient to surgery, a doctor checks all the parameters of the patient and only when they are fine, is the operation done.” He said the decision had not been taken for any political mileage but for the benefit of the poor, unlike



the Congress, who he said put its electoral prospects above dealing with the menace of black money, when the same remedy had been suggested to it. He referred to Congress Legislature Party chief Mallikarjun Kharge’s charge that “not even a dog” from the Sangh Parivar had given his/her life for the country. “Hum kutton waali paramapara main paley badhey nahin hain (we are not brought up in this sort of obsequious tradition),” he said, accusing the Congress of limiting democracy to a single dynasty. “It is due to Jan Shakti [people’s power] that a poor man’s son like me could become the Prime Minister of this country,” he said, while thanking the Congress, tongue-in-cheek, for its claim to have “preserved democracy” in the country.



Karnataka HC orders winding up of UBHL On November 18, 2016, the court ordered the winding up of KFA. Pointing out that whatever assets left now could not be left in the control, possession, and active management of UBHL as it exists now, the court said: “It would be necessary, safe, reasonable and expedient to take over these assets from the company and hand over the same to the oicial liquidator to proceed further for winding up UBHL, in accordance with law.” The court also directed the oicial liquidator to file a status report within four weeks on taking over the control and possession of the assets of UBHL and on the pending litigation or cases against UBHL at other legal fora. The deposits of ₨1,280 crore made in the court based on interim orders during the pendency of the CM YK



petitions since 2012 would be utilised for distribution as per the law during the winding-up process, the court said. Noting that United Spirits Ltd. (USL), one of the UB Group companies, after being taken over by foreign companies like Diageo Plc and Relay B.V., had to change its stand from initially opposing winding-up petitions to supporting the winding-up pleas, the court observed: “It appears that something seriously wrong has taken place in the company’s [UBHL] management and afairs... it has been unable to perform its contractual obligations even towards its own company...” UBHL, which was initially a holding company of the KFA, later diluted its shareholding in the airline, but the validity of corporate guarantees extended by UBHL continued.



NEW DELHI: Despite proclaim-



ing that its policy projects will not sufer on account of budget cuts, the Ministry of External Afairs (MEA) has dealt a death blow to India’s premier China studies institute this year, axing a ₨1 crore annual grant it has received since 2010. The Institute of Chinese Studies (ICS), the only think tank on Chinese studies to partner the US-based Harvard University and MIT, has been asked to adjust and take “project by project” approval for funding from MEA. Ironically, the grant was axed even as the ICS spearheaded the India China Think-Tanks Forum, where Foreign Secretary S. Jaishankar and Minister of State for External Afairs M.J. Akbar were the main speakers. “The MEA has informed us that they will support ICS on a project mode of funding with efect from 1.4.2017, and have invited project proposals from us,” confirmed Ravi Bhoothalingam, member of the institute’s advisory board. Sources said the ICS, which has maintained an independent platform to discuss various China-related



issues like OBOR (One Belt, One Road), had disapproved of the government’s position on certain issues. Senior scholars said that a number of academic activities of the institute are likely to be impacted if the project-mode of funding is implemented. One particular concern is that the MEA axed the funds two months short of the financial year, which leaves ICS without time for adjustment. The sources said ICS does not receive any foreign funding at present. This makes its position precarious as it is left without funding options. “We are facing a very delicate phase. Some of our programmes have been running uninterrupted for more than four decades. We will now look for funding for these projects,” said an Institute insider requesting anonymity. New director Apart from the issue of funding, tension has also been brewing over the selection of the new director, as the current director Dr. Alka Acharya, who led the organisation during the India China Think-Tanks Forum, will complete her term on 31 March 2017. Mr. Bhoothalingam said a panel is selecting the new director.



Bengal AG resigns SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT KOLKATA: West Bengal’s Advocate-General Jayanta Mitra resigned on Tuesday, citing diferences with the Mamata Banerjee government. Mr. Mitra said he had sent his resignation to Governor K.N. Triapthi. He, however, declined to talk about his diferences with the government. “I just left so that the government can carry on with its policies. I am very grateful that I got an opportunity to render some public service. Everybody doesn’t get such opportunities,” he said. Jayanta Mitra is not the first to quit in six years of the



Mamata Banerjee regime. Earlier, two reputed lawyers Bimal Chatterjee and Anindya Mitra had put in their papers citing diferences with government as one of the reasons. What makes matters worse is that Lakshmi Gupta, Additional Advocate General, has also expressed his desire to relinquish his post. The development comes at a time when the Trinamool Congress (TMC) government is trying to thwart any move to hand over the investigation into the Narada sting videos, which shows a number of TMC leaders apparently accepting cash, to a central investigation agency.



Talks to end economic blockade in Manipur fail IMPHAL/NEW DELHI: Tripartite talks to end the over threemonth-long economic blockade of a crucial highway in Manipur failed to make any headway on Tuesday with the Naga group spearheading it refusing to relent from its position of not allowing seven districts to be carved out. Oicial sources said the Centre is disappointed with the outcome of the meeting that took place in Imphal where representative from the Union Home Ministry,



State government and United Naga Council (UNC) participated. All the three had earlier met in the national capital on February 3 and the Centre had expressed hope that the blockade would end soon. The sources said that earlier the “Manipur government was not cooperating and now the UNC is taking a diferent stand”. However, they said eforts will be on to end the blockade of poll-bound State at the earliest.



U.S. changes laws for easy transfer of arms to India WASHINGTON: Recognising In-



dia’s status as a ‘Major Defence Partner,’ the U.S. has made changes in its export control laws that will benefit India by facilitating smoother transfer of technologies and arms. The new rule that makes changes in the export control laws “creates a presumption of approval” for Indian



firms seeking to import the Commerce Departmentcontrolled military items, except weapons of mass destruction-related goods. Only in the rarest circumstances will India be denied licences, a source said. “I’m pleased to see India as a ‘Major Defence Partner’,” said Mukesh Aghi, president of USIBC. — PTI



MEERUT: A few hours after



VETERAN’S WORD: Senior BJP leader L.K. Advani speaking with Finance Minister Arun Jaitley after the BJP parliamentary party meeting in New Delhi on Tuesday. — PHOTO: R. V. MOORTHY



No legal problem in Sasikala taking over as CM: A-G



Prime Minister Narendra Modi took a jibe at the Congress vice-president with his ‘earthquake’ remark in Parliament, Rahul Gandhi posed several questions to him on Twitter. “The Prime Minister mocks the tragedy of Uttarakhand and insults the freedom struggle but has no answers to the Opposition’s questions,” Mr. Gandhi tweeted, after addressing a joint rally with Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Akhilesh Yadav in Meerut. “India is waiting for your answers, Modi ji,” he tweeted along with a picture of the questions. He asked Mr. Modi if the government would tell the Opposition about the exact amount of black money recovered after November 8 when demonetisation was rolled out. The other questions were: what was the economic loss to the nation and number of jobs lost; how many people died due to demonetisation; has the compensation been paid; who all did PM consult on demonetisation; why were experts, economists, RBI not consulted; who all deposited more than 25 lakh in bank accounts, in six



OPS had questioned need for changing CM SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT



SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT CHENNAI: Outgoing Chief MinNEW DELHI: Attorney-General Mukul Rohatgi on Tuesday denied reports that Tamil Nadu Governor C. Vidyasagar Rao had sought his opinion on whether there were any legal hurdles to AIADMK general secretary Sasikala Natarajan taking over as the next Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu. Mr. Rohatgi, however, said there was no legal problem to her appointment as CM. Ms. Natarajan was acquitted by Karnataka High Court on May 11, 2015 in the disproportionate assets case along with former Tamil Nadu CM Jayalalithaa, J. Elavarasi and V.N. Sudhakaran. The Karnataka government had appealed to the apex court against the acquittal in the corruption case. The Bench of Justices P.C. Ghose and Amitava Roy had reserved the judgment.



ister O. Panneerselvam told the media at the Marina on Tuesday night that he was not even informed about the meeting of the MLAs to elect V.K. Sasikala as leader of the legislature party. “I didn’t have any information about the meeting. I was told that all the MLAs had been called and their signatures were being taken. I went to Amma’s house. Senior ministers, party oicials and relatives of the party general secretary [Sasikala] were present,” he said. “They informed me that all of us have to work together to make preparations for Sasikala to take over as the Chief Minister. I asked them what was the need for it. They told me that all MLAs are already at the party oice, and one person should hold both posts,” Mr.



Panneerselvam explained. Mr. Panneerselvam said he argued with them for nearly two hours about the need for the change at this juncture. “I reminded them that it was they who forced me to take up the Chief Minister’s post when I refused it after Amma’s death, and was humiliated many times, but no one said anything. Stalin’s plea to Governor DMK working president M.K. Stalin said in the wake of Mr. Panneerselvam’s statement, the Governor must intervene and take steps to install a government in its place as per the Constitution. In a latenight press conference, BJP national secretary H. Raja hailed the CM saying he had done a great service to the people of Tamil Nadu by coming out openly against Ms. Sasikala. “He need not fear for his life,” he said.



Antiques seized from NRI SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT MUMBAI: The Directorate of



Revenue Intelligence (DRI) on Monday night seized several antique idols from the residence and godowns of an American businessman of Indian origin, in connection with a smuggling racket busted in Chennai last year. The agency had in June 2016 arrested Deendayalan, an art dealer alleged to be the mastermind, and had later arrested his grandson and two other accused in last October. Sources said interrogation of one of the accused arrested in October, who was



Caste status In the past, Justice Karnan had frequently raised the issue of his caste status, complaining to the National Commission for Scheduled Castes and even threatening to file criminal charges under the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act against Chief Justices and other judges.



Rahul hits back after PM’s ‘earthquake’ jibe



Talking shop



MOHAMMAD ALI KALLOL BHATTACHERJEE SUHASINI HAIDAR



ruption against sitting and retired High Court and Supreme Court judges has been doing the rounds. Sources said the seven-judge Bench is aware of “several letters” written by Justice Karnan, and decided to move in.



One of the antiques seized in Mumbai. identified as New Delhi resident Udit Jain, revealed the involvement of Vijay Nanda, a U.S. citizen of Indian origin, who has a house in Girgaum and several godowns in Byculla. “The search of Nanda’s



house revealed figurines and stone sculptures of Hindu deities like ‘Mahishasur Mardini’ and ‘Ganesha’, dating back to the 17th and 18th centuries and even to the 1st century AD. In one of the godowns, we found six large stone idols, which appear to have been stolen from temples in east and south India. There have been attempts to legitimise them by obtaining certificates from the ASI by submitting bogus papers,” said a DRI oicial. The oicial said several antiques and figurines from Nanda’s house have been taken into custody to verify their origin.



“The Prime Minister mocks the tragedy of Uttarakhand and insults the freedom struggle” months preceding November 8, 2016. ‘SP-Congress storm’ Days after Mr. Modi came up with the SCAM acronym to attack the SP, Congress, Akhilesh and Mayawati during a rally at Meerut, Mr. Akhilesh took a dig at him for the “hypocrisy of the BJP for allying with the BSP supremo thrice to get power.” Addressing the rally with Mr. Gandhi, Mr. Akhilesh asked, “I wonder why Modiji included Mayawati’s name in SCAM? After all their [BJP] relationship with her has been quite strong in the past. They made governments together thrice in the past.” Referring to the Prime Minister’s speech in Aligarh about the oncoming BJP storm, the SP chief said, “Those who talk about storms must also know that if there is a storm it is that of the SP and Congress and that the storm will lead to government formation in Uttar Pradesh.” Both the leaders focussed on Meerut’s industry to appeal for votes.



Uncertainty over U.S. nuclear plants for India DINAKAR PERI NEW DELHI: There is uncer-



tainty surrounding the construction of U.S. nuclear reactors in India after Toshiba Corp decided to move out of the reactor building business. Oicials said they were expecting some clarity in a month after Toshiba’s Board meeting. “We have not had anything on it oicially. But what we read is that they will be completing the reactors that are under construction. We expect a decision after their Board meeting soon. Our discussion is going on. We don’t have a clear answer to this today, may be in a month,” Sekhar Basu, Secretary, Department of Atomic Energy (DAE), said on Tuesday. Following the Indo-U.S. nuclear deal, India has been in discussion with Toshiba’s U.S.-based Westinghouse since 2005 to build six AP1000 nuclear reactors. After protracted negotiations and concerns on the nuclear liability there were hopes that a deal would be concluded soon. Last week, it was reported that Toshiba was planning to withdraw from building nuclear plants in the U.K. and India. Toshiba had acquired the U.S.-based Westinghouse, which specialises in nuclear reactors, in 2006. Other oicials said discussions were going on. The company’s ofer on six reactors was very good, the oicials said and hoped that the deal would continue.“Normally such big companies don’t shut down. We are hearing that someone will bankroll them — either the Japanese government or the Japanese Development Bank,” one oicial said. The NPCIL. and Westinghouse had agreed to “work towards finalising the arrangements by June 2017.” ND-ND
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UTTAR PRADESH, UTTARAKHAND, PUNJAB, MANIPUR, GOA



Of fighter jets and ‘parachuted’ candidates Hugging the Lucknow-Agra Expressway that has a landing strip, Bangermau offers a cutaway picture of politics as practised in U.P. committee, says: “We have to garland the same fellow we would be bashing. Karyakartas who worked for five years did not get anything. We will not let him win on the BJP ticket. It will give a wrong message that you can go anywhere and win.” Disappointed with the BJP, the Kurmis here are now veering towards the SP and the BSP, both of which have Muslim candidates, fielded mainly because of local factors and a lack of choice. The BJP has never won the seat.



OMAR RASHID UNNAO: The Lucknow-Agra



Expressway, the mosttalked-about among Chief Minister Akhilesh Yadav’s infrastructure projects, includes a 3.3-km strip designed to allow emergency take-ofs and landings of fighter planes. At Bangermau, around 60 km from Lucknow where the airstrip is located, a narrow tar road, the only entry-point, cuts in towards the inter-connected



INFOCUS villages of Kabirpur, Ghambeerpur and Khambaouli. After winding past a few shacks, dilapidated drains and kiosks, it leads to the house of Ram Bharose Patel, the former pradhan of Kabirpur. The farmer, who belongs to the OBC caste of Kurmi, is an influential man. To build the 302-km highway, the government acquired 3,500 hectares of land across 236 villages from 30,000 farmers. In Kabirpur, Mr. Patel gave away 5 bighas — the largest in his village — and received compensation of ₨15 lakh a bigha after some hurdles. Farmers’ concern “We grow three crops on the land. The rate ofered first was not enough — ₨8



EYE ON POLLS: Residents of Kabirpur of the Bangermau constituency in Unnao district discuss the election.— PHOTO RAJEEV BHATT lakh. The matter went to court and it was increased to ₨15 lakh. A petition to push it to ₨16 lakh is pending,” says Mr. Patel sitting in his courtyard. The Kurmis in the village have good things to say about Mr. Akhilesh. But has the expressway bettered their lives, as the Chief Minister claims? Connectivity has become better, the villagers agree. But at a slight inconvenience. Since service roads and underpasses are yet to be built



in the area, the villagers are forced to take a roundabout to reach their fields across the road. A dusty track separates Kabirpur from Ghambeerpur. Arjun Singh Patel’s house is at the junction. He is resting on a cot. Though he does not criticise the expressway, he feels the village has got little out of it. The opinion among the dominant Kurmi caste in the villages may be split on Mr. Akhilesh’s achievements but till a few weeks ago, even



those praising him were gearing up to vote for the BJP, overlooking the damage done to their farming by demonetisation. Kurmis are among the non-Yadav backward communities the party has tried to mobilise in recent years. However, the equations are diferent today. The BJP denied ticket to the Kurmi frontrunners and parachuted Kuldeep Sengar, who defected from the SP last month, and most importantly is an



upper-caste Thakur. The Kurmis feel betrayed. “The SP did not work for five years. We were expecting a backward caste candidate from the BJP. And they fielded an upper caste, that too a defector,” says Sri Ram Patel, another farmer. “We voted for Modi in 2014, and will again make him PM in 2019. But for this election we want to defeat the BJP candidate.” Raghavendra Singh, member of the BJP youth working



Goodwill matters Some Kurmis are pitching for the SP not because of Mr. Akhilesh’s work but for the goodwill the SP candidate, Badlu Khan, the incumbent MLA, enjoys. The BSP has fielded Irshad Khan, who stood second in 2012. While the larger issues are key to building perception of parties, in U.P., the voting patterns are often also determined by local equations, ofering a complex scenario. Oddly enough, if Kurmis are voting for the SP due to the local candidate, the Muslims are mostly voting for Mr. Badlu Khan due to the goodwill Mr. Akhilesh enjoys. Though many Muslims keep the BSP as an option to keep the BJP out in case of a change in equations, there is little Dalit-Muslim unity.



POLLDIARY EC seeks fresh response from Parrikar NEW DELHI: The Election Commission has sought a



fresh response from Defence Minister Manohar Parrikar on the allegation that he promoted bribery in his public speech in Goa. He has been asked to furnish a reply by Thursday. The Commission had served a notice on Mr. Parrikar last Friday, and the Minister responded the same day seeking clarifications on the authenticity of the CD containing his speech and the veracity of the transcripts. The response was forwarded to the Chief Electoral Officer of Goa, who said the CD had not been tampered with and got the relevant portions of the speech transcribed by a three-member committee. Based on the findings, the Commission has now asked Mr. Parrikar to send his final response. The EC action is based on the complaints received from the Goa Forward Party and Aam Aadmi Party chief Arvind Kejriwal, alleging that the Minister had made the remarks at a public meeting on January 29. — Special Correspondent



79.89% turnout in Goa repolling PANAJI: As much as 79.89% of the electorate voted



in the repolling at the Acquem booth in the Margao Assembly constituency in south Goa on Tuesday. “As many as 632 of the eligible 791 voted,” a senior official of the Chief Electoral Office in the State said. Polling at the government primary school (booth 8) was cancelled on February 4 after officials failed to delete the sample votes logged in the electronic voting machines, before the actual voting began. The Election Commission ordered the repolling on Sunday following a request by election officials. Former Goa Chief Minister Digambar Kamat of the Congress is contesting against Sharmad Raiturkar of the BJP and Santosh Raiturkar of the Aam Aadmi Party for the Margao seat. Excluding the vote tally during the repolling, 82.23% of the electorate exercised their franchise during polling on February 4. — Special Correspondent



Repolling in 48 Punjab booths tomorrow CHANDIGARH: The Election Commission on Tuesday



ordered repolling in 48 polling booths in Punjab on Thursday as electronic voting machines (EVMs) and voter-verified audit paper trail malfunctioned during the polls on February 4. “Re-polling has been ordered in 16 polling stations in the Amritsar Lok Sabha constituency, while 12 polling stations in the Majitha Assembly constituency, one each in Moga and Sardulgarh and nine each in Muktsar and Sangrur would undergo repolling,” an official statement said. Chief Electoral ILLUSTRATION: SATHEESH VELLINEZHI Officer V.K. Singh said the returning officers and observers had been instructed to act accordingly. “The political parties and the candidates have been intimated about the repolling as per the directions of the Election Commission,” he said. “Necessary arrangements have been made and election material, EVMs, security and poll staff in adequate numbers have been deputed for this task.” The EC had used the VVPAT for the first time in Punjab at 6,668 booths in 33 Assembly segments and two segments in the Amritsar Lok Sabha constituency. During a mock trial, 538 VVPAT machines were replaced, while during polling 187 were replaced, delaying polling in 25 booths of Majitha and 10 each in Muktsar and Sangrur. — Special Correspondent



BSP promises quota for upper-caste poor PURUSHARTH ARADHAK GHAZIABAD: BSP chief May-



awati said here on Tuesday that the BJP would scrap reservation if it came to power, while the Bahujan Samaj Party would extend it to the poor among the the upper castes. At an election meeting, Ms. Mayawati asked her supporters to ensure that the BJP was crushed in the Uttar Pradesh Assembly elections, because the party was pursuing a course towards ending the caste-based reservation system provided by the Constitution. She criticised the ruling SP in the State for its poor record in law and order, and said the party’s vote bank had been divided between the



faction headed by Chief Minister Akhilesh Yadav and another by his uncle Shivpal Yadav. She said that if elected to power, her government would not erect statues or monuments. It would also not distribute free laptops and smartphones as the SP was doing. Instead, direct cash incentives would be provided to the poor and weaker sections. She alleged that the BJP had imposed demonetisation to serve its political interests but the move had claimed several lives. “Businessmen are downing shutters. People have lost their jobs. The BJP helped big businessmen to invest their black money, while leaving the poor and middle class in the lurch,” she said.



Aparna Yadav courts controversy



With Jat-Muslim unity, Thana Bhawan rises above Shamli’s shame



Young SP politicians spent three months in an Ohio university during U.S. elections



MOHAMMAD ALI BHAINSWAL (THANA BHAWAN):



“Aayee jab koi ghari imtehan ki/Baazi lagai sada humne apni jaan ki/hokar shaheed mulk per Abdul Hameed ne/taareekh likh di apne khoon se Hindustan ki (Every time there is a test/We have always sacrificed our lives/Abdul Hameed wrote the history of Hindustan with his blood),” Ghayas Khan recites a poem to a gathering of over 200 people, mostly Jats, in a dimly lit courtyard of Hatthi Karonda, a Jatmajority village in the Thana Bhawan constituency of the riot-afected Shamli district in western Uttar Pradesh. After Mr. Khan comes Sudhir Panwar, the Jat candidate of the Samajwadi Party (SP)-Congress alliance in Thana Bhawan, to address the gathering that had waited for two hours to listen to him. “Look, I left the comfort of academia because I want to begin a new kind of politics that does not involve killing each other, which is about Jats and Muslims and everyone together, and which is defined by development and not communal politics as it is by the sitting MLA,” he said to cheers and claps. Jats and Muslims sitting together and talking about the pre-riots unity between their communities is a picture that was diicult to imagine in the immediate aftermath of the MuzafCM YK



Politics and praxis: From U.S. classroom to U.P. bustle SMITA GUPTA ALLAHABAD: An American uni-



CANDIDATE OF ALL: Sudhir Panwar, candidate of the Samajwadi Party-Congress alliance, campaigning in the Thana Bhawan constituency. — PHOTO: SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT farnagar riots, but is now indicative of the changing political fault lines and shifting loyalties. It’s being seen for the first time in the past three years in the riotafected region. It is hard to conceive of Muslim support for a Jat candidate in riot-afected Shamli but, in the middle of a “pro-Akhilesh wave of support among Muslims”, Professor Panwar is able to get decent support from the community, especially going by his meetings in villages such as Garhi Pukhta, the biggest Muslim village in the constituency. Jats had never thought of voting for an SP candidate this time because of their anger against the party for its allegedly partisan role during the riots. The community voted for Suresh Rana, the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) candidate who is a riot accused, in the previous Assembly elections.



Because Professor Panwar is the first Jat candidate to be fielded by the SP in the past three decades, his fellow community members are inclined towards him. Thana Bhawan has over 3,00,000 votes, of which one lakh are of Muslims and 50,000 of Jats. “Both Jats and Muslims want to start afresh because, if you remember, in the history of this region, the prosperity of western U.P. through the Green Revolution happened precisely because of JatMuslim unity,” Professor Panwar, who belongs to Bhainswal village in Thana Bhawan told The Hindu on the campaign trail. What complicates the scenario in Thana Bhawan is the candidature of BSP candidate Abdul Waris Khan, with the support of Muslims and the consolidated BSP vote bank of Jatavs.



versity campus is not where one would expect to see young Samajwadi Party (SP) politicians training for the rough and tumble of heartland politics in India. Nevertheless, several young SP politicians spent three months at the Ray C. Bliss Institute of Applied Politics at the University of Akron in Ohio during last year’s U.S. elections. Among them was Richa Yadav, the 33-year-old party candidate from Handia, a semi-rural constituency in Allahabad district. Nominated three years ago as a member of the State’s Tourism Board, headed by Chief Minister Akhilesh Yadav, she is now part of his core youth team. So what did she learn in Akron? “Well, politics in U.P. is very diferent from the U.S. The economic scenario is very diferent,” she admits. “But there were some useful lessons on the use of social media.” Educated and professional Politics was not this young woman’s first career choice: after a management degree, she worked for several years at SBI Life Insurance Co. Ltd., rising to Manager, NRI Services, before leaving it to open a boutique in Mumbai. Finally, three years ago, she



Richa Yadav with party workers. — PHOTO: SMITA GUPTA returned home to Allahabad to manage the family-run schools and colleges, as well as a dairy that promotes native breeds of cows. Ms. Yadav’s father, Vasudev Yadav, retired as Director, Secondary and Basic Education, U.P., before being nominated as an MLC by the SP. His proximity to SP patriarch Mulayam Singh provided the link to the party. But she is the first person in her family to contest an election and that too, one where she is replacing a sitting SP MLA who, not surprisingly, is not very happy. But the choice of candidates like Richa Yadav — as much at home in a metropolitan setting as in the rural hinterlands — is part of Mr Akhilesh Yadav’s desire to reinvent the SP, making it more appealing to an educated non-denominational middle class. “After winning in 2012, the new CM set a new trend of development. He’s progressive, optimistic, far-sighted and above caste politics ... caste is a reality, but he would like to get out of its



web,” Ms. Yadav says. She, clearly, is an admirer of her young mentor and through our conversation, quotes him frequently, especially bits that reflect his belief in the power of highways to create opportunities: “Akhileshji always says, ‘Roads made America; America did not make roads’,” she says. To a question on how the party plans to stem the flow of members of the new Yadav middle class — a post-1990s phenomenon — to the BJP, who want to disassociate themselves from the popular stereotype of lathi-wielding Yadav musclemen, she says, “Those community members who had moved forward, become economically sound, and moved to the BJP, will all come back because Akhilesh is seen as forward looking.” But she emphasises that the SP’s focus will remain the 70% at the bottom. And it is with that thought that Ms. Yadav sets out each morning, in a crisp white kurta and churidar and a woollen bundi (jacket).



LUCKNOW: The Bharatiya Janata Party criticised the



ruling Samajwadi Party on Tuesday over the statement of its candidate Aparna Yadav against “caste-based reservation”. Ms. Yadav is Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Akhilesh Yadav’s sister-inlaw. Her statement shows the mentality of the SP towards the Scheduled Castes and the backward castes, senior BJP leaders Uma Bharti and Bhupendra Yadav said here. It’s unfortunate that the SP is talking about withdrawing the reservation system, and the BJP demands that the ruling party take action against Ms. Yadav, they said. Her statement, given on the “advice” of Akhilesh, is condemnable, they added. Ms. Yadav, wife of Prateek Yadav, younger son of SP patron Mulayam Singh, is making her electoral debut in Lucknow Cantonment. The controversial statement appeared in a section of the local media. “We are of a well-to-do family ...Why should we take any caste-based reservation? I will not seek reservation for my daughter, though she is a Yadav,” Ms. Yadav was reported as saying. Ms. Aparna clarified that she had never opposed reservation. “What I really said is that there should be an economic criterion and the upper-caste poor should also get the benefit of reservation.” — PTI



TONGUE IN CHEEK Surendra



Same party, but they don’t get along well. It’s their way of sharing the dais. ND-ND
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China to the rescue of Pak. again Beijing opposes U.S.-led proposal at the UN to brand Masood Azhar a global terrorist VARGHESE K GEORGE WASHINGTON: China has op-



posed a U.S.-led proposal in the UN Security Council to designate Pakistan-based Jaish-e-Mohammad’s founder Masood Azhar a global terrorist, more than a month after it vetoed an earlier proposal for the same. The “technical hold” put by China on the proposal jointly moved by the U.S., the U.K. and France indicates its continued eagerness to shield Pakistan. Pakistan had recently said the JeM leader had been put under house arrest, even as it became clear that the outgoing Obama administration had renewed the proposal to designate Azhar terrorist, immediately after the Chinese veto in December. The new Donald Trump administration in the U.S. has also signalled it



would be tough on questions of terrorist designations. When the UNSC meets as al-Qaeda, Taliban & IS Sanctions Committees, it works on the principle of ‘unanimity and anonymity’ — a single member’s opposition amounts to a veto, and the deliberations and the voting will remain secret. India had last year opposed this practice which it called the “hidden veto”. Last year, China put the proposal on hold, first for six months, and then extended it for three months before finally blocking it altogether. Once it is ‘blocked,’ a new proposal can be moved. The JeM is already a UNdesignated terrorist organisation and China has so far refused to explain how it distinguishes the leader from the organisation. The question of Azhar — who was



The question of Azhar came to the fore after India held him responsible for the Pathankot attack



Masood Azhar among the terrorists released by India following the hijacking of IC-814 in 1999 — came to the foreground last year after India held him responsible for the Pathankot attack. “We have been informed of this development and the matter has been taken up with the Chinese government,” MEA spokesperson Vikas Swarup said in response to the latest move



by China. The new proposal has removed the mention of Pakistan, which the Chinese had cited as reason for its objection to the earlier one. Diplomatic sources at the UN told The Hindu that China has been trying to persuade Pakistan to roll back its support for Azhar, but the JeM leader is far too influential in the Pakistani establishment to be abandoned. India hopes that the Trump administration policy at the UN will signal continuity with the Obama administration on the issue. “Since President Trump has enhanced the Obama ‘War



Trump should not address British Parliament, says Speaker Bercow VIDYA RAM LONDON: In an embarrassing



turn of events for the U.K. government, the Speaker of the House of Commons, John Bercow, said he would oppose U.S. President Donald Trump addressing the Parliament during his planned state visit. “I feel very strongly that our opposition to racism and to sexism and our support for equality before the law and an independent judiciary are hugely important considerations in the House of Commons,” Mr. Bercow, the Conservative Speaker, told MPs on Monday night, to loud cheers from the House. He said he would strongly oppose an address by Mr. Trump in Westminster Hall, the place where Mr. Obama addressed both Houses of Parliament in May 2011. Mr.



John Bercow Bercow’s standing as Speaker of the House enables him to block such a speech taking place. He said that while he had less control over whether or not Mr. Trump spoke from the Royal Gallery — the place where Prime Minister Narendra Modi addressed parliamentarians in 2015 — the invitations to speak there were issued in the names of the Speakers of both Houses. “I would not wish to issue



an invitation to President Trump to speak in the Royal Gallery,” he said. “Before the imposition of the migrant ban, I would have been strongly opposed to an address by President Trump in Westminster Hall and after the imposition I am even more strongly opposed to an address by President Trump in Westminster Hall.” Mr. Bercow was responding to an early day motion (EDM) signed by 163 MPs to not give permission to the government to invite Mr. Trump to speak anywhere in the Palace of Westminster. Clear indication “This is a hugely important statement from the Speaker and a clear indication of his thoughts,” Virendra Sharma, MP for Ealing Southall, who signed the EDM, told The Hindu. “Addressing Parliament is a



huge honour which [Mr. Trump] will not be able to get and it also sends a clear message about what parliamentarians and many residents of the U.K. think of Mr. Trump.” Speaking on the BBC Today programme on Tuesday morning, the Communities Secretary Sajid Javid said Mr. Bercow did not speak for the government. Mr. Trump was the “leader of our most important ally” and it was “manifestly” in the U.K.’s interests to work with him. The British Parliament, has to date, been more outspoken in its criticism of Mr. Trump than the government. After the travel ban on nationals of seven mainlyMuslim states, the House of Commons held an emergency debate, and unanimously passed a motion describing the move as divisive, and counterproductive.



Bomb blast at Afghanistan top court leaves 20 dead



Amnesty accuses Syria regime of prison massacre



SUNE ENGEL RASMUSSEN



BEIRUT: As many as 13,000



KABUL: At least 20 people were



killed and 41 injured in a suicide bomb attack at the Supreme Court in the Afghan capital, according to oicials. The attacker, wearing a suicide vest, targeted a bus carrying judicial personnel as they were leaving work for the day, Najibullah Danish, Deputy spokesman for the Interior Ministry, said. Most of the injured and killed were civilians, including three women and a child, Health Ministry spokesman Ismail Kawasi said. Afghan President, Ashraf Ghani condemned the attack which he blamed on the “enemies of our people”. The U.S. Embassy in Kabul called it “an attack on the very foundation of Afghan



TERROR STRIKES AGAIN: Police inspect the site of the suicide attack in Kabul on Tuesday. — PHOTO: AP democracy and rule of law”. No group has claimed responsibility yet, but the Taliban have in the past targeted government judicial workers since the execution of six convicted insurgents



last May. Last month, the group had claimed responsibility for the twin bombing outside the Parliament, that left 30 people dead and more than 70 injured. — Guardian News and Media Service



on Terror’ to the ‘Eradication of Terror’, the world can expect our result-driven Secretary of State Rex Tillerson, in the mould of James Baker aka the ‘Velvet Hammer’, to communicate with China about the error of her ways,” said Ravi Batra, a New Yorkbased lawyer, who is also Pro-Bono Humanitarian and Legal Afairs Advisor to the Ukraine Mission to UN. Ukraine is currently a member of the UNSC. Mr. Batra believes the role of U.S. Ambassador to the UN, Nikki Haley, will be beneficial for India. “In the UNSC, U.S. Ambassador Nikki Haley will be a near ‘Force of Nature’, with a scorecard, to achieve the best interests of the U.S. Luckily for India, U.S. interests overlay in large measure India’s interests — especially the determination to be terror-free,” he said.



DeVos confirmed as U.S. Education Secretary WASHINGTON: The U.S. Senate



on Tuesday confirmed school choice advocate Betsy DeVos as Education secretary by the narrowest of margins, with Vice-President Mike Pence breaking a 50-50 tie in a historic vote. Two Republicans joined Democrats in the unsuccessful efort to derail the nomination of the wealthy Republican donor. The Senate historian said Mr. Pence’s vote was the first by a Vice-President to break a tie on a Cabinet nomination. In a tweet before the vote, President Donald Trump wrote, “Betsy DeVos is a reformer, and she is going to be a great Education Sec. for our kids!” — AP
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India misread our ties with China: Namal Rajapaksa MEERA SRINIVASAN



India misinterpreted the Rajapaksa administration’s relationship with China, but is silent on the current government’s engagement with the rising super power, Sri Lankan parliamentarian Namal Rajapaksa, the eldest son of former President Mahinda Rajapaksa, said. “We always made sure that Sri Lankan soil or waters was not used against any other country. And we maintained that during my father’s time on a strict basis,” he told The Hindu in a recent interview. Formerly a rugby player, he captained the national team, the 30-year-old parliamentarian has since 2010 represented the southern district of Hambantota. Considered a stronghold of the Rajapaksas, Hambantota houses a $1.5-million port that the former President built with Chinese loans. “The Hambantota port was initially ofered to India, but they did not get back. China came forward,” he said. “We can’t wait… because we have to look at our people’s interests first and our election promises to them.” Emphasising that their government was “not against India or China, or any other country”, Mr. Rajapaksa said they merely put the country’s interest first. “Whoever was interested in investing, we went and worked with them.” However, “India’s silence” now on the government’s agreements with China, he said, gave credence to “popular belief” among Sri Lankans that the West and India got together to topple his father’s government in January 2015. Deeming the Hambantota port and a nearby airport, also built during President Rajapaksa’s time, “white elephants”, the current governCOLOMBO:



Namal Rajapaksa ment — led by President Maithripala Sirisena and Prime Minister Ranil Wickremesinghe — decided to sell an 80% stake of the port to a Chinese company to cut the country’s debt burden. ‘Huge social impact’ Additionally, the government is also mulling leasing 15,000 acres of land to Chinese companies for an industrial zone that, the government says, would create 1 lakh jobs. The project, according to Mr. Rajapaksa, threatens to displace thousands. “It will have a huge social impact,” he said. Accusing the government of political vendetta, particu-



larly in regard to corruption cases facing the former First family, he said: “I am not against investigations, but I am just saying do it properly.” The lawmaker was arrested twice last year for alleged money laundering and misappropriation of funds, and is currently on bail. On the 2012 case of rugby star Wasim Thajudeen’s death, in which the CID recently questioned two higher ranking army oicials part of former President Rajapaksa’s security detail, Namal Rajapaksa said the initial medical reports had “clearly stated” it was an accident. The CID, which took over the case in 2015, told the court it was a murder after Thajudeen’s body was exhumed and re-examined, a charge that Mr. Rajapaksa finds “politically motivated”. Senior ministers in the Sirisena government have linked the former President’s two sons, Namal and Yositha, to the murder case, a charge that Rajapaksa has denied.



‘Beijing has no military plans in Hambantota’ ATUL ANEJA BEIJING: China’s state-run



tabloid Global Times has accused India of needlessly raising concerns about military activity in Hambantota — a strategically important port in Sri Lanka that is being developed by China. A write-up in the daily, said remarks by Sri Lankan Ambassador to China Karunasena Kodituwakku on Saturday that Beijing would not allow Chinese military activity Hambantota were



meant to “pacify” India. “Sri Lanka’s vow not to allow Chinese activity at the Hambantota port is meant to pacify India, but is ‘unnecessary’ since the port has always been meant for civilian use, and India is too sensitive over China’s presence in the Indian Ocean,” it said. The daily quoted Chu Yin, a professor at the University of International Relations, as saying the Ambassador’s pledge showed, “India is interfering in Sri Lanka’s afairs”.



people were hanged in five years — between 2011 and 2015 — at a notorious Syrian government prison near Damascus, Amnesty International said on Tuesday, accusing the regime of a “policy of extermination”. Titled “Human Slaughterhouse: Mass hanging and extermination at Saydnaya prison,” Amnesty’s damning report is based on interviews with 84 witnesses, including guards, detainees, and judges. Groups of up to 50 people were taken out of their prison cells for arbitrary trials, beaten, then hanged “in the middle of the night and in total secrecy”. The victims were civilians believed to be against the Bashar al-Assad government. — PTI



It’s déjà vu for China, courtesy Trump U.S. President’s persona triggers comparisons with iconic leaders Mao Zedong and Deng Xiaoping



BEIJING: The 45th President of



similar in so far as both had subverted some traditions in their countries.



the U.S. has set abuzz think tanks and the Chinese social media, who see in Donald Trump’s persona shades of Mao Zedong and Deng Xiaoping — the iconic leaders of the People’s Republic. “Every man sees this world according to his own experience. And Chinese people’s political experience is largely based on his or her interpretation of Mao and Deng’s legacies,” the Global Times, quoted Jin Canrong, associate dean of the Department of International Studies at the Renmin University of China, as saying. The Global Times is a tabloid affiliated with the flagship People’s Daily, run by the Communist Party of China. “Trump’s dissatisfaction towards bureaucrats and interest groups and his direct call [on Twitter] for the public to rebel against the establishment does remind



‘Student of Deng’ Many others perceive Mr. Trump in the image of Deng. “If we look at Trump without pre-established impressions, we can see that a theme of Trump’s beliefs is to focus on the U.S.’ own afairs… From this perspective, Mr. Trump is truly a student of Deng,” reads a paper released by the Chongyang Institute for Financial Studies under the Renmin University of China in November. It called on people to rise above discussions of populism or other questions defined by the West. Instead, it stressed the necessity of analysing Mr. Trump from a new perspective. “Both Trump and Deng are at a historic crossroads where they want to bring about major changes in domestic and foreign afairs for their countries,” the article read.



ATUL ANEJA



CM YK



Mao Zedong



Deng Xiaoping



Chinese people of Mao. But his focus on economic development, his lack of interest in ideology, and his drawing back from global input bear some similarities to Deng,” Mr. Jin observed.



“no less than the Declaration of Independence”. The article lauded Mr. Trump’s address as an illustration of “class struggle” within the U.S. at its core. On the contrary, Mao’s critics in China slammed the speech, comparing it as an evocation of the disastrous Cultural Revolution that lasted for a decade and ended in 1976. The Hong Kong-based South China Morning Post quoted Zhang Yuquan, a researcher of American studies at Sun Yat-sen University in Guangzhou, as saying Mao and Mr. Trump were only



Friction among ‘radicals’ Mr. Trump’s comparisons with Mao and Deng also brought out the friction among the “radicals” of the two camps. Some of Mao’s supporters, as seen in an article in Canghaishibei, a WeChat microblog account, praised Mr. Trump’s inaugural speech as
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Centre is in the process of introducing a Bill to amend the AAI Act Jayant Sinha MoS, Civil Aviation



BRIEFLY Centre allows PMGKY deposits in parts NEW DELHI: The Centre has



allowed those disclosing unaccounted income under the Pradhan Mantri Garib Kalyan Yojana to make deposits under the scheme on more than one occasion, the Finance Ministry said. Introduced after the demonetisation of high-value currency notes in November 2016, the scheme permits tax evaders to voluntarily disclose their unaccounted income, pay 50% tax on it and park another 25% into a four-year interestfree deposit. “In this connection, the Government of India has decided to allow declarants to make deposits on one or more occasions in the PMGKDS, 2016,” according to the Ministry. — Special Correspondent



Titan Q3 net up 13% at ₨255.75 crore NEW DELHI:Tata group firm Titan



Co Ltd. on Tuesday reported a 13% increase in standalone net profit at ₨255.75 crore for the third quarter ended December 31, 2016. The company had posted a standalone net profit of ₨226.15 crore in the same period last fiscal, it said in a BSE filing. Total income from operations during the quarter under review stood at ₨3,925.95 crore as against ₨3,432.3 crore in the year-ago period, up 14.38 %, it added. The income from watches was at ₨508.26 crore, up 5.1 % from the year-ago quarter. Jewellery business had recorded a growth of 15.4 % with an income of ₨3,255 crore, it said. — PTI



Kia close to picking A.P. for first India car plant NEW DELHI/SEOUL: South Korea’s



Kia Motors Corp is close to finalising Andhra Pradesh as the site for its first factory in the country, as it speeds up efforts to start production in the fastgrowing market, a source familiar with the matter said. Reports of Kia looking to pick a site have been doing the rounds for a while, but an A.P. official had told Reuters last year that the State was the frontrunner given its proximity to Tamil Nadu — home to plants of Kia’s affiliate — Hyundai Motor Co. The Korean firms, jointly the world’s No.5 carmaker, are chasing new business after missing targets over the past two years. — Reuters



Orchid Pharma Q3 net loss narrows to ₨61 cr. NEW DELHI: Drug firm Orchid



Pharma’s standalone net loss narrowed to ₨60.97 crore during the quarter ended December 31, 2016. The company had posted a net loss of ₨94.02 crore in the year-ago period, Orchid Pharma said in a BSE filing. Its standalone total income from operations also declined to ₨179.98 crore during the quarter under review from ₨205.87 crore a year ago. Shares of Orchid Pharma on Tuesday closed 2.47 % down at ₨ 29.65 a scrip on BSE. — PTI



Exchange Rates Indicative direct rates in rupees a unit except yen at 4 p.m on February 07



Currencies U.S. Dollar Euro Pound Sterling Jap Yen (100 Units) Chinese Yuan Swiss Franc Singapore Dollar Australian Dollar Canadian Dollar Swedish Kroner Danish Kroner New Zealand Dollar Hongkong Dollar Malaysian Ringgit Kuwaiti Dinar UAE Dirham Bahraini Dinar Qatari Riyal Saudi Riyal Omani Riyal



TT TT Buying Selling 67.21 67.53 71.70 72.04 83.08 83.48 59.76 60.05 9.77 9.82 67.20 67.53 47.34 47.57 51.15 51.40 50.89 51.13 7.55 7.59 9.64 9.69 48.99 49.23 8.66 8.70 15.15 15.23 219.20 221.69 18.30 18.39 178.22 179.17 18.51 18.52 17.98 17.98 174.56 175.49



Source:Indian Bank



Bullion Rates February 07 rates in rupees with previous rates in brackets



Chennai Bar Silver (1 kg) 42,730 (42,505) Retail (1 g) 45.70 (45.50) 24 ct gold (10 g) 29,780 (29,540) 22 ct gold (1 g) 2,829 (2,806) Delhi Silver 42,800 (42,450) Standard Gold 29,850 (29,650) Sovereign 24,500 (24,400)
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GOLD
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07-02-2017 28,335 06-02-2017 28,439



07-02-2017 29,850 06-02-2017 29,650



07-02-2017 67.41 06-02-2017 67.22



07-02-2017 54.91 06-02-2017 56.58



104 points



200



₨/10gms



0.19 ₨/$



1.67 $/bbl



‘Centre was in talks with RBI on note ban from Feb.’ Jaitley tells Rajya Sabha that the Centre and senior officials of the Reserve Bank of India had held consultations on the issue SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT NEW DELHI: The decision to de-



monetise ₨500 and ₨1,000 notes was recommended by the Reserve Bank of India to the Centre on November 8 and was then conveyed to the Council of Ministers which took the final decision to go ahead with the move, Finance Minister Arun Jaitley informed the Rajya Sabha. According to Mr. Jaitley, the Centre and the senior officials of the central bank had been in consultation since February 2016 on the issue and the RBI had as far back as May approved the design for the new currency notes. While the Finance Minister said the recommendation was made by the RBI on November 8, written answers provided by the Min-



istry of Finance say that the government on November 7 requested the RBI Board to deliberate on the issue of demonetisation. “The Government in a letter dated November 7, 2016 requested RBI to consider cancellation of legal tender character of ₨500 and ₨1,000 denomination with the objective to eliminate black money and to curb the infusion and circulation of fake Indian currency notes,” the written answer stated.



IN CONTROL: RBI was well prepared and there was no shortage of cash after the announcement, says Mr. Jaitley. — PHOTO: PTI



RBI meeting “The Central Board of the Reserve Bank in its meeting held on November 8, 2016 deliberated in detail a proposal for withdrawal of legal tender status of banknotes in the denomination of ₨500 and ₨1,000… in circulation



and after due examination recommended withdrawal of legal tender status of such notes,” the answer added. The Finance Minister also said that the RBI was well prepared for the move and that there was no shortage of cash following the demonet-



isation announcement. However, he said that the process of recalibrating the ATMs to be able to handle the new notes took time. He added that, in the drive to encourage digital payments, the RBI was deciding on what the additional



Tata Steel back to profit as volumes rise NEW DELHI: Driven by improve-



ment in sales volume and higher prices of steel, Tata Steel got back to profit mode by posting a consolidated net profit of ₨231.40 crore for the December quarter. It had registered a consolidated net loss of ₨2,747.7 crore in the same quarter of the previous fiscal. The consolidated gross sales increased to ₨29,279 crore, from ₨25,662.3 crore in the year-ago period. In a statement, the company said: “Consolidated revenues (are) up by 7% sequentially and 14% year-onyear. The growth is largely driven by strong performance from Indian operations.” However, the total expenses went up to ₨27,232 crore in September-December, up around 4% from a



Chandra is chairman NEW DELHI: Natarajan Chandrasekaran, chairman designate of Tata Sons and currently the CEO and managing director of Tata Consultancy Services, was elected as chairman of Tata Steel Board. “The Board of Directors today elected N. Chandrasekaran as the



year earlier. “Tata Steel recorded strong sales this quarter as the strength of our franchise helped us counter headwinds due to demonetisation. While the broader market was afected by lower rural sales and adverse con-



Punjab National Bank’s Q3 net quadruples SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT NEW DELHI: State-run lender



Punjab National Bank on Tuesday announced a more than four-fold increase in its net profit in the third quarter of this financial year to ₨207.2 crore compared with the same quarter of the previous financial year. Gross non-performing assets reduced in absolute terms compared with Q2 of this financial year. The bank had reported a net profit of ₨51.01 crore in the third quarter of the previous financial year following the asset quality review of the Reserve Bank of India in which banks were asked to classify several loans as non-performing. During the third quarter, the bank made a provision of ₨3,363 crore for NPAs as compared with ₨3,767 crore during the same period of the previous year and ₨2,218 crore in Q2. The bank registered a 2% dip in its gross



non-performing assets in Q3 as compared with Q2, but this was still 62% higher than what was seen in the third quarter of the previous financial year. The gross NPA ratio as of end-December was 13.70% as compared with 8.47% a year earlier. Net declines QoQ “PNB’s Q3FY17 PAT declined 62% QoQ , largely due to a 4% QoQ drop in NII (net interest income) and an above-expected rise in operating expenses and provisions,” Religare Institutional Research said in a report. “The pace of fresh slippages has been slowing for the bank, but still remains elevated,” Religare added. PNB Managing Director and CEO Usha Ananthasubramanian said that the bank had witnessed ₨54,000 crore current account/savings account (CASA) deposits in the period from November 8 to December 31.



Chairman of the Board. Chandrasekaran was appointed as a Member of the Board on January 13, 2017,” Tata Steel said. On January 17, Tata Motors had appointed Tata group chief designate Mr. Chandrasekaran as its chairman with immediate efect. — PTI



sumer sentiment, we were able to increase overall volumes by 14 per cent sequentially and register strong growth across all our target customer segments,” said T.V. Narendran, MD, Tata Steel India and South East Asia.



“Further, our focus on cost improvement initiatives and integrated operations helped us contain the impact of rising raw material prices.” Its Kalinganagar facility “continues to ramp up smoothly and we are well positioned to serve the increase in demand due to the expected thrust on infrastructure in 2017-18.” “Our SEA operations delivered stronger operating performance this quarter due to a combination of better market conditions, cost rationalisation and higher exports,” he added. According to Koushik Chatterjee, Group Executive Director (Finance and Corporate), the strategic initiatives in the United Kingdom on the pensions continue to be a priority for the company. — PTI



charge on electronic transactions above ₨2,000 should be. “The formal resolution of the RBI Central Board was passed on the 8th of November and conveyed to the Government whereby the matter went before the Council of Ministers which took the final decision,” Mr. Jaitley said in reply to a question during Question Hour. “But I can also tell the Hon. Member that consultations at a very senior level with the RBI on this issue had started way back in the month of February 2016 itself.” “The RBI Board in the month of May 2016, as a part of these consultations, had decided to approve the design and taken a decision with regard to the high denominational currency which was required to be



CEAT net slumps 25%, margins dip SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT



printed as a replacement currency itself,” Mr. Jaitley added. ‘Regular meetings’ “Thereafter a series of meetings used to be held periodically at times on a defined date once a week where the seniors in the RBI as also in the Government were in consultation.” The need for secrecy was such, he said, that these consultations were not put in the public domain. Mr. Jaitley also said that the formal proposal to consider the matter of demonetisation was sent by the Finance Ministry to the RBI Board. The RBI Board then independently considered it and made its recommendation to the government, he told the assembled Members



Currency availability “The RBI had adequate amount of currency printed in advance in order to facilitate the remonetisation process,” he said. “At no point of time, not for a single day, was the currency inadequate.” “Because of the reason of maintaining the secrecy, this (ATM recalibration) could not be done before the 8th of November and had necessarily to be done only after the 8th of November. That recalibration process itself took time,” he said.



‘Oil PSUs’ merger may create employee issues’ SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT



MUMBAI: CEAT Limited, an



RPG Enterprises company, reported a 25% fall in its net profit for the December quarter to ₨84 crore as total income increased 5% to ₨1,557 crore. On a standalone basis, India operations reported a revenue growth of 4.6% at ₨1,371 crore, EBITDA of ₨151 crore and PAT of ₨94 crore. “In the quarter gone by, we have withstood the impact of demonetisation with marginal efect on our volume growth,” said CEAT managing director Anant Goenka. “Margins though, saw a dip on account of the demonetisation linked demand drop in the passenger and two-wheeler segments,” he said.



of Parliament. Mr. Jaitley informed the Upper House of Parliament of the RBI’s decision to reduce the additional charge on debit card transactions of up to ₨1,000 to 0.25% and for transactions up to ₨2,000 to 0.5%.



NEW DELHI: The Budget pro-



posal of merging state-run oil companies, while potentially improving eiciency, could also face several challenges such as how best to integrate the employees, how to downsize the employee headcount, and how to get approval for the move from the private stakeholders, Fitch Ratings said. Finance Minister Arun Jaitley had in his Budget 201718 speech said that the government sees opportunities to strengthen Central Public Sector Enterprises (CPSEs) through consolidation, and mergers and acquisitions. He specifically spoke about a proposal to create an integrated government-owned



‘oil major’ in such a manner. “It would also create an entity that is better placed to compete globally for resources, and less vulnerable to shifts in oil prices,” Fitch Ratings said in a report. “However, a merger would face significant execution challenges, particularly in terms of managing the integration of employees, addressing overcapacity in the merged entity, and winning the backing for the merger from private shareholders.” While the merged entity will be able to save on costs and improve operational eiciencyand reduce transport costs, political sensitivities will likely limit job cuts, leading to personnel-related issues and potential overcapacity, Fitch added.



PSU banks to join BHIM by February-end SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT NEW DELHI: All Public Sector



Banks are expected to join the Bharat Interface for Money (BHIM) app for digital payments by the end of February, the National Payments Corporation of India said. Introduced by Prime Minister Narendra Modi in late December, the BHIM app enables digital transactions using the Unified Payments Interface (UPI) and has been downloaded by 13.8 million users by the end of January. However, just 3.6 million users have linked the app to their bank account. “The gap in the number of app downloads and the number of customers linking the app to their bank account has been because it is observed that most of these customers have downloaded BHIM without checking if their bank is active on the platform,” the NPCI added.



‘M&A activity to surge by 2019’ SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT NEW DELHI: Mergers and ac-



quisitions (M&A) activity is set to more than double to $49.3 billion in 2019, according to a report by global law firm Baker McKenzie. It added that it expects most of this activity to take place in sectors that are directly linked to personal consumption, such as healthcare, Internet and real estate. The Global Transactions Forecast, along with Oxford Economics, added that, along with this improvement in M&A activity, India will also see a strong growth in the number of IPOs over the next four years. Corporate buyer activity “We do expect overseas corporate buyer activity to pick up as well, as India continues to be a focus for emerging market investors globally,” Ashok Lalwani, Global Head of Baker McKenzie's India Practice said. “Consol-



GROWTH PUSH: India will see a strong growth in IPOs during the next four years, says Baker McKenzie. — FILE PHOTO: REUTERS idation, restructuring and asset sales by highly-leveraged companies are expected to continue and drive M&A activity in India.” “Sectors that are directly linked to the consumption story — financials, consumer, healthcare, Internet and real estate — will likely see good momentum on the M&A front,” he added. According to the report, India saw $17.5 billion worth of M&A transactions in 2016, which it expects to grow to



$28.5 billion in 2017, $42.2 billion in 2018, and $49.3 billion in 2019, before slowing again to $38.3 billion in 2020. Cross-border transactions By 2019, Baker McKenzie expects cross-border inbound transactions to make up 26.8% of total M&A transactions, up from the current share of 10.3%. IPO transactions are expected to grow to $4,756.1 million by 2019, up from the $4,042.2 million seen in 2016. ND-ND
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16 | SNIPPETS EID Parry’s Q4 profit may take a hit due to drought CHENNAI: EID Parry (India), part of the ₨29,500 crore Murugappa group,



expects a drop in sugar production due to drought conditions, which may lead to a decline in Q4 sales. V. Ramesh, EID Parry managing director, said: “Although the overall cane crushing volumes were not impacted during the (third) quarter, fourth quarter crushing volumes are expected to come down due to lower cane availability in Karnataka and Tamil Nadu due to drought conditions. This will impact the sugar production and consequently sales volumes, commencing from the fourth quarter. This will also reduce exports and could have an impact on distillery volumes.” — Special Correspondent



Sundaram Clayton appoints Muthuraj as CEO CHENNAI: Sundaram Clayton Ltd., has appointed M. Muthuraj as the chief



executive officer in place of C. N. Prasad, according to a BSE notification. The Chennai-based company, which makes automotive components, has reported a six fold increase in its standalone net profit for the third quarter ended December 31, 2016, to ₨47.93 crore against ₨7.51 crore. The company had reported total income of ₨365.24 crore against ₨369.20 crore for the corresponding period year ago. During the quarter, the company had made an investment of $1 million in one million equity shares of Sundaram Holding USA Inc., according to a BSE filing. — Special Correspondent



IDBI Bank posts ₨2,255 crore loss in Q3 MUMBAI: IDBI Bank reported a loss of ₨2,255 crore in the quarter ended December 31 as compared with a loss of ₨2,184 crore in the same period of the previous year mainly due to higher provisioning for nonperforming loans. NPA provisioning for the period went up to ₨2,357 crore as compared with ₨1,715 crore. The tax provisions were also higher, which was ₨768 crore as compared with ₨421 crore. The bank’s operating profit plunged to ₨182 crore in the third quarter as compared with ₨1,118 crore in the year-ago period. Gross NPA went up by ₨5,000 crore to ₨35,245 crore during the quarter which was 15.16% of its gross loans, as compared with 8.94% a year ago. — Special Correspondent



Azure Hospitality to open 65 new restaurants CHENNAI: New Delhi-based restaurant chain operator Azure Hospitality



Pvt. Ltd., is planning to open 65 restaurants over the next three years by investing ₨172 crore. Azure Hospitality, which has 35 restaurants through six brands in major cities, plans to open more outlets in select Indian cities and in the U.K. organically and through acquisitions. “We are planning to add 15 to 25 restaurants each year. The investment in each outlet will be about ₨2.60 crore. Some will be on franchise basis. Besides, we are entering London and Manchester this year. We are planning to create new brands through organic way and acquisitions,” said Rahul Khanna, co-founder, Azure Hospitality. — N. Anand



Company law tribunal plans paperless courts KOLKATA: The National Company Law Tribunal is planning to introduce



paperless courts within the next four to six months, NCLT President, Chief Justice ( retd.) M.M. Kumar said. He also said that the body would start functioning from three more cities. “We are planning to begin having paperless courts and the project is being implemented by NIC” he said. Citing the instance of ‘paper-books’ needed to be put together in cases of says, mergers and amalgamation, Justice Kumar said that once the paperless courts system is implemented “the entire petition would be uploaded.” He said this in response to a query as to how NCLT was planning to harness technology. — Special Correspondent
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Japan eases permanent visa norms to draw global talent Seeks to attract investment, information technology professionals from India SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT NEW DELHI: Japan is wooing for-



eign direct investment through a slew of measures such as an easier visa regime and lower corporate taxes, at a time when the proposed visa curbs and other protectionist measures by developed nations, including the U.S., continue to trouble Indian firms. In a bid to attract global talent, from India and other nations, Japan has said it will soon introduce a new Green Card programme —billed as the fastest such system in the world — and expedite the granting of permanent residency to highly skilled foreign professionals. The new ‘Japanese Green Card for Highly Skilled Foreign Professionals’ will substantially reduce the period of stay required — before highly skilled foreign professionals can apply for permanent residence — from the current five years to just one year in cases where the applicant secures the required points. Incidentally, there is a fall in native-born population in Japan, a country where foreign workers account for a minuscule 1-2% of its total workforce. Time period cut Shigeki Maeda, the Executive Vice President of the Japan External Trade Organisation (JETRO) said that the Japanese government is planning to reduce the time period of five years to 1-2 years provided the applicant meets the qualification norms. JETRO is a Japanese government-related organisa-



Ramco Cements to buy back shares at ₨720 SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT CHENNAI: The board of direct-



ors of The Ramco Cements Ltd., has approved the proposal for buy-back of equity shares for a price not exceeding ₨720 per share from the shareholders of the company. Ramco Cements’ standalone net profit for the third quarter ended December 31, 2016, rose by 28% to ₨152 crore from ₨118 crore, due to improved oftake of cement. Total income increased from ₨941 crore to ₨1,111 crore. Focus on costs The company continued to focus on cost reduction measures and reducing the operating costs significantly and “is confident of sustaining it in the forthcoming quarters also,” the company chairman and managing director, P.R. Ramasubrahmaneya Rajha said in a statement. During the year,



Ramco Cements reduced its borrowings by around ₨530 crore out of its internal accruals. Ramco Cements shares fell 4.7% to ₨680.8 on BSE. The company has sustained its eforts towards debt reduction which has resulted in lower finance cost thereby improving its profitability. The company has built up stocks of fuel with a view to protect it from further spiralling efect on petcoke prices, he said. The proposal excludes purchase of equity shares from the promoters, promoter group, persons acting in concert and persons, who are in the control of the company. At the maximum buy-back price and for maximum buyback size, the maximum number of equity shares to be bought back would be 25 lakh equity shares, which is 1.05% of paid up equity shares.



STARK CONTRAST: Japanese investment in India by end-2015 was 190 times that of India in Japan. Indian FDI in 2015 in Singapore, the U.S. and the U.K. exceeded that in Japan. — FILE PHOTO: REUTERS tion working to promote trade and investment between Japan and the rest of the world. Mr. Maeda said currently there is an “investment imbalance” between Japan and India. The investments by Japan in India as at the end of 2015 were $14.1 billion, while investments from India into Japan were worth only $0.074 billion. He also pointed out that FDI (2015 figures) from India to Singapore ($5.27 billion), to the U.S. ($3 billion) and to the U.K. ($779 million) were much more than to Japan (just $27 million). He said Japan is looking to attract investments from Indian companies in sectors including IT/ITeS, pharmaceuticals and tourism. In a bid to send a message that Japan is open to the world, the Japanese govern-



ment had also said it will make the Points-based System for highly skilled foreign professionals more userfriendly by revising requirements and promoting further awareness. In the case of significant investors and human resources in growth fields such as IT and regenerative medicine, Japan is looking at expediting applications for permanent residence by highly skilled foreign professionals. Agriculture reforms To lure more investments, Japan is also opening up its electricity market and carrying out reforms in sectors such as medicine, medical equipment and agriculture, JETRO said in a presentation to promote investments into Japan. Besides, there is a plan to



reduce corporate real tax rate from 34.62% in 2014 to 29.74% in 2017. To address the issue of language barrier, Japanese laws and regulations will be translated into foreign languages. The country is also planning to make infrastructure better for foreign residents. Referring to the increase in visitors from India to Japan from around 70,000 in 2012 to 1.23 lakh in 2016, Mr. Maeda said there is huge scope for Indian companies in the tourism sector to open oices and make investments in Japan. He said while Japan may not be among the easiest markets to gain entry and operate, joint ventures and collaborations with Japanese companies as well as handholding from organisations like JETRO can help Indian companies.
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Telecast schedule



Good to be back



HIL: STAR Sports 2, 3 & HD 2, 3, 7 p.m.; FA Cup: Sony Six & Sony Six HD, 1 a.m. (Thursday); Serie A: Sony ESPN & Sony ESPN HD, 1.30 a.m. (Thursday); NBA: Sony Six & Sony Six HD, 6.30 a.m. (Thursday)



I am very happy to be coming back to Queen’s in June. Winning the title in 2008 is a great memory for me and it is the best way for me to be ready for Wimbledon



쑺



Great opportunity 쑺



— Rafael Nadal on his plans for the grasscourt season



BRIEFLY Leicester owners to Ranieri’s rescue



We want to continue from where we left of against England: Kumble ‘Bangladesh has some quality players and will provide an interesting contest’



C



laudio Ranieri was told he is safe from the sack on Tuesday as the Thai owners of struggling champion Leicester vowed their “unwavering support” to the under-fire manager. “In light of recent speculation, Leicester City Football Club would like to make absolutely clear its unwavering support for its firstteam manager Claudio Ranieri,” a statement on the club’s website read. — AFP



Atletico president rules out Costa, Aguero returns



A



tletico Madrid president Enrique Cerezo quashed rumours that the La Liga side could launch bids to bring back Diego Costa or Sergio Aguero should it get a transfer ban overturned. — AFP



IAAF freezing all nationality switches



HYDERABAD: “Irrespective of who the opposition is, we would like to measure ourselves by what we want to achieve and how we can attain those goals,” said Anil Kumble with the assurance that has seeped into the side he coaches. “How we have gone about it within the group is to measure our own performances and expectations and not really look at the opposition. “I think that has really worked for us so far. I don’t think we need to do anything diferent against Bangladesh and also moving forward,” stressed India’s mentor at a press conference on Tuesday, shortly before joining his squad in a practice session towards the one-of Test against Bangladesh from Thursday. “We would like to just look at it as continuation from where we left of against England. It’s been a good home season so far. “We would like to take confidence from that and build on it. Whether it’s a series of three or five Test matches, you have to take every session of a Test as a separate unit. Test matches are about showing character and pulling back if you lost a session or continuing to keep the momentum going if you won the session.



Kuldeep Yadav. — PHOTO: PTI



That’s the hallmark of Test cricket,” said India’s former captain. Improved side “We’d like to take every team the same way in terms of what they bring to the table. Bangladesh is an improved side. They’ve had a good outing in New Zealand. Bangladesh has some quality players, good allrounders. It



You’ve got be patient with Rahul: Shastri SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT BENGALURU: Bangladesh needs



I



AAF president Sebastian Coe says it is freezing all nationality switches by athletes. Speaking after a council meeting in Monaco, Coe said on Monday that “as from today we will freeze all transfer of allegiance in athletics.” Coe said the rules were “no longer fit for purpose”. — AP



‘Russian coaches can’t work without doping’



R



ussian athletics coaches “don’t understand how to work without doping”, Deputy Prime Minister Vitaly Mutko said on Tuesday, after the IAAF extended a ban on the country’s team to the world championships. “Athletes broke rules and many coaches don't understand how to work without doping — it’s time for them to retire.”— AFP



more Test match experience before it can be truly competitive in the format, believes Ravi Shastri. “What they lack is experience, the ability to sustain [a good efort over a long period], and that’s what they will gain with tours like this,” he said here on Tuesday. “They are very good in the one-day game. Because the attention span doesn’t have to be that much; you don’t have to concentrate for long periods of time. “In Tests, they have the skill to be very good in a session or two, but not over a day or two or three days in order to win or dominate a Test match. They have the talent; there’s no doubting their skill. The passion for the game in that country is unbelievable. This is good exposure.” Shastri was speaking at an event to promote sports apparel brand Zeven. The 54year-old was asked if India should face Bangladesh — set to play its first Test match on Indian soil in Hyderabad from Thursday — more often in the longer format. “I don’t think it’s a question of playing them more often... it’s about Bangladesh giving India a contest,” he said. “That’s what one wants to see in this Test match. They’ve got



CYCLING



Alena brings second medal for India SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT NEW DELHI: Alena Reji improved



her National junior record as she bagged a bronze medal in the 500m time trial for junior women in the Asia Track cycling championship here on Tuesday. This was Alena’s second bronze after clocking 37.439 seconds and India’s second medal too. Deborah Herold, who has graduated to the senior ranks, also set a National record in the 500m time trial for elite women. She clocked 35.43 seconds for the fourth place. The results: Men: Elite (team pursuit 4km): 1. China 4:01.04, 2. Korea 4:01.83, 3. Japan 4:06.53. Juniors (Finals): 500m Time Trial: 1. Lee Wai Sze (Hkg) 34.20, 2. Sunyong Cho (Kor) 35.22, 3. Li Xue Mei (Chn) 35.27; Team Pursuit 4km: 1. Kazakhsthan 4:17.561, 2. Korea 4:17.714, 3. Japan 4:22.003. CM YK



Alena Reji. Women: Juniors (Finals): 500m Time Trial: 1. Chao Yue Shen (Chn)



35.29, 2. Seolhwa Jeong (Kor) 36.35, 3. Aleena Reji (Ind) 37.43.



Left-arm wristspinner Kuldeep Yadav has replaced injured leg-spinner Amit Mishra in the Indian squad for the one-of Test against Bangladesh here from February 9. The senior national selection committee said Mishra was ruled out with a knee injury sustained while fielding in the Bengaluru T20I against England. He has been advised rest and will undergo further medical examination. Kuldeep, 22, has taken 81 First Class wickets at an average of 33.11 in 22 matches. — Special Correspondent



HYDERABAD:



TASKMASTER: India skipper Virat Kohli reacts after Ravindra Jadeja drops a catch during a practice session. — PHOTO: K.R. DEEPAK



a great opportunity; they’ve made rapid strides in the shorter formats of the game. India will not take them lightly. India are going to take no prisoners; it might be Bangladesh or Zimbabwe but a job has to be done, which is to win the game.” Confident team Shastri felt the current Indian side was one of the most confident teams he had seen. Asked for his view on K.L. Rahul, India’s former Team Director advocated patience. “You’ve got be patient with Rahul,” he said. “He’s got something special; he’s a serious talent but give him time. Rahul has to understand his own game, which he’s doing now. “It’s when K.L. Rahul tries to be somebody else that the problems start for him. He’s got tremendous potential.” Less than two weeks after the one-of tie against Bangladesh, India will expect to face a considerably harder challenge, when it meets Australia in the first of four Tests. “Australia will be a little more aggressive than England,” Shastri said. “Having said that, we know how good India are at home. If the ball turns, which I see it doing in quite a few venues, Australia will have to be at their best. Otherwise they will be no diferent from England.”



will be an interesting contest,” predicted Kumble. The combination that could take the field was yet to be arrived at, he said. The pitch didn’t matter. “Putting in a combination which we believe can go there and win the match does,” he underscored. “People tend to look at the surface and then not give too much credit to the spinners especially when they



Perfect 10 On the perfect 10 he bagged, 18 years ago to the day, he said, “I am glad people remember and celebrate cricketing anniversaries and milestones.”



Shetty appointed BCCI observer for one-of Test



India starts campaign with a thumping win



V.V. SUBRAHMANYAM HYDERABAD: The Board of Con-



trol for Cricket in India (BCCI) said on Tuesday that in compliance with Monday’s Hyderabad High Court order, it has appointed BCCI General Manager (Game Development) Ratnakar Shetty as the observer for the one-of Test between India and Bangladesh. The Board said in a media release that Shetty will be tasked with supervising and monitoring the arrangements being made by the HCA. Shetty has, in fact, been monitoring the arrangements for the past few weeks, along with the HCA oicials. He held another round of review meetings late on Tuesday. BCCI Chief Financial Officer Santosh Rangnekar will be the financial advisor in order to ensure proper maintenance of records in relation to income and expenditure for the Test, according to a media release. HCA secretary John Manoj said the Test will be hosted successfully. “A few weeks ago, there were serious doubts whether Hyderabad would host the Test or not. We are now just a day away from conducting the Test, in coordination with Prof. Shetty,” said Manoj.



Odisha govt. gives nod for hockey WC 2018



HOCKEY INDIA LEAGUE



BHUBANESWAR: The Odisha gov-



UTHRA GANESAN



ernment has given its approval for hosting the 14th men’s hockey World Cup in 2018. The tournament is scheduled to be held here from November 28 to December 16 at the Kalinga Stadium. A high-level meeting, chaired by Chief Secretary A.P. Padhi, said that the State government will extend all support for the successful conduct of the tournament. This is the third time India will host the prestigious event after Mumbai (1982) and New Delhi (2010). The State government sources said around 1000 players from 16 countries will participate in the World Cup. The winners of the five continental championships, along with the 10 highest-placed teams of the semifinals of Hockey World League, will figure in the tournament. — Staf Reporter



perform in India,” he said of match-winners R. Ashwin and Ravindra Jadeja. “But, at the end of it, it’s the ability of the bowlers to pick up 20 wickets.”



REASON TO SMILE: Devika Vaidya, who top-scored for India with 89, was declared the player-of-the-match. — PHOTO COURTESY: ICC COLOMBO: India opened its cam-



paign at the ICC Women’s World Cup Qualifier, which commenced here on Tuesday, in style as it produced a collective batting performance to thrash Sri Lanka by 114 runs. India piled up runs after electing to bat and posted 259 for four. In reply, Sri Lanka managed only 145 for eight in 50 overs in a Group ‘A’ match. India rode on a superb show by Devika Vaidya, who topscored with 89, and opener Deepti Sharma (54), before skipper Mithali Raj also chipped in with an unbeaten 70. After getting of to a slow start, reaching 11 for one in seven overs, the left-handed pair of Devika and Deepti took control and put India on the road to a big score. The two 19-year-olds added 123 runs for the second wicket.



BETWEEN WICKETS



Why cricket’s new financial model might not work SURESH MENON



Kuldeep replaces injured Mishra



A. JOSEPH ANTONY



It’s an unforgiving place but this team, since the Hobart Test match, is really starting to move forward and this will be a great opportunity to see how far we’ve come — Brad Haddin, former Australia wicketkeeper



Devika, whose hit 11 fours during her 103-ball knock in only her second ODI, was declared the player-of-the-match. Deepti smashed four boundaries and a six during her 96ball innings. Mithali then scored an unbeaten 70 of 62 deliveries for her 41st ODI half-century. For Sri Lanka, Hasini Perera (34) and Chamari Athapaththu (30) were the only ones to get notable scores. In other matches, South Africa beat Pakistan by 63 runs while Bangladesh thumped Papua New Guinea by 118 runs and Ireland defeated Zimbabwe by 119 runs. The scores: India 259 for four in 50 overs (Devika Vaidya 89, Mithali Raj 70 n.o., Deepti Sharma 54, Udeshika Prabodhani two for 56) bt Sri Lanka 145 for eight in 50 overs (Hasini Perera 34, Chamara Athapaththu 30). — PTI



There are a number of ways of looking at the International Cricket Council’s newly acquired spine. By rolling back the “Big Three” formula that gave India a little over 22% of the revenue (it was 3% before that) from 2014, it struck when the iron was hot. The BCCI is in a shambles, the Committee of Administrators is only a few days old, and this is as good a time as any to cut India’s income by 34%. You could argue about the actual percentages, but the attempt to rein India in is understandable. Those who have been screaming about the “unfair” treatment need only to remember that the self-designed jump in India’s share three years ago was equally unfair. As the Indian representative at the ICC meeting in Dubai said last week, “Two wrongs do not make a right.” A second way to look at the new dispensation is to see it in terms of equitable distribution, where every cricket board (except India) gets more money, and the ICC gives the impression of caring about the greatest good for the greatest number. The ICC, long criticised for being the lap dog of the BCCI can now claim to be the governing body for all cricket, and that too when an Indian, Shashank Manohar, is its (independent) Chairman. It can be seen as payback time from a body that was bullied, blackmailed and intimidated by the BCCI which distributed its favours like a Maharajah of old. It even interfered in the elections in other countries, hinting not-so-subtly that soand-so was preferable over such-and-such. You displeased the BCCI at your own peril, as South Africa’s cricket chief once discovered — he was forced to apologise despite being unclear about what he had done wrong. It can be seen as an attempt at redemption by the Big Three. Both England and Australia were part of the working group that recommended the new models. Manohar has admitted to being embarrassed by the BCCI model three years ago. I apologise for quoting myself, but in the Wisden India Almanack of 2014 I had written, “Will the next BCCI President be able to handle the backlash from around the world? For, have no fear, backlash there will be. Wheels turn, and if responsibility is divorced from power, the fallout can be catastrophic.”



Administration by bullying is never good for the sport, but it is a wellentrenched ICC technique borrowed in recent years by the BCCI.



The backlash Well, ladies and gentlemen, the backlash is here… But it is as disturbing as the original “Big Three” takeover. If in 2014, the BCCI put forward an unscientific, poorly argued reason for the change in the percentages in its own favour, now the ICC is doing something similar. The fact that an international body dealing in billions of dollars is unable (or unwilling) to provide the statistical rationale behind its decisions beyond a vague bow to “common sense” and “simplicity” is worrying. The ICC has never considered all its members equal even if it now talks about “interdependency”. For decades England and Australia enjoyed veto rights — voted out only a quarter century back — and they rode roughshod over everybody else then. Democracy was never sought or achieved in the ICC at any point. When the then BCCI President N. Srinivasan decided to translate India’s economic power in cricket into more money in the bank, he was merely continuing a tradition. His power flowed from the remote control on television. By not allowing the Committee of Administrators time to study the proposals to build a case, the ICC displayed a haste that might rebound on it. Administration by bullying is never good for the sport, but it is a well-entrenched ICC technique borrowed in recent years by the BCCI for its own purposes. There is another ICC meeting in April before the new rules are voted on in June. The current voting on the proposals is 7-2 with Sri Lanka voting with India and Zimbabwe abstaining. An 8-2 vote in June will endorse the change, which means India has enough time to persuade two other countries to vote in their favour. Experience has shown this is usually easily achieved. Promises of more Tests and series are all that it takes. The meeting in Dubai, therefore, might be remembered just as an academic exercise. If that sounds excessively cynical, it is also a practical way of looking at it, however depressing that sounds and however poorly that reflects on the international administration of the game. Thanks to India’s television audience, support in the stadiums in all cricket-playing countries and access to sponsorship denied to most, it is India who will call the shots. In a reversal of the old line, he who calls the tune gets paid by the piper. India’s argument has always been that since they bring in the most amount of money into the game, they should be allowed to take the most out of it. Sports administration, like international politics, is increasingly becoming less about what is good and more about what makes business sense. The dollar decides, and India can easily pay for all the carrots they dangle before friends and rivals in the cricketing world.



Warriors pile misery on Waveriders NEW DELHI: Delhi Waveriders



dominated in its first home game of the Hockey India League (HIL) this season but victory continued to elude it even as Jaypee Punjab Warriors jumped to fourth position with a 3-2 win here on Tuesday. Delhi coach Cedric D’Souza had defended his team’s defensive structure so far, claiming it had done everything right except score. On Tuesday, the team was far more attacking but a combination of of-target hitting and strong defence from Punjab meant it continued to languish at the bottom of the table, still seeking its first win. It was perhaps what Punjab had expected, cutting down on its own attacks, packing its defence and depending more on counters to get the goals. There were fewer attempts but one of them saw Satbir



PERFECT EXECUTION: Mink van der Weerden’s technique was brilliant when converting penalty corners. — PHOTO: SHIV KUMAR PUSHPAKAR



Singh snatch the ball past the half line and send a cross-field pass to Robert van der Horst on the left, the Dutch captain’s



reverse shot striking the board in the final minute of the first quarter. Mandeep Singh, on the



other hand, was the key player for Delhi and the youngster was also the busiest. He kept breaking through the Punjab defence from the left flank and was the architect of most of Delhi’s scoring chances, including creating a couple of penalty corners. It speaks volumes about the youngster’s confidence levels that he even managed to hustle Sardar Singh a couple of times, forcing the senior pro to get rid of the ball with a desperate pass. Delhi was ofensive all through, increasing the frequency in the last quarter that saw the game being played almost entirely in Punjab’s half but the host couldn’t find the target. A goalmouth melee in the 30th minute was cleared by Punjab goalkeeper Tristan Clemons twice, three PCs went waste as Rupinder Pal Singh, strong in his defending, continued his struggle with



앫 Warriors played a perfect counter-attacking game to get the goals.



the drag-flick and Mandeep kept shooting wide. Tristan White did manage to level in the 38th minute but Mink van der Weerden converted the only PC for Punjab to again put his side ahead. Delhi got its last PC in the final few seconds but tried to go for a field goal and lost possession. Relieved After losing narrowly in its last game, Punjab would be relieved to get its second win in the competition but with the number of chances that Delhi missed, the team only had itself to blame. The result:



Delhi Waveriders 2 (Tristan White 2 FG) lost to Jaypee Punjab Warriors 3 (Robert van der Horst 2 FG, Mink van der Weerden 1 PC). ND-ND
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Lyon, O’Keefe turn to spin greats for help



Nishant-Sandeep duo advances NEW DELHI: Nishant Dabas and V.M. Sandeep beat Nauvaldo Jati Agatra and Azmi Januarsyah of Indonesia 7-6(4), 6-3 in the doubles pre-quarterfinals of the Asian under-14 tennis tournament at the DLTA Complex here on Tuesday. The results: Doubles (prequarterfinals): Boys: Hon Chun Lee (Hkg) & Gunthun Sootinum-Opart (Tha) bt Imran Daniel Hazli (Mas) & Divesh Gahlot 6-4, 6-1; Nikita Sidorov (Kaz) & Azizbek Niyazov (Uzb) bt Mohammad Alkotop (Jor) & Chathurya Nilaweera (Sri) 6-2, 6-2; Artur Khairutdinov (Kaz) & Christian Andre Sheng Liew (Mas) bt Tamir Ankhbayar (Mgl) & Timur Chsherbakov (Kaz) 7-5, 6-4; Nishant Dabas & V.M. Sandeep bt Nauvaldo Jati Aqatra & Azmi Januarsyah (Ina) 7-6(4), 6-3; Tim Thomas Gauntlett & Chak Lam Coleman Wong (Hkg) bt Timofei Goloshchapov & Amangeldi Zhumabaev (Kgz) 6-1, 6-2; Tanapatt Nirundorn & Shisanuphong Pokinsagethasiri (Tha) bt Nelaka Dissanayake (Sri) & Rodion Nyshchuk (Kgz) 6-0, 6-0. Girls: Banat Madalieva & Amina Suleymanova (Kgz) w/o Kit Yi Kaye Au-Yeung (Hkg) & Jessica Christa Wirahadpoernomo (Ina); Thamonpan Jongletrakul & Lanlana Tararudee (Tha) bt Abhilasha Bista & Prerana Koirala (Nep) 6-0, 6-3; Alexandra Eala (Phi) & Priska Madelyn Nugroho (Ina) bt Elsa Wan (Mas) & Gargi Pawar 6-1, 6-0; Yelizaveta Karklova & Karina Rizvanova (Kaz) bt Nur Hani Zoheerah Adnan (Mas) & Aurelia Azzahra Putri (Ina) 6-1, 6-1; Randa Alqudsi (Jor) & Maria Breidy (Lib) bt Salakthip Ounmuang (Tha) & Hannah Seen Ean Yip (Mas) 6-1, 7-6 (3); Irisa Tursunova (Uzb) & Neyara Weerawansa (Sri) bt Makhira Alimova & Angelina Folts (Uzb) 7-5, 6-3. — Sports Bureau



CRICKET / Herath and Vettori, who have had success in Asia, roped in Nathan Lyon and Steve O’Keefe have sought help from two of Test cricket’s greatest left-arm spinners ahead of Australia’s series in India later this month. The front-line pair approached New Zealand’s Daniel Vettori and Australia’s chief destroyer in Sri Lanka last year, Rangana Herath, for advice ahead of the four-Test tour, which starts on February 23 in Pune.



SYDNEY:



Outstanding performances Between them, Vettori and Herath have captured more than 700 Test wickets and boast outstanding performances in Asia. “The main things you get away from those guys is challenging the batter’s defence,” O’Keefe told Cricket Australia’s website on Tuesday from the team’s pre-tour training camp in Dubai. “And if you can continuously put the ball in the right areas, it will spin more than what we’re used to at home and that will help us. “It’s about building pressure and not being overawed.” he added. “(India) are a class team, they’re exceptional batters at



Rangana Herath.



HOUSTON: After losing a court fight to NFL commissioner Roger Goodell and serving a four-game ban to start the season, New England quarterback Tom Brady accepted something else on Monday from Goodell — the Super Bowl Most Valuable Player trophy.



home and it’s going to be a big job.” Following last month’s Sydney Test win against Pakistan, O’Keefe worked with former England international and fellow left-armer Monty Panesar at the National Cricket Centre in Brisbane. Panesar is one of the few foreign spinners to taste a Test series victory on the subcontinent after England broke a 27-year drought when it beat India at home 2-1 in 2012. Panesar destroyed India in the second match in Mumbai with 11 wickets and backed that up with five wickets in the third Test win in Kolkata. Ability to adapt “He talked about being able to adapt really quickly and on the spot and also being able to take away the batter’s scoring options in regards to boundaries,” O’Keefe said of his time working with Panesar. Australia, which has not won a Test match in India in nearly 13 years, has strengthened its spin options with the inclusion in the touring party of youngsters Ashton Agar and Mitchell Swepson. — AFP



Harbhajan to lead



Harbhajan Singh.— FILE PHOTO NEW DELHI: Harbhajan Singh will lead a strong North Zone team for the Syed Mushtaq Ali inter-zonal Twenty20 tournament to be held in Mumbai from February 12 to 16. The team includes Shikhar Dhawan, Yuvraj Singh, an ofform Gautam Gambhir and Ashish Nehra. It remains to be seen if Nehra would make himself available for two backto-back tournaments since Delhi plays the Vijay Hazare tournament soon after this. The decision was taken at a selection committee meeting held at the DDCA here. Rishabh Pant will be replaced by Unmukt Chand after two matches. Nikhil Chopra was the chairman along with Ashender Kaul, Rajesh Bawa, Ashok Thakur and Wg. Cdr. Deepak Ahluwalia. National selector Sarandeep Singh was a special invitee. The squad: Harbhajan Singh (capt.), Shikhar Dhawan, Gautam Gambhir, Yuvraj Singh, Mandeep Singh, Rishabh Pant/Unmukt Chand (wk), Ashish Nehra, A.R. Pachera, Rishi Dhawan, Mayank Dagar, Yuzvendra Chahal, Parvez Rasool, Umar Nazir, Pradeep Sangwan, and Mohit Sharma. Stand-byes: Shivam Chauhan, Shubham Khajuria, Manpreet Gony, Manzoor Dar, Manan Sharma and Milind Kumar. — Special Correspondent



work out a plan to foil India captain Virat Kohli beyond bowling well and hoping for some “luck” against the inform batsman, coach Darren Lehmann has said. Kohli was man-of-the-series against England, plundering 655 runs at an average of 109.16 to comfortably top the batting charts during the 4-0 win in November and December.



Darren Lehmann. — PHOTO: AFP



Huge obstacle The buccaneering 28-yearold looms as a huge obstacle to Australia’s hopes of capturing a first series win in India since 2004, with the first Test to start in Pune on February 23. Kohli has scored six of his 15 centuries in his 12 matches against Australia, averaging



60.76 compared to his overall average of 50.10. Former Test batsman Lehmann said his players had been watching videos of Kohli and his teammates for months but were yet to work out how to combat the India skipper. “Bowl well and have a bit of luck along the way,” Lehmann



TENNIS



Mushrath Anjum fights past Tanisha Pranjal CHANDIGARH: Mushrath Anjum Shaik fought past Tanisha Pranjal 4-6, 6-3, 6-4 in the girls’ second round of the Road to Wimbledon third leg at the CLTA Complex here on Tuesday. The results (second round): Boys: Ajay Malik bt Aditya Chopra 6-1, 6-2; Rudra Kapor bt Sanmay Gandhi Rahul 6-0, 6-4; Shashidhar Kota bt Sumir Srivastava 6-3, 7-6(3); Dhruv Tangri bt Hrishikesh Parashar 6-3, 6-2; Udit Gogoi bt Aditya Balda 6-0, 6-0; Amrutjay Mohanty bt dhanya Shah 6-2, 6-3. Kartik Saxena bt Yuvraj Sangwan 6-2, 6-2; Nikhil Niranjan Thirumale bt Arjun Kundu 6-3, 7-6(5); Aman Dahiya bt Sidharth Goel 6-0, 6-1. Girish Chougule bt Vansh Manocha 6-1, 6-0; Yashraj Dalvi bt Faiz Nasyam Mohd. 7-5, 7-5. Sushant Dabas bt Amandeep Rathee 6-1, 6-0; Sanjith Devineni bt Sarabjot Singh 6-1, 6-3.



Vishal Pagadala Reddy bt Dhanush Patel 6-0, 6-1; Pranav Ikkurthy bt Arjun Gohad 6-2, 6-2; Krishan Hooda bt Anirudh Krishna 6-1, 6-4. Girls: Sandeepti Singh Rao bt Lakshanya Vishwanath 6-3, 6-1; Renee Singh bt Yana Dhamija 6-4, 6-3. Divya Narayan bt Amreen Sidhu 6-1, 6-2; Surajana Rayarala bt Aditi Singh 6-1, 6-0. Ayushi Singh bt Sakshi Mishra 6-1, 6-4; Avi Shah bt Renee Sharma 6-2, 4-6, 7-5; Mushrath Anjum bt Tanisha Pranjal 4-6, 6-3, 6-4. Naisha Srivastav bt Rutuja Chaphalkar 7-6(5), 6-4; Deepshikha Sriram bt Sanjana Srimala 6-4, 7-5. Renee Singla bt Harshalli 6-2, 6-1; Priyanshi Sankesh bt Saniya Manoj 6-2, 6-2; Hrudaya Kaustubh bt Steisha Buddhala 6-2, 4-6, 6-1. Mahi Tyagi bt Snigdha Sran 7-6 (8), 6-3; Adithi Are bt Ishita Dhyaneshwar 6-0, 6-0; Sudipta Senthilbt Nimrat Kaur Atwal 6-3, 6-3. — Sports Bureau



Final touch The final touch for the 201617 NFL campaign came on Monday when Brady and Patriots coach Bill Belichick spoke after New England’s 3428 overtime triumph over Atlanta at Super Bowl 51 in Houston, Texas. “It’s a great honour for us, for me personally, to have both of these guys this morning,” Goodell said. “Tom, come on up and get your trophy.” Brady, who arrived 18 minutes late for the presentation, earned it by sparking the Patriots to the greatest comeback in Super Bowl history, rallying New England from a 28-3 deficit to force overtime and then driving the Patriots for the winning touchdown in extra time, a Super Bowl first. “It’s an honour to be here and to have the commissioner give me this award,” Brady said. — AFP



Daniel Vettori. — PHOTOS: AFP



Yet to work out how to stop Kohli, reveals Lehmann MELBOURNE: Australia has yet to



Goodell-Brady story comes full circle



800 runs to set a solid platform for Australia’s bowlers, led by pacemen Glenn McGrath and Jason Gillespie, and spinner Shane Warne. “The great thing with the Australian cricket team for years has been, backs to the wall brings the best out of players,” said Lehmann. “Someone like Matthew Hayden will stand up or Damien Martyn will come out of nowhere and actually play well on a tour. “We hope we'll have a Martyn or a Hayden-type series from someone. And if we do that we’ll make enough runs, obviously. “It’s a great challenge for the group, being a young group and they’ll be giving it their all.” — Reuters



Kane Williamson tells Australia to adapt quickly



told reporters. “For us we’re going to have to come up with an ideal plan that works for us, depending on (the) wickets and what’s going on. “At the end of the day you’re going to have to bowl enough good balls and that’s going to be the challenge for our spinners and for our quicks, challenging his defence and making sure he’s playing in the areas we want him to play.” Michael Clarke’s Australia was whitewashed 4-0 during its last tour of India in 2013 where a breakdown in team discipline prompted former coach Mickey Arthur to sensationally stand down four players for a match for failing to complete an of-field assignment, the infamous ‘home-



work-gate’ incident. Australia was outclassed by bat, ball and in the field during that tour, but four years later, Lehmann said Steve Smith’s side has the bowlers to take 20 wickets against Kohli’s men. “We’ve got spinners who can take 20 wickets and quicks who can reverse the ball,” he said. “So we’re not fearing getting the 20 wickets, we've just got to put enough scoreboard pressure on them.” That would mean a breakout performance from at least one of its batsmen, similar to the 2004 eforts of Damien Martyn and Clarke, Lehmann added. Martyn and Clarke, who made his Test debut in the series, together scored over



Cook can challenge Sachin’s numbers, says Botham



‘Hoping to have more grass-court events’



MELBOURNE: Former England



skipper Ian Botham believes Alastair Cook’s decision to relinquish the captaincy could see him surpass legendary Indian cricketer Sachin Tendulkar’s record as the all-time leading Test run-scorer. Most prolific The opening batsman is currently England’s most prolific Test batsman with 11,057 runs in 140 matches till date, and Botham feels that giving up captaincy would give Cook the freedom to smash Tendulkar’s all-time record of 15,921 runs before his playing career ends. “Cooky is the one player who has any realistic chance of challenging Sachin Tendulkar’s run-scoring feats and I wouldn’t put it past him to set a global standard for others to chase,” cricket.com.au quoted Botham as saying. — ANI



more grass events and may continue to focus on the under-14 age group. Hope we have been able to make a difference so far,” he said. In the current cycle, the first three legs have been on hard courts while the fourth leg in Kolkata and the Masters in Delhi will be on grass.



KAMESH SRINIVASAN



T



he Wimbledon Foundation, happy to have contributed to the grassroot level of tennis in India for the last four years, and more recently in China, may soon focus on having more grass-court events in the under-14 Road to Wimbledon competition in the future. In a brief chat with The Hindu here on Tuesday, on his way to Chandigarh for the last two legs of the fourth edition, Tournament Director Paul Hutchins quoted the example of some of the big ATP events being supported financially for retaining grass in the runup to Wimbledon. There are six grass-court events immediately after the French Open and some of them, like the one in Stuttgart, get financial support from Wimbledon to run the tournament. “There are a lot of things we



MELBOURNE: As the Australian team gears up for the fourmatch Test series in India, New Zealand skipper Kane Williamson has ofered his worldly piece of advice to the Steve Smith-led side, saying they have to “adapt quickly” if they want to compete against the number one-ranked Test side. “It’s a very tough place to tour. Australia are a very good side and they’ll have to adapt quickly, and well,” cricket.com.au quoted Williamson as saying. “It also depends a lot on the surfaces they may come up against.” The New Zealand skipper, who captained his side while it



Paul Hutchins.— FILE PHOTO are planning which will take shape by the time we have the Masters event in Delhi in April,” said Hutchins. He has been frequently visiting the country ever since he made the first trip in 2009, prior to the Commonwealth Games. “We are still in discussion about the ways forward as we finish four years of this project. In our plan for the next three years, we may push for



Impressive Hutchins said the visit to China last year was “very good” and that he was impressed by the world-class infrastructure, especially in Nanjing, which had six beautiful grass courts. “Thanks to the involvement of Rolex, we had Li Na as part of our programme and it was very good,” he said. Tim Henman and coach Dan Bloxham have been visiting India regularly, along with Hutchins, ever since the pilot scheme began in 2014, and inspiring the kids to have a solid foundation in their careers.



lost 0-3 in the three-match Test series, also insisted that toss would be very important during the four-match series beginning February 23 in Pune. The first Test in Pune will be followed by games at Bengaluru (March 4-8), Ranchi (March 16-20) and Dharamshala (March 25-29). It should be noted that Pune, Ranchi and Dharamshala have never hosted a Test and, thus, it would be total interesting to see the kind of surfaces in the three places. “They (India) have 13 Test matches at home this summer and a lot of the surfaces have been very, very diferent,” he added. — ANI



Wimbledon is a dream destination for every tennis player and to help four Indian kids get a feel of the grass of Wimbledon in August has been a huge reward for them. The experience has invariably fuelled their ambitions to make a name for themselves in the game. “In the first two years, the Indian kids Siddhant Banthia, Adil Kalyanpur, Sacchitt Sharma and Mahak Jain were able to win the UK under-14 championship. Last year, the Chinese girl was superior while a British kid won the boys’ title,” recalled Hutchins. Magic Bus He was particularly pleased with the involvement with the Magic Bus organisation which supported underprivileged kids, who had not even heard about tennis or its stars, have a feel of the game, and use the game for a better approach to life.
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9 They're potential rebels but abide by the rules (3,3,5,4) 11



10 Core of Neptune protected by a round structure (7)
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12 Regulars save good rum (7) 13
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13 Alt-right's perverse challenge to blackness (9)
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G 1 Feature in bustards (4) 2 Fitting encounter (4) 3 Fabric from nice fashion centre tailored using revolutionary measure (8) 4 Cop bolted, gangster vaulted (6) 5 Shocking to finally gain weight (5,3) 6 Cross at being ignored during birthday bash (6) CM YK



SU | DO | KU ACROSS



28



29



7 No.1 to score (8) 8 Politician adopts measures recklessly (4-4) 11 If this exceeds your income, your upkeep will be your downfall (5) 15 Old, quiet doctor overwhelmed by adversary (8) 16 Spooner's money metropolis a professional victim's indulgence (4-4)



14 Slaughter denier leaving edge of Ravensbruck discovers chemical compound (5) 15 Occupy Human Being! (7) 18 Self-styled phenom in Allahabad circles (7) 21 Way to halve loin cutlet (5) 23 Political culture



DOWN



17 Lofty tree exhibits erect, even bearing (8) 19 Real-time deployment for military equipment (8) 20 An urge that is essential for aspiration (5) 22 Hot women housed in Sharp block (6) 24 Conference culmination (6) 27 Push for a date after work (4) 28 Tool they regularly carry (4)



that puts troth away? (4-5) 25 Provide the means for trimming kempt bowery (7) 26 Great catch missus left? Not quite (2,5) 29 An attractive elf's hideous lie (11,4)



Guided by God The immediacy of worldly glitter casts a veil over one’s vision and prevents the awareness of the presence of God dwelling deep within oneself. Mere theoretical explanations of the esoteric truth of the soul, the unbreakable relationship between the jivatma and the Lord, the value of self discipline, righteousness, renunciation, etc, may not make an impact; but the opportunity to live with a realised soul whose every moment throbs with closeness with the compassionate God brings about an influence on the immediate generation and provides solace and succour to many disheartened and disillusioned devotees. Even today, the lives and teachings of such realised souls, such as Arunagirinathar or Pamban Swamigal, serve as beacon lights to many in search of peace and salvation, pointed out Dr. Sudha Seshaiyan in a discourse. It is said that right from his early age, Pamban Swamigal, who was born as Appavoo, had felt stirrings of devotion to Muruga. He showed great promise of intelligence and it was predicted that he would become a jnani. Inspired by Arunagirinathar, he used to compose hymns on Muruga. Soon he felt the impact of Muruga in his daily life. At every step, it was Muruga who guided his thought, word and deed and led him into the inexhaustible wealth of devotional fervour. He soon realised that his hymns and prolific compositions that overflow with truth and practical wisdom now were not the result of his efort at composing but of grace of Muruga. When bhakti takes deep root, it turns into mystical experience. It illumines one’s heart and mind with awareness and dispels the darkness of ignorance. Thenceforth, there is no place for joy or sorrow or for any doubt, hurdle or obstacle in the path of God-realisation.
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Sudoku is a mind game and a puzzle that you solve with reasoning and logic. Fill in the grid with digits in such a manner that every row, every column and every 3x3 box accommodates the digits 1 to 9, without repeating any. ND-ND
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Granada ends winless drought MADRID:



Andreas Pereira scored with a remarkable long-range shot as host Granada edged Las Palmas 1-0 to end a six-game winless streak and leave the bottom of the table in the Spanish league on Monday. Pereira shot into the top corner in the first half, hitting the ball from mid-air after failing to cleanly control a pass outside the area. It was Granada’s second league victory this season, and the first since December at home against Sevilla. The result : Granada 1 (Pereira 17) bt Las Palmas 0. — Agencies



Cavs win thriller WASHINGTON:



LeBron James sank an astonishing 3-pointer to force overtime and Kyrie Irving sparkled late as Cleveland Cavaliers outlasted Washington 140-135 on Monday in an epic NBA thriller. A game featuring playoflevel intensity from tip-of to last shot saw the defending champion rally in overtime after James had fouled out while Wizards, who saw their 17-game home win streak snapped, served notice they will be a formidable foe when the playofs arrive. The results: Chicago Bulls 112 bt Sacramento Kings 107; Memphis Grizzlies 89 bt San Antonio Spurs 74; Denver Nuggets 110 bt Dallas Mavericks 87; New Orleans Pelicans 111 bt Phoenix Suns 106; Miami Heat 115 bt Minnesota Timberwolves 113; Toronto Raptors 118 bt Los Angeles Clippers 109; Utah Jazz 120 bt Atlanta Hawks 95; Detroit Pistons 113 bt Philadelphia76ers 96; Los Angeles Lakers 121 bt New York Knicks 107; Cleveland Cavaliers 140 bt Washington Wizards 135 (ot); Indiana Pacers 93 bt Oklahoma City Thunder 90. — Agencies



Sourabh, Rituparna reign supreme K. KEERTHIVASAN PATNA: There was a huge buzz



VIJAY LOKAPALLY



BADMINTON / Satwik Sai Raj of Andhra Pradesh bags a ‘double’ ahead of the men’s final of the 81st National badminton championship at the Patliputra Sports Complex here, on Tuesday, between Lakshya Sen, all of 15 years old, and an experienced Sourabh Verma, the third seed. With the event bereft of star players such as K. Srikanth, Ajay Jayaram and P. Kashyap in the men’s section and Saina Nehwal and P.V. Sindhu among the women, Lakshya provided a much-needed spark. Even though the Uttarakhand teenager lost tamely to Sourabh 21-13, 21-12, this edition will be remembered primarily for his exploits. Earlier, second seed Rituparna Das of Telangana bagged the women’s title, defeating Reshma Karthik of Air India 21-12, 21-14. This is her first win, after having reached the final twice, in 2013 (New Delhi) & 2015 (Vijayawada). Guns blazing Much was expected from Lakshya, but Sourabh came out all guns blazing. From the start, he hardly put a foot wrong. His net play was sharp, his forehand and backhand drops were close to the net, hardly giving Lakshya any chance to net flick and get back into the rally. Briefly in the first game, Lakshya produced shots he is known for — deft drops, effective forehand smashes and solid defence. Sourabh was always ahead in the game and from 10-all, the momentum shifted in favour



KUALA LUMPUR: World No. 1 Lee



NEW DELHI: The All India Foot-



CHAMPIONS: Neither Sourabh Verma, who won his second National title, nor Rituparna Das, who secured her maiden crown, were tested on Tuesday. — PHOTO: RANJEET KUMAR of Sourabh. The World No. 41 accelerated further with his jump smashes, and Lakshya couldn’t do much. Sourabh did not allow Lakshya any leeway in the second game either. Wonderful net play and pinpoint smashes to the vacant spaces or to Lakshya’s body marked the third seed’s strategy. After taking a 15-6 lead, Sourabh didn’t look back. “I did beat him in the Syed Modi International tournament recently. So, I knew how to play him,” said Sourabh, who bagged his second National title. There were hardly any long rallies in the women’s summit



Chong Wei was left fuming after an injury at Malaysia’s new training centre cost him what may have been his last shot at the All England Championship, reports said on Tuesday. The 34-year-old, who was gunning for his fourth title at the prestigious tournament next month, will be out for weeks after he slipped and fell at the new Academy Badminton Malaysia on Saturday. Lee, who has signalled he may retire this year, tore a medial collateral ligament in his left knee in the incident, the Star newspaper said on Tuesday. “This injury could have been avoided,” Lee was reported as



saying. Lee, a silver medallist in the last three Olympics, said he had complained about the new centre’s slippery court mats but “nothing was done”. The Malaysia team only moved to its new national training centre in the Bukit Kiara suburb of Kuala Lumpur a week ago. “My first thought was I didn’t want to end my career like this,” Lee said. Lee had said last month that he hoped to win the 2017 BWF World Championships in Scotland in August before retiring. Meanwhile the Badminton Association of Malaysia (BAM) apologised and said the slippery mats had been replaced. — AFP



Italy knocks out Argentina



BUENOS AIRES: Italy dealt de-



fending Davis Cup champion Argentina a first-round knockout, advancing to the quarterfinals as Fabio Fognini came back from two sets down to beat Guido Pella. With the two teams tied at 2-2 heading into the decisive fifth match, Fognini, the World No. 45, lost the first two sets on the clay at Parque Sarmiento in Buenos Aires. But he battled back to beat the 80th-ranked Pella, 2-6, 4-6, 6-3, 6-4, 6-2. Italy will next face Belgium from April 7-9. Heated exchanges Fognini had some heated exchanges with Argentine



FOOTBALL



U-17 coach to be in place by end of month: Praful Patel



Injury leaves Lee fuming



Lee Chong Wei. — PHOTO: AP
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clash. Reshma made numerous mistakes from the back court. Her overhead crosscourt drops and net play that had helped her beat sixthseeded Anura Prabhudesai and the top seed Tanvi Lad, failed her. And Rituparna, a consistent player, rode mainly on Reshma’s unforced errors. “This time, I had an easy draw. That made it easy. I will now focus on International tournaments and improve my World rankings, which is at 55 at the moment,” said Rituparna. R. Satwik Sai Raj of Andhra Pradesh bagged a ‘double’, winning the men’s doubles



with Chirag Shetty and mixed doubles with K. Maneesha. The results: Finals: Men: Sourabh Verma (Pet) bt Lakshya Sen (Utr) 21-13, 21-12. Doubles: R. Satwik Sai Raj (AP) & Chirag Shetty (AAI) bt K. Nanda Gopal (Cht) & Sanyam Shukla (AI) 21-17, 16-21, 21-14. Women: Rituparna Das (Tel) bt Reshma Karthik (Air India) 21-12, 21-14. Doubles: Aparna Balan & Prajakta Sawant (Pet) bt Shikha Gautham (Kar) & Sanyogita Ghorpade (Mah) 21-9, 21-11. Mixed doubles: R. Satwik Sai Raj (AP) & K. Maneesha (AI) bt Venket Gaurav Prasad & Juhi Dewangan (Cht) 21-14, 21-18.



ball Federation (AIFF) has managed to douse the fire generated from the episode involving chief national coach Nicolai Adam. A press release by the AIFF announced on Tuesday that the federation and Adam had ‘parted ways’ by ‘mutual consent’. It was not as smooth as it appeared since Adam had resisted action against him and refused to put in his papers. The AIFF had decided to end the contract with Adam following a written complaint by the India under-17 team preparing for the World Cup to be held later this year in India. Adam was asked by the AIFF to resign when 21 players of the team signed a letter in unison against the behaviour of the coach, who had allegedly used abusive language. The release quoted Adam as saying, “I am grateful to AIFF for giving me the opportunity to serve as coach of the Indian u-17 National Team. “I wish all the bright young



I wish all the bright young talent the very best — Nicolai Adam talent the very best.” Rated among the best coaches to handle junior training and preparation, Adam had joined in April 2015, an appointment that was hailed as a progressive step to improve the quality of the game in India. Shocking episode The episode involving him and the team left the football fraternity shocked and the AIFF responded swiftly by deciding to end his contract. “It was unfortunate the way things happened. “On behalf of the AIFF I can say that we took the decision in the interest of the players,” AIFF president Praful Patel told The Hindu. “We’ll obviously get a replacement and the new coach will take charge soon. We will have an interim coach to handle



the team, but the replacement will take over the team by the end of February,” Patel added. Scoing at reports that the AIFF may struggle to find a good coach in the backdrop of Adam’s departure Patel emphasised, “We have received a good number of applications for the job and we would soon begin the process of interviews. “We are going to look at the best options available.” Reflecting on the ‘unfortunate’ development, Patel said, “The support staf should have informed the AIFF about the behaviour of the coach. “There was absolutely no indication from the support staf or the players. “We would have acted at the first complaint. I reprimanded them for allowing things to reach this stage.” Giving an assurance that the new coach would get six months to train the team ahead of the tournament, Patel noted, “The team will resume training soon and will continue to get the best facilities.”



Bagan books play-of berth AMITABHA DAS SHARMA KOLKATA: Mohun Bagan pro-



duced a repeat of the first-leg scoreline (2-1) to defeat Colombo FC 4-2 on aggregate and book a play-of berth in the South Zone qualifiers of the AFC Cup here on Tuesday. Bagan opened its account midway through the first half when Haitian Sony Norde, returning to the side after injury, found the target. Scotsman



Darryl Dufy fetched the insurance goal for Bagan early on in the second half before the visitors pulled one back near the end through Ivory Coast midfielder Seka Jean Yapo. Midfielder Katsumi Yusa was at his creative best, initiating both moves that ended in goals for Bagan. Yusa set Dufy up in the 28th minute with a fine pass before the Scotsman sent the ball to Norde who made no mistake.



In the 56th minute, Yusa’s diagonal floater to Norde saw the latter cross the ball to Dufy who tapped it home. After substitute Balwant Singh was denied from the penalty spot by Colombo custodian Mohamed Imran, Yapo dribbled past four defenders before finishing with a left-footer for Colombo in the 88th minute. The result: Mohun Bagan 2 (Norde 28, Duffy 56) bt Colombo FC 1 (Yapo 88).



Russia banned from World Championships CAP-D’AIL (FRANCE): Russia



will miss August’s World Athletics Championships in London after the doping ban was extended on Monday, world governing body president Sebastian Coe said. Coe said Russia, whose 15-month ban from athletics was prolonged at the IAAF’s Council meeting in Cap d’Ail near Monaco, could not be reintegrated into the sport before November. Coe was speaking after the IAAF Council approved the Taskforce’s recommendation that Russia was ‘not ready for reinstatement’. Russia has been barred from international competition since November 2015 following a damaging report alleging that statesponsored doping was rife in the country. The ban had already been extended in March and then June 2016. — AFP



Pakistan thrashes Bangladesh I DID IT: Italy’s Fabio Fognini battled back to down Argentina’s Guido Pella in a five-setter in the decisive fifth match. — PHOTO: REUTERS



football legend Diego Maradona, who was in the front row cheering on Pella. But the Italian downplayed the friction after the match. “Diego is Diego. There was no problem. “If he comes to the locker room, I’ll give him my jersey,” he said.



The match, originally set for Sunday, had been delayed by rain. Argentina, which had fought back from two matches down to tie the World Group encounter, became the 10th title holder to crash out of the Davis Cup in the first round since 1972. — AFP



BENGALURU: Pakistan whipped Bangladesh by 151 runs in the T20 World Cup for the Blind at Alur grounds here on Tuesday. The scores: Pakistan 295 for two in 20 overs (R. Khan 104, Mohd. Jamil 72) bt Bangladesh 144 for seven in 20 overs (Abdul Malek 61 n.o.). West Indies 252 for four in 20 overs (D. Deboya 131 n.o.) bt South Africa 187 for seven in 20 overs (Dominic Scott 45, Henry Masha 37).— Sports Bureau



Now, a triple hundred in a T20 game! NEW DELHI: When Mohit



Maavi XI.



Ahlawat slammed a double century in the local league, he earned a slot in the Delhi Ranji Trophy team last season. Ahlawat, however, failed to keep his place and gave way to Rishabh Pant, who made his India debut in the T20 International against England recently. On Tuesday, Ahlawat tore into the Friends XI attack, hammering an unbeaten 300 of 72 balls with 14 fours and 39 sixes while turning out for



35-yard boundary The venue, with a 35yard boundary, was the Lalita Park ground in East Delhi’s Laxmi Nagar area. The scoresheet provided to The Hindu did not have the umpires’ names, and it is learnt that there was no oicial scorer too. Maavi made 416 for two in 20 overs and bowled out Friends XI for 200 in 13 overs in their Friends Premier League match. — Special Correspondent
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Black hole binges on a star



Bon voyage, Bao Bao



A battery powered by stomach acid



A giant black hole ripped apart a star and binged on its remains for about a decade, setting a record for the longest such episode, scientists said.



Giant Panda Bao Bao will be departing for China on February 21 from the National Zoo in Washington, U.S., as part of an agreement between the two countries.



MIT scientists have developed a small battery that runs on stomach acids and is capable of powering e-pills to monitor patient health.



STAR TREK Madonna gets permission to adopt twins



P



op icon Madonna has been granted permission to adopt two more kids — twin girls — from Malawi after it was reported that she had applied for adoption. The singer, who already has two children from the African country (David, adopted in 2006 and Mercy, adopted in 2009) appeared in court in Lilongwe last month after filing her application. The country’s High Court cleared the adoption. “In fact, at the time we were granting her the permission she [Madonna] was in the courtroom with her lawyers,” Mlenga Mvula, Malawian judiciary spokesman, told the BBC. However, less than two weeks ago Madonna had denied reports that she had applied to adopt any more children, during a charity visit to Malawi. — PTI



Katy Perry to perform at Grammys



S



inger Katy Perry is the latest addition to the Grammy Awards’ star performer line-up. The Recording Academy announced on Twitter that the pop star would join the February 12 celebration, which Perry confirmed later. The singer is expected to premiere a new song called Chained to the Rhythm, featuring Skip Marley on Friday, and it is likely that this could be the number she performs at Sunday’s Grammy Awards, reported Billboard. The 32-year-old songstress joins a long list of performers that includes Beyonce, The Weeknd, Daft Punk, Adele, John Legend, Metallica, Carrie Underwood, Bruno Mars, Keith Urban, John Legend, A Tribe Called Quest and others. — PTI



Madhavan’s geared up for pilot role



A



ctor R. Madhavan will be playing the role of a pilot in Chanda Mama Door Ke and the actor says his experience of working on Rang De Basanti and television show Sea Hawks will help in performing better. Madhavan joins Sushant Singh Rajput and Nawazuddin Siddiqui in India’s first space film, which is based on a team of astronauts whose mission brings the country together. “I can’t wait to see this film with my son. I am sure he will be proud of me. It’s such an awesome story and has a fantastic team. This role will definitely require much prepping as we are doing it with a lot of authenticity,” Madhavan said in a statement. — PTI



Charting the fascinating path that robots have taken over the years The Science Museum in London will host a unique exhibition for seven months VIDYA RAM



Introductory speeches are commonplace at press launches, but far rarer is for one of them to be delivered by a robot. RoboThespian, a lanky, luminescent, human-like robot, who will be on display at the London Science Museum’s blockbuster exhibition charting the history robots, is a charismatic speaker, with the animated intonation of a confident orator, and digital eyes that focus and look around in an eerily-human way. Precisely when robots came to be created does of course depend on one’s definition of a robot, and as curator Ben Russell points out there are 30 or 40 diferent characterisations. The exhibition links robots to our quest to “recreate ourselves in mechanized form” and therefore takes the starting point as around 500 years ago, when in the 16th century, the quest to understand the workings of the human body spurred the creation of mechanical devices. On display is one of the earliest such automated pieces: an automaton monk from 1560, created for Philip II of Spain, which could pray and walk across the table, moving its lips and raising its crucifix. There’s a spectacular silver swan from the 18th century that attracted huge crowds at the time with its ability to elegantly sway and pick up ornamental fish and lots of other fascinating mechanical pieces from across the world. However it wasn’t till the 20th century that the word



LONDON:



HOLDING FORTH: RoboThespian 3 built by Engineered Arts Ltd, U.K. — PHOTO: SCIENCE MUSEUM, LONDON “robot” was coined: derived from the Czech word “robota” which means forced labour, and which was used by author Karel C apek in his 1920 play about artificial humans, Rossum’s Universal Robots. It was also at this stage that robots began to take the shape that we traditionally associate with them —the metallic, somewhat humanoid figures that have dominated literature and



film. There’s a replica of one of the earliest — the ‘Maria’ robot used in Fritz Lang’s film Metropolish in 1927, and Eric, one of the earliest ones made in the U.K. Artificial intelligence It was in the 1950s that the quest to imbue robots with intelligence and the ability to operate without remote control or a microphone began. On display is a cybernetic



tortoise from 1951 that had the ability to find its own way. The exhibition also highlights the huge range of ways robots are capable of aiding human life: from those used in factories to the home, and even one capable of acting as a mediator for children with autism, helping them learn about human interaction. However, many challenges remain, as the exhibition carefully sets out. It highlights some of the current research under way, in particular eforts to create robots that are able to learn from humans and its surroundings. There’s Lucy, a British robot with 50,000 artificial neurons that over a period of years has learned to distinguish bananas and apples, and iCub, one of an Italian series of 30 robots that mimic toddlers, as they learn to discover the world around them, through their senses, learning as they go. However, surprisingly to many, the biggest challenge, lies not in artificial intelligence, but in something more fundamental, says Will Jackson, the director of Engineered Arts, the British company behind RoboThespian. “Software is way ahead but the biggest challenge is mechanical,” he says, noting that we are yet to have a robot capable of sustained and close human interaction and replicating the preciseness of human beings, or the strength of our muscles. The exhibition is open at the Science Museum in central London from February 8 to September 3, 2017.



Contraceptive injection for men passes test on a monkey LOS ANGELES: An injectable male contraceptive that blocks sperm flow with a gel has been successful in monkey trials, scientists have said, bringing the prospect of an alternative form of birth control for humans closer. The contraceptive called Vasalgel provided efective birth control in rhesus monkey groups for more than one



CM YK



year, according to researchers from the California National Primate Research Center in the U.S. With proof of eicacy in monkeys and rabbits, preparations are being made for the first clinical trial in humans, researchers said. Male contraceptive options have not changed in over a century, and are cur-



Where the heart is



rently limited to condoms and withdrawal (with high pregnancy rates), or vasectomy (meant to be permanent), they said. Reversible efect The trial used Vasalgel in groups of rhesus macaques — confirming previous preclinical findings in rabbits on the eicacy of the new



device. “Vasalgel is a high molecular weight polymer that consists of styrene-altmaleic acid (SMA) dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide and could be the first long-acting, non-hormonal, potentially reversible male contraceptive to reach market,” the company behind the gel said. The polymer forms a hydrogel after injection into the



vas deferens, creating a blockage to the passage of sperm. It is thought that fluids are able to pass slowly through the gel, reducing back-pressure on the epididymis (the sperm storage area) that has been noted after vasectomy. The contraceptive efect of Vasalgel has been “reversed” in a rabbit model by



flushing the material out with a simple sodium bicarbonate solution, researchers said. The purpose of the current study was to put Vasalgel to the ultimate test — preventing pregnancy, not just eliminating sperm — in larger animals more anatomically similar to humans, before human use. — PTI



FESTIVE SPIRIT: Hollywood actor Ashley Judd dances with students of the Kalinga Institute of Social Science in Bhubaneswar on Tuesday. Judd, a goodwill ambassador for the United Nations Population Fund, is on a four-day trip to Odisha. — PHOTO: BISWARANJAN ROUT



How some plants got a taste for meat WASHINGTON: Scientists have



identified the evolutionary pathway that led some plants to turn carnivorous, a finding that explains why pitcher plants from diferent parts of the world appear strikingly similar despite having evolved independently. Pitcher plants capture insects by luring them into a trap — a cupped leaf with a waxy, slippery interior that makes it diicult to climb out. A soup of digestive fluids sits at the bottom of this chamber and breaks down the flesh and exoskeletons of prey. The study probes the origins of carnivory in several distantly related plants — including the Australian, Asian and American pitcher plants, which appear strikingly similar to the human (or insect) eye. Proteins as enzymes Although each species developed carnivory independently, the research concludes that the biological machinery required for digesting insects evolved in a strikingly similar fashion. Over time, in all three species, plant protein families that originally assisted in



Asian pitcher plant. — PHOTO: RITU RAJ KONWAR



self-defense against disease and other stresses developed into the digestive enzymes we see today, genetic clues suggest. These enzymes include basic chitinase, which breaks down chitin — the major component of insects’ hard, exterior exoskeletons — and purple acid phosphatase, which enables plants to obtain phosphorus, a critical nutrient, from victims’ body parts. The study was published in the journal Nature Ecology and Evolution. — PTI
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